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BURNELL EVAH'r J'OHNSON

'rHE HO:J.Jl: OP

EDUCA'riONA1~

LEADEHSIUP

IN MANAGING A CHANGE PHOCE2:S
Abstract of Dissertation
PURPOSE: 'l1he purpor:-~E! of thi:'1 study w<lf:! to sc; 1~:et a sequence of
steps as a model chcmge procesr:; and then comr;;::;.r·e that sequence
with the steps :followed by the Berkeley Unified ~::chool lH:Ttrict
during the change process embodied in the development and first
year's implemerrtatior1 of its Ex per :i.mentc:tl Schools Pro ;je ct ~
DELIMITATIONS~
The study was limited to the Experimental Schools
Project of the Berkeley Unified School District from December 28,
1970, throurd1 J'une )0, 1972. 'J1hat project involved approximately
one-third of the students and teaching staff of the districto

PROCEDURES: The primary source of data was a structured in-depth
interview with eighteEm experimental school leaders, sE::VE-)11 writer·.
devBlopers of the project, and seven central project staff. The
responses were clustered in relation to ateps iri the process model.
The study's four questions were answered on the basis of whether or
~ot steps ~n t~e model had bee~ followed.
S~condary sources
1ncluded d:u.3t:t·:t.ct dDcumsnts, dJ.rect observat1onp and uns-tructured
talks and :l.nto:·cview~:; with other project part.i.c.ipa.nts.
FINDINGS: 'Phe r,c_\qu'i.:r·~oi"iir,·\'l'l'S of some t~te"[lS :~.n the mode1 vw:cc judged
of "'' 1n'·l -J·· or ··J +y (1f., ·t l1e· . . s --~·-,., 1_-)'-~
" ' 0 r'-~
1'\C)'t'..
Sat 1. sf· 1' e.- cl 1l ',· ·\·.J.., ',·.· ·i.·.·. ·~..,_._,_:~. )'''·'"'
\........ ., .; ···~,y~·y,,., ..-~+ ~~
r
A majority of ·i;:'le: )~·::oc.tyndentr:> expreBsetl a nf:p:atrve i?'~i<:.>.JuatJ. on o:f
the manag-nn!o:·d; of ·tr·e.~ cha:nge procE:ss exempli£' :it::;d by the p:rojeet.
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CONCLUSIONS: Jlhe district's lt~adership did not (:1) treat the
devBlopment and implementation of the ~roject as a special organizational problem requiring adherence to the basic principles of
the change process model, (2) take actions manifesting the belief
that having understanding and D.greement on common goals ~:l.mong its
change implementers was required when attempting a major clmnge,
(J) take actions to reduce staff emotional stresses during the
period of major change, and (4) act on the principles that some
additional communication and training were needed by implementers
prior to the start of th(!J distric~t ~s Experimental f:lchoolt:: Project.
1

RECOMMENDNI IONS 1 Some of the ma~or recommendations are~
1. Prior to need~ school distri6ts should develop guidelines
which provide for the irnplementation of any extE:nsive change"
2. Once completed, these guidelines should receivB periodic
·
review and updating by the district's leadership.
3. Training for educational J.eaders should be analyzed to verify
that extensive consideration is gJven to the plannj.ng aspect
of ma:na,r;inp chanr;e and to some nffective processe:;; of ehanr.;e o
~.
District leadership should asswne that staff members are not
knowled~able about the managGment of a process of chan~e.
5. F'ederal al'u::nc ie:oj ::;}wu1d nu::;ur::::: p::reater :r.(:~l'Jponr:; ibility for
providing h~d.:p to d:i.r.:d;ricts :h11rolv;:Jd :1.n charwe (,;ffortr;.
!S. Furtho:r. nt1.::dit::r:; r;houl.d br:; Jn<Jd(-; of cd:w8.tiunn.J cha.n,o;t-~ which vd.ll
1
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IWrl\ODUC'riON '.rO 1i'HE S'.rUDY

Educational leadership continues to face ihe complex
problems generated by student disenchantment, community
tensions, and teacher aggressiveness.1

Each of these

problems presents the administrator with varicit:tons on the
general theme of societal demands for

change~

Havighurst reports that the rap:i.d tttrnovet· among the
off':i. CCJ•uhold .Lnp~
education. 2

lcr.o\!.1iH'~1

of edueation has probably rosulted

Howev0r, he presents a review of the past

deoadeis circumwtances and expresses the belief that many
conditions will be better for meeting these problems during
the 1970's than they were in the 1960's because responsible
leadership will be welcomed and be supported by the peopleoJ

If that be the case, how might the educational leader act so
as to demonstrate responsible leadership?

How might the

leader function in effectively administering change?

·------------1.Ro'bert tT. Havighurst, "Educational Leadership for
;p_.Q;LJ2~~1:tc1 li0.l'.Q.slrb :l. 3 :l.J.06 ~ March p 1. 972 e

the Seventies,

II

3Ibid., PPo 403-406.

2

BACKGH.OUND

'l'h.e setting for· this investigation is the BerJwley
Unified School District, located in the city of Berkeley,
California.
The city of Berkeley is part of the San Francisco
metropolitan area.

During the period which is the focus of

this study its population was about 120,000 people, 67% of
whom were white,

25% black, and the remaining 8% Oriental,

Mexican-American and American Indians~4
The Berkeley School District's boundaries are

coterminous with the city, and its school population of
a1Jo 1'..AV
·f·

r'

'l' · ..,.)v.J\.•
... 1\l')

q +,
1''J............
,,, '•>+'-'.
"··
'·'c.\..
v,_. 9

had thE:<

f'o11o•:-i.i.nf~~

White

11i" _-_...~

·~v< ~

'...,:~"

O'::C'"(l(:'
,.,,
~-·)
(:.t.. .t../1~}

1-1· ''10 CX'.C1'8 -.... ·ten tl·lrou t-J1
ul-1 twe>lv·E-'
..
,..
1

,\.••

1.

_

.• \'_:;'···)·

.

1

:r·ac: ial distribution in September r 19'70:

P"!
.__,>-..(': 1(.• •• h... L'f"t
__ )_, ••

.

'"}!-~
( /l •f

Cl J'·. ··1__ "'
J
..:_; r1 t· (._,
......

·~,c~
Cl1J.ca:no
.
8 • 5l'';
-·

~

J,4%; and, American Indian -

0.1%.~

The UnivBrsity of California is considered the major
industry in Berkeley, although there is an industrial complex
of more than three hundred firms.

The geographic location

in combination with the educational and industrial complex
contributes a rather unique urban-suburban environment, with

1·1'0f'f' '
.. -.J.ce o.f'

•
rro,Jec t "J'il
: ann:u1g
anct., D eve J__ opm<:~nt,
Experimental Schools Educational Plan (as submitted to the
United StatE:::; Office of Education~ Experimental Schools
Program, by the Berkeley Uriified School District, Berkeley,
Califot'rLia)~ lila.y ~:1., 19?1, revised Juno 8~ :1.9?:1., p. ).
5Ilnd.
...
l)

•

J
a large percentage of profession<ll people residing in the
city.

Perkeley has been characterized by the diversity of

its racial and cultural groups, with contrasts ranging from
well-educated business and professional citizens to those
whose opportunity for education and social mobility have
been very limited; there

arl"l

Edgnii'icant numbers of retired

or elderly persons who remember Borkeley•s suburban statuso
and there a:t.... e large numbers of young peoplE-) in resident a.ncl
transient status, including those who are formally

~nd

also

informally ar:Jsociated with the University, who not only
question but campaign for social change. 6
The city reportedly suffers from the major problems
assoc:L3."Led v,ritl1 rc.'-::idcnt:La1 segrer;at.:ton.

Most of its blac}):

whi1n t110:: h.l.J.1y S(-::::t:i.om3 to the north and east are larf.-'_;ely
white residential areas.

The oriental population occupies

an arc running southwest to northwest through the middle of
the city.

The public school system also has many additional

probl£~ms shared by urban communities in the United States. 7

The climate for change in Berkeley was illustrated
during the secondary and elementary school desegregation
programs in 1964 and 1968,

These actions reportedly had

resulted in representative racial composition in all schools
and Ber1):eley became the first American city with a population over

:L00p000

and a large minority population to achieve

6·[' 'l
.. OlC.,
p. 5'.

7Ihid •

complete school dese~regation. 8

(See Appendix Exhibits A

and B for pre and post-desegregation school locations; this
in turn

est~blished

Schools,

8.f3

the basis for locations of

Experimer~al

shown in Appendix Exhibit C.)

Carol Sibley, a member of the Board of Education for
the period 1961-1971, has written about the heavy involve·ment of the Berkeley community in shaping the educational
program citing as examples the Master Plan Committee which
had 138 members of the community and school staff studying
many facets of education and those who developed the plan
for deflogregation. 9

She also relater3 many other instanees

where she believes the people of Berkeley and the Board of
EducD:G:ior•

do~r:n··;;:;i.:::'! 1.tr?d

a

hin:h derrree o:f willingness to face

the ch<:l11onn:c~ of -:': ~H1nr:e with both conviet ion and action .1 0

In toto 1 onf;

:1.~-;

'})>.'e:c:c-mted with an

impn~ss

ion of a city and

a school system with a climate receptive to change,

The Berkeley district learned in January of 1971
that United States Office of Education money was available
to build on experimental schools already in operation.11

8 n)id., p. 6.

9Carol S i b ley , t!~.Y.QI:2:....!lV1.LJ.1.o.m.?JJ.i ( Berke 1 e y :
Scientif:l.c Analysh; Corpora.tion, 19?2), pp. 39·q62, 91-92.
10 rbid., pp. 35-120.
11 Letter from Robert B. Binswanger, Director, Experimental School::; Pror!:rar~, Dc-nx'l.rtment of Health, Education and
Welfare 9 Office of Education, Washington, D.C., December 28,
1970. (See Exhibit D for copy of letter and enclor:;ure.)

5
It was

p~blicized

that, because of Berkeley's many alterna-

tive schooh;, \i'ashinr:ton considered the district fertile
ground for the plowing in of a large sum of federal money. 12
The Office of Project Development submitted the

Berkeley d:h;t:c:i.ct 's Jlroposal, one of five hundred Gubmi tted
by school systems throughout the nation on the theme of
"Experir:1ental School;:; 11 •

Berkeley was one of eight districts

in the nation to be aw<'J.rded a ;!.l1 0, 000 planning g:eant from
the United States Office of Education early in February of

1971. 1 3

According to the Director of the national office

of .the Experimental Schools Program, the aim of the planning
grant was to dev .i::;e a concept of alternative schools or some
other :for·m of itcx:::,r-::c·i•nent<'-1 schools 11 which would institute

such models would overcome the

~rowing

gap between communi-

ties and schools, and between students and schools. 1 4

A memorandum from the Director of the Office of
Pro:ject Development, dated F'ebrua.ry 17, 1971, went out to
all Berkeley principals invitinr:; them and other parties to
submit suggestions on experimental ideas and proposals

12o:f:f ice of Public Information, Exrler:i.rnc~ntal. ~;chools
in _[le1js.01.~~ (Informational Brochure, BerkeTey_...Dni:ff."ecr~c:fch.()-c;T
District, Berkeley, California), September, 1971, p.2.

lJLetter from Dr. Jay T. Ball, Director, Office of
Project PJ.annine: and Development, to "Principals and other
interested persons'', ?erkcley Unj.fied School District,
Berkeley, California, February 17, 19?1. (See Exhibit E)
·- 1• 1•
··1 L1. J.Je·c·cer
from

•

Thn~;wanp;er,

ibid., enclosure, pp. 1-4.

6
'1

~

for "alter·native schoolE;".··:J

Some two hundred such plans

were created by school staffs, parents, and other Berkeley
t •·16
resl. d en·;s

A committee from central administration, school

staffs, and the comnmnity culled thTough all of the proposals and came up with a package of twenty-four alternativef:.l.
ApprovBd by the Board of Education, these were submitted as
a }Jro jc~ct propor:>al to the United Stater,; Office of Education.
Berkeley's was one of three selected to receivB federal
grants to sustain and expand on alternative schools.

~Vhe

grant was for ).6 million dollars for the first thirty
months, with some additional f'undf; to follow for another
thirty month perioct. 1 7
That initi2l approval was followed by a period of
inten:=d:v-t:;

n·~:.-~:otjs:J:.i.c·ns

Edu.ca·t:ivn roqu:i.rt:.d t;}·,at

with Vla:3hington.
the~

The Office of

Berkeley package be reworked

so that all of the experimental schools were contained in
just two of the city's four attendance zones (see Exhibit C
for map of locations).

rrhe two zones without alternatives

were the "control group" for compc-1.rison purposes.
office~

The

of Education also required that the program be named

"Experimental" instead of "Alternative", a condition which
immediately distre;:;sed some of the rrtaf:f of alternatives;

15Letter from Ball 9 loc •. cit.
1 6 off.ice of Public Information brochure, .ibid., p.
1 ?Ibid.

J.

?
they had been in operation for some time and considered
their pro§-.::cnms ar:; "n.r1other way", not an experiment.

But,

that same source noted that with 3.6 million dollars at
stake the label on the effort was dismissed as a matter of
semantics, not something about which to argue. 18
J\·pproval of tl1.e grant came in mid ·~June, 1971 , and
shortly after that the summer vacation period dispersed many
of the tNlch:i.ng and Dehool administrative staffs.
Crhe Experimental Schools Pro;ject was approved with
the ten alternatives already in operation in the district
included (see Exhibit Fin Appendix for descriptions).

In

addition, :five more e:;.lternatives were. to he started when
schooJ.s were

open~d

schGduled to

bc~ln

SGptember iOt 19?1; two others were
in the second semester, February,.1972;

and, another sev£n were to be ready to start in the fall of
1972, for a total of twenty-four alternative schools (see

Exhibit Gin Appendix for descriptions). 1 9
The Experimental Schools Project Director was
.

appo:Lnted on Se})temher 7, 1971.
for

'r ralnlng
. .

20

. .

.

'l'he Asr:;ocJ.ate Dlrector

.
. 21
was appolnted
at that same board meetlng.

'l'he A::;soc:l::J.te Director fo:r. Evaluation was appointed at the

1 8 J.·b · c1
.

J.

•

~

19!". d

'-'l • ' PP •

2 0 -~)
.. .'' ..
t ,e '" ,
J_,oar d 1.1J.nu
C'

September 7, 1971, p. J.
21 J1- . l
lC) o
.. I) J.C o ,
}) •

J-1-J-.

Berkeley Unified School District,

Board of Education meeting on October 19, 1971. 22
As the time drew near for opening the fifteen alternative:=: on

SE-~ptember

10, 19?1, there was a pr:·ogram to infor1>1

parents about the options open to their children.
meetin~s

Church

and newspaper articles were the major vehicles for

communication during August.

One informational brochure was

assembled and mailed throup:hout the c:i.ty the fir:::t week of
September. 2 3 With only slight facility delay at two locations, all·alternatives opened on schedule September 10th.
PUHPOSE OF 'rHE

Chxis Argyris tells of the

urgc~nt

need to create new

~nd

workable models of organizational
and in other fields. 24 He also notE~;:>

weakr;El~:;s

with mN>t organizational plans is the

leadershin Gtyleo

that 8. Hlcl]or

STUDY

lack of understanding shown by leaders in the problems of
implementation.
The researcher's purpose in making this study is to
contribute to the better understanding of the problems of
the implementation of change.

22 ·-,.boarc] 1'1.
·: J.nu t . ef:;
October 19, 1971, p.2.
2

v

Berknley Unified Sehool District,

30ffice of Public Information-brochure, op. cit.f

pp. 1-25.
2L~

Chris Arp:yr:i.c:;, Intervention 'f'heo:e,y and l'.·1(~thod: A
l)g)la vj_Q.J::.0.J. --~1-,<;~t.Q.IlC?D____'{i.<J.X!. ( ici8"r~J-o--Y)'[;~y-:-},:·:-·-cri,t1Ii() r"Yii8~;--···E;j d I8'()ri·=----Wesley Publishing Companyf 1970), pp. 3-4.
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'rHE PROBU£M

This study assumes that one way to determine how
educational leadership functions is to analyze the process
by which that leadership brings about change.

The study is

concerned with an analysis of the process used in effecting
change as represented by developing and implement:i.ng one of
the first three Experimental Schools Proposals funded by the
United States Office of Education.25
~eference

The specific frame of

is the proposal negotiated and implemented by the

Berkeley Unified School District, Berkeley, California.
The researcher's approach to this study has been to

with particnlar atterrtion to those aspects concerned with

literature has been seeking some pattern in the steps of
different change processes, that pattern to be designated
the "model" sequence of steps in a change process that is
used as the investigation's standard of reference.

25The Experimental Schools program was authorized by
Congress under the Cooperative Her:lea.rch .1\.ct passed in 19'71
(Public Law A3-531)o Eight school systems were given $10 0 000
planning grants and were required to combine into a single,
comprehensive educational p1an a diver13e vari(~ty of promising
practices for predominantl.y underachievingv low-income
children in the ld.nderr::arten throu~;h grade twelve. The three
school districts chosen to participate in the first phase of
the program were: (1) Berkeley Unl.:fied School Districtp
]
C' a_
· •t..l• i.r.• orn1a;
•
( 2··
·
1·'··:terce
'
.., h oo ]. .J) J.s·;:r.1c·~,,
' t •
1..3 (~r k·c_.ey,
-· ) r•
L'ran.-:V. ..·1 :Ln:::,c
~:a.eoma o Washinr;ton; and C3) Public School S:yr:;tE!m, Minne ••
apol.:i.;:;~ Minnesota.
I-

1.0

The major problem of this study is to select and
describe the sequence of steps that comprise the designated
model of a change process and then to compare that step
sequence with the steps followed by the superintendent of
the Berkeley Unified School Distri9t during the change
proc<'~ss

embodied in the development and .first year o ~)

mentation of the Experimental Schools Propof:;al.

imple~·

'Phe fin<-:-J.l

phase _of the study is to develop recommendations which are
believed appropri<a.te to the f :lndinr,s of that comparison.
Specifically, the study seeks:

1.

To select from a series of change processes one

whose sequential steps are presented by the investigator as
the model which

~ncludes

in the procoss of
2,

ro

the fundamental bases to be covered

eff~ctin~

a major change.

develaD an instrument to get data which would

objective1:v dr:.d;·::n·mine tlw vievJS hold by directors of alternative schools and the centr'al staff who together developed
and implemented the first year of the Experimental Schools
Proposal.

~Phese

views are to indicate whether or not there

had been a sequence of steps in the development and initial
imrJlementation of the proponal and the degree to which
those steps or implementation actions
sequence of steps in the

3.

chan~e

con~are

with the

process model.

To analyze the data to seek answers to the

followin« questions about the devBlopment and first year's
implementation of the
a,

Ex·perimc~ntal

Schools Project:

Did the superintendent of the Berkeley

11

Unified School District treat the major
change that was .involved in the developing:
and irnplernerrting of the

Exper~nerrtal

Schools

Project as a special organizational problem
requiring adherence to the basic principles
of a selected charige process model?
b.

Did the superintendent of the Berkeley
Unified School District demonstrate actions
which manifested the belief that having
underr:;tancling and agreement on common goalrJ
among its change implementers was required
of on organization attempting the major
chr::.nge of developi:ne: c:rr:d implementing the
ci.~.:·:·::~·:'L:.~t

c,

9

f:3

Experiment.[:;} Schools Pro;io.ct?

D:i.C:1. the f3Uperintendent of the district ta1w
actions to reduce those staff emotional
r=~tresses

that increar:;e confur:d.on and

anxiety during a period of major change?
d.

Did the r:mperintendent of the Berkeley
Unified School

D~str:i.ct

act on the ])rin-

ciplcr3 thc.1.t additional cor:1munication and
training were needed by project implementers
prior to the start of the district 1 s Experimental Schools Project?

5o

To develop recommendations appropriate to the

purpose of thh; study, ba;:;ed on the find:Lnt,fJ of the study.

12

IMPOR'rANCE OF

s.

~'HE S~_'UDY

J. Knezevich has written that:

1'/i,any recent publications ••• have documented in
dramatic fashion the intense fe~nent confronting the
American culture. This r::;~;ethinr(, and a comm:i.trnE~nt to
charv-!e are si2:nature:::> of our times and touch every
social institution including education •••• 'rhere is a
growin~ swell of concern within and outside the profession for a fundamental revision of the substantivB
content as well as the methodology employed in readying
persons to assume various degrees of resuonsibility for
the direction and operation of schools,26
This study may help delineate areas wherein administratorr:-.o can be trained in

~~kills

which will enable them to

cope with and manage change more effectively.
John I, Goodlad has stated that American education

rl~·,

or· could be, '-·t

for

s·tudyin~

H~~

han pref:;ented the

follovd.m~

ra.tionaJe

educational change:

One requires no areat insight to realize that processes of improvin~ schooling in the United States are
haphazard if not chaotic. Millions of dollars are
spent each year on consulting •••• But we seem no more
capable of mounting a comprehensive change strategy
than we were when all of this began •••• Educational
change, at even the most rudimentary levels, is one of
those rtreat unstudied realms of education, Obviously,
understanding it is basic to offectin~ it. Need one
have more motivation for probinr,r, into it?2e

-----·--

26 Edaard L. Morphet and David L. Jesserp ed.p
Pr_? Dg_rj ng__5.s:l..l'.S::.?~.:t2.l~-"f.Q.J~ 1-~l9.:L.~rn erg) n_r: Ne E~.9£. ( New York :
Citation Press, 19o9;, p. 25.
2 ?cTohn I. Good lad, "StudyinE; and Effect inn: Educational Charwe," ILI2lB.flL. BI:l?Orter, Fall Quarter, 1969, p. 1.
28

Ibid.~ pp. J-4.
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Whether or not American education is

chan~ing

more

slowly than it should or could be, Olivero and Duffie feel
chanr:e:~s

that many

have taken place from a variety of inputs

·and, "As with v:i.:r·tually every other aspect of om:' lives,
chanp:e ir3 occurrin~: at a fantastic rate. "29
Norman H(:arn smzgests one reason why the rate of
change has accelerated and why it might be of benefit to
study this condition, when he says:
In our times~ mass access to free public education
has accelerated the pace of change. As the system pumps
more and ~ore literate men and women into the mainstream
of society, more and more people have ideas about who
and what should be chan~ed. As any school superintendent can tell you, we are virtually saturated with
'change agents'. Possibly what we need are more effective methocl::1 of channelinrt and arc):i·l~~:'ating the energies
of ·t:·t:i.f~ i:nJlU.tudf:; of charw~e Df';entr::;. ;.~uch an 1.m~Iertaki:ng
~- ·,t 1.L.•
-,n._\
,.
d 8.. cuClE.HCt,
"'·" .) ,.
~ ._).._
,.. ~r· .•
~
#t.1.11{.• JO
lt..j,Jl.1E·~c·~
.• , ,)l·Y.'UC
.. an.
J.nllOVcl
.....; ) , .. ,

4

(<-1--

.....

Given
l\~erz

:nott':)f:O

D. :cc:i.(lid

·¥'

or accelerat(·H'i rate of

J'

chan~~e,

William

thE:) :c·(,dationsh:ip to education and presents f:>ome

justification for hav-ing planned change:
Vve have learned the hard way that education is
intimately bound to the social trends and rapid changes
that characterize our society. WhBther or not education
must adapt to changing social conditions is not a debatable point; the alternative to planned change is to be
buffeted about by the pressures and demands of a society
that clamors for educational services of many kincls.31

29James L. Olivero and Edward G. Buffie, T~ducational
(Bloomington, Indiana: Ind hma University . . i·1 re~s·8-;··---·19'?0), p. 269.

I~.'2:.DJ2.Q..\Jgx.

"0

J No1:--man Hearn, '"l'he Where, When, and How of 'I'ry:i.ng
Innovations,'' P)l~:;_Tl.El.J-t<!::- I\8J2f2~~:.1J.• 5J: J68, Fe brua.ry, 19'12.
·

Chanfl'e,"

JlW:i.lliam R. f\'lerz, "Educ:.-rt;:i.on and the Process of
I:;;_Q]!.~~li:tt~;~X:l£0..:._1Je_Q!LQ_:r::.s YljJ?., 24: .561, f';Jarc h, 1. 967.

11.1.

Miles has noted that the dominant focus in most
contemporary change efforts tends to be on the content of
the desired change, rather than on the features and consequences of change processef:J .3 2

It i~l his premise that

attention to change processes is crucial, that the degree to
which there can be increased understanding of planned

chan~e

will have a hearing on the degree to which educational innovation will be managed more effectively in the future than
has been the case in the past.

The problem seems to be that,

in spite of massive amounts of money injected to accomplish
change and with these expressed concerns for educational
chane:e, analysiEl indicates that almost all available funds,

t ion::;.

::~.~'.1

f.':t:l~~

h,

'J~hc

fraction of fund lng available for

exam~

inaticrr; oft pl[0..nn:'tnp; ·for, and more or less sophisticated

execution of change processes seems to be minor.J3

In a

more recent publication Arr:yris expresses similar concermJ o
He callr:l for crash prop:rams to give attention to processes
for

chan~e

and self-renewal of organizations and partici-

pants to be more effective in meeting changing conditions

.
J'~·
occurring at a more rapid pace within our soc1ety.

3 I'.1atthew B. l'<TilN:l, Ed. , ID.l:l.QYJ:l:tJ.:..Q..Y.Li.n.J~JlllSi.:tJon
(New York: Bure::J.U of Publications 9 'l'eachers College,
Columbia UnivnrE:ity, 1.964) , p. 2.
2

'3Jrb··
... J. d • ,

p. 1 0 •

J4A l' f';yr J.. 8

v

0

p•

. •r

C :L t

:1..r)

If administrators have not had an extensive and
specific preparation for the special problems of effecting
educational change, then one is led to ask the question of
whether or not the problems of
lack of preparation.

chan~e

are compounded by this

Could the problems be reduced by hav-

ing a better understanding of change as a process which must
be studi(::'d for more effective planning?

Vlould thh;

hav(~

any

implications for training institutions?
A study of the development and implementation of the
Berkeley Experimental Schools Proposal offered an opportunity to examine in depth the change procesf3 that an urban
school system has employed.
w:i.th a

w:ldc~

ThB opportuni·ties for contact

ranp·e of stD,f'f that l'la.ve berm involved with the

years with the subject district.

An administrator most of

that time, he has had a peer relationship with many of those
involved in developing and taking part in the first year's
implementation of the Experimental Schools Proposal.

Had

there been an implementation plan for the implementers, to
accomplish this organizational change?
common view of that plan?

Would they have a

Had they been given direction and

training for implementing this change?

How did these imple-

menters view the need, timing, and extent of such direction
and training?

Answers to these and other questions are

presented later, to offer some basis on which are formulated
recommendations regarding the management of change.

1.6
LIMITATIONS OF THR STUDY
This study covers only the

devBlo~nent

and initial

implementation period for the Experimental Schools Project
at the Berke ley Unified School District, Berke ley, Calif' or"·
nia, from December 28, 1970, through JunB ]0 9 1972.
The

~athering

of primary data is restricted to1

(l) particivants directly involved in developing the original proposal; (2) negotiators of the funded project; and

(3) the actual implementers of the project.
'rhese

"irnplementerF~"

are the eighteen directors of

the exper5.mental schools and the seven central administrativ<0 ;:;i;c:>.ff of the; p:ccject.
.bccau:::;c of

ctrcren~;

'J'wo dirf.<C"\;ors are unavc.1.ilable

o1.xt-o:f-~3tate

.

rer·d.'ience; th.e assH·:Jtant

directors for eacn of those ·two locations were therefore
interv·lewed as alternates.

The interv·iews with seven

writers and developers are also included, to make a total
of thirty-two.

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions will apply in this study:
.QJlfJ..JlE:f]_"

llny s igni:f ic:ant alteration in the

quo, usually an alteration which is

inter~ed

f3 tat us

to benefit the

people involved.)S

J5nonalcl G. '·lave locr~, 1~bg___~~J)/!X!f~~--J.\r:;g_n~~-'.fl_. ~L1~1J~ls.L_J;g_
( r•:nr(l.E;wood C J ifffJ, t·i. ,T. : Ed ucat ionn.l
rl'echnolo,:(y Publication::; 1 19?3), p. r,..

I.nn.Q.~.£}. J),_m'l___\n...~~.rJ11DJL.L.j,.Qn
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r:.tE\1.1.?SL)i.P~l).:t.

An individual who faeilitates the

•.
~~·
3~
p.1 anne.
d e }1arwe or p ...] anne d 1nnovat.10n.
Q1~EJ.llJie ..J~roQ.Q..tls..

about. 36
use the

How the ehange or innovation comes

For purposes of thir:l study, the investigator will

tc~rm

to convey the idea that the change process con··

sists o.f movement through a f>equence of phases (steps), one
growine: out from another, tow:?.rd a. goal.
91J.,.QJ1t,

A person, p:roupp organization, or

commun~

i ty which the chanp:e agent chooses to serve. :36

m·

Qli~w_t_~'i::[?tP:.

Equivalent to "client", but indicat-

ing the fact that the "client" is usually a group of people
who are in·terrelntcd nnd at least partly interdependent.J6

nolrtin.a1 f.e;cul<:;: th<ot.t i::i, v1h:i.ch is stated in terms of a label

"· ~~-

..

or J.ntc: nt •• , -" (
lnpovE!J;iQ.n.•

Any change which represents something

new to the people being changed, •• will usually mean a change
which benefits the people who are changect.JB
Ob. . .1.§ptiv_g_.
.

An outcome intent which is measurable

on an interval or ratio scale: that is, which gives the
followinr~

information:

c.,

J6TljJ
- ! ...

Y)

r:•

upon completion of the intervention

r'
:J•

3'7Fenwick W. EnP:J.is h <'lnd Ro,g:er /\.. Kaufman, N€.<2..9.8
bl1.fiC?.~?..:'2"0gJ2:~.d ____[I __ X~Q.Q.~L~LLQT_S.:~.r !~..:i&.~~U2. J2!_.1)
.
ey_Q1.~212Pl5Dlt. ( \Vas h :i. nr:r:t on ,

D.C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
1

9'7f.J')
.

.l. '

'

r;c;
- ......

.,t-' •
"

()

Y'Havelock, op. c:i.t., p.

lf.,
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.,., ... I
( ·t e• <a t.,... '·1
l J.·-·':Icc

etc.) there will be a sta temen.t of what be hav :i.ors

(includirw fJkills, knowledp·e, FJ.nd attitudes) will be dis-·
played, who or what will display these behaviors, under
what conditions will the behaviors be observedp and what
criteria will be used to measure the success or failure of
achieving the desired behaviors. JO7

about through a deliberate process which is intended to
make both acceptance by and benefit to the people who are
. L0

changed more likely.~
f.:r.J?s,:_~£.12..•

'l'he means by ·which one attempts to meet

.
'-H
. t'1ves.
] oro b JeC
goa.s

In this study having reference to a

sequential series of steps which provide organization to
the purauit of a goal.

initiate or to improve an innovation or an innovative process.

Resources may be available both inside and outside

the client system.4 2
§_qJ.ltt.~DY\•

.rhe means by which one attempts to meet

1

goals or objectives -- equivalent to process and methodsmeans.

39En~lish and Kaufman, op. cit., p. 65.
L~O·r··,
. l 'l
.op.
.
,.
,tave.oc\.,
cJ..l.,
p.-'r.~
..L.

•

h 1·· l.,~ng_"L.lS h an d 1\au
TJ'
f man 0 op. cit., p. 65.

4-?.Ha.velock, op. cit., p. 5.
4-~
..c,
l anc:l
.J1.•,np:J.J.s1
0

•

I:r\cnr.man,
f
op. cit., p.

65 •
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'i1 he method~>

for achievinp; defined

objectives (or goals) selected, ideally, on the basis of
what alternative ways and means are available, and then
selecting that which will give the desired results with
the least expenditure of time, money, and effort.44
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter One has presented the introduction to the
study and the problem and importance of the study.

It has

also stated the limitations and definitions of the study.
Chapter Two reports the literature related to the
study of orpanizational processes and change.
rl.'he

C<"J.!30

::>tudy methoc1o10I?Y 1 ·tho ::!elcctecl change

-oroc:ocs mode ·1. rtrtcl.

-l;hE!

procedures of the f:itucly are

presonb:;c1 :in Ch<iptcn.' I'hree.
Chapter Four reports and summarizes the data
obtained, and presents a comparative analysis of these
findirws in reference to the princip:Les contained in the
f'.lequence of Bteps in the selected chanp;e process model.
Chapter Five contains a summary of the comparative
analys:i.r1, f'Jome value judf_rments, the conclu.sions, and the
recomm(~ndations

IJ.ll- -L-·l
.• '
. .)JO

•

of the study.

Chapter

2

A REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
INW~ODUC~~ION

The problem of this study is to select and describe
the sequence of steps that comprise the designated model of
a change process. and to compare that sequence with the
steps followed by the superintendent of the Berkeley School
District during the development and first year of implementation of the Experimental Schools Proposal.

The final

to the findings of that comparison.

bel:toved

rrld.s

ch~q;ter

reviews the literature re l.ated to the

practices of administrationf with particular attention to
th()Se

aspE~ct's

change.

coneerned with the effective management of

The chapter is in four sections:

(1) the first

section reaffirms existence of an accelerating pace of change
and the need for an organized approach to the <:1f:fective
management of change; (2) section two presents the current
status of educational change theory; (J) section three
focuses on some components of the role which the chief administrator of an cduc:ational system might demonstrate in the
effective management of change; and (4) section four presents
some of the change processes described in current literature.
20
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'PHE PACE OF CHANGE AND NEED FOH PROCESS

At no previous time J.n the advance of cJ.vilization
has the process of change set a pace to compare with
that facinp: the pre:3~)nt ,c;e•~t:''.~f)t:ir_nl: 1\i-. no ot.her ·neriocl
of histo~y has.there_been ~uch a narrow time span
betvn;cn lnventJ.on and obr:3o.\.(:)Sccnce •·
l.Jmon~:?

rrhis author,

no longer be haph::l.zard.
,, ·t _l' c
t e 1n"·

th<'.m goes on to say, "Change can

It must be active ••• planned and syf:>-

l' '"' e<,1',---',e1'l't:'l_(r_-'l
.~
___ " ·to ,_~~c·)_1 uc,•':l't,l'
,,_ 011. u2

••• "()"1'"'1"11]'
.c .. o. , . . .•
n1--,()"

C'

Warren Bennis confirms these conditions of an accelerating pace of change.

He also notes the need to make new

rules and methodologies to cope with thBse changes.J
,Tamc~s

Vlr·itern lJJ\e

of

di::·~,:ati:::d''r:1.ction':

Olivero and Don Gli:il.es speak of

w.l:th:i.n· the public '<Nhich have become a

source of change iG its role of
schools.·
"

is

input to the

Glines reports that a new and better future

r)
d

expectc-~d

co~rrunity

of education by the public and this demand seemr:;

::-a1elley Urnons, .T. h_E~L.Hi8:r_l_~2R~JI1QD:L..9"f.J~.9.Y..Q.~?.:.:Li:.9n~_A
0.Y..0.. tE>JOat;LG~.J~_c-;_n..iiLD._Lgr.__ ~~!Y_g!~Jj.9JEJ._-1 Eq_~:i-?.J.1J:Lb.9D. (Garden City,
N.Y.: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1970), p. 37.

1

2rbid.
Jw~cJ.l......
1. E.'·
11 G
r •

1 ""f)'
Cl ..:lc
-, r,··
•
•:t'. ;l._Q..D-.:~.· (N e w Y
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z s,L.:.
. or 1-c :
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966), p. 177.
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inp;ton, Ir1d:tanru Indiana Unive::cGity Pre:o;f.l, 19?0), p. 269.
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to mean, "If :-:.1chools ·are to be significantly better, they
must be s i{rn:i.ficantly different. "6
ErneDt Boyer stateD that l!plann0d change is NlrJen·tia1."

He also r:lpeaks of a

change 11

~.:J.nd

long~·term

period of "profound

"ferment" in education in vvhich one of the prin·-

cipal taskFJ for administration will be choord.ng be'hveen jw;;t
chD.nge and

"rc~al

progres:oJ", a task exhibiting "educational

stateDmanship. "7

He says thi::: concern is of central import-

ance because, "while talk about educational change is cheap,
the proceE\f.i of chanp;e is expensive indeed. n8

Fl.ura1iF;m :i.'·; America h1 int.~m~d.fying and our

present

soci~l ab~aciveness wilJ. probably continue in
the y(o<:Tc··;:; ::~.h0'C:HJ ••• A ::~upportive ;:J.tt itudo i.f3 that conflict
h; bl.lll_nd to rnD.r'i': educationa.l m~van:lzcrtional life a_nd
thc:1"t len.d(:•-r·~·;h:i_p D1'.il1:::~ can be ref5.ned to help reduce the
· r'1 V'"'
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ThiD comment underlines the need to prepa_re more
specifically because skills can be refined Hnd ''innovations
in educational pra.ctices involve an underEJtanding and consideration of all the processes of change," according to

61''.
i
.clc.
?Erner;t Doyer, "Ed1.wational Change: J\!fa:i.nta:i.ning
Balance and Coordination, H Crt'~ ifornia lTournal for InstrucJ:.JQX.!i:!:.J.. _Ir>H~t.QY§lr.LQirt, 8 : 21+- 2 6~--"T.i;ry-,--T§(~_s:---·-----···---~-·-----------··--·----P,.l.l • '
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p. 26.

ti:c]r~D.r L. rTorphet and Crw.rles o. Ryan, ed.,
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Another viewpoint about this matter of interrelatedness in educational organizations is that isolated change in
a system's components seems never to remain isolated, for
"signi.f:i.cant conrponentE; do not el1a:ne.e independently of the
whole system." 11
These points present leadership's responsibility for
understanding

the-~

relat:i.on:::h.ipt:1 betwr:)en system components,

the effects of stress, and the need for planning to bring
orderly processes of

chan~e.

More support for this position comes from Ronald G.
Havelock 1 when he says:

It is now b0coming recognized that change will
onl:v l<C)Ci.d tu :r-cn.l proe.:rc::~f:! if it
··u-1 rp·· ··i >~ ·t· 'i · • c.~ '~"J ~ ·;::q··;·:'"' of p·o·1l ... <:~e tt j

;,; ,'/:·~ i:~:~~,.;,:·,_~i:: 'i:~

~; ~-c~ .~; -~,~ :t ~ ~;n .I 2 ·" . c...

,_,

-

j_~;
n ,.,..
'''

brought about in
plrl.nnin o- and
- - "

.

h'

His contribution toward this profress has been the production of a compendium of a study of l,OOO school changes with
outlines of how he classified each into 44 approaches and
then grouped these in turn into larger categories of 6 types
of major change. 1 3

10 umonsp op. cit.? -p. 30.
0
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York: Citation Pressp 1969), p. 21.

nona1cl G. Have loc 1~:, JLllQ....cnJP:.D2'J!. ..J\Lt~~m~-~s ....r~~1~L§__ j;__q_
J..D. .D:.Q:Y..g:~.:i,grL:l:I'L.}l:s1Y.(Lil:J-:j.:S?D. (:Englewood C:U.ff~-:.; ~ N. tT. : Educational
Technology Publicntionsp 1973), p. 153.
12

:L3Ib:i.d.~ p·p. 1.-1.?2.

Mor(c\ of the same descriptive approach is pr.·ovided
by the "Educational Chanp:;e 'rNlm" associated with Havelock at
the University of Michigan.

They have put out numerous

manuals on, for example, locating any of hundreds of changeagents or rerwurces :for· impleJrwnting change. :ti-1Another type of extensive study of change is
summariz.ed in the Pl}t_EQ~L:ta_j5<:i.Tl_f:i_.:::l.D .15

This study by Orlosky

and Smith, done for the United States Office of

Education~

focuses on change efforts of the past 75 years.

They make

a

clm~sif:ic<.?:tion

o:f changes aecordin.g to their degree of

success or failure, the aspect of the system that was the
focus of the change effort, and then present a generalized
view o:f f<?J.ctc:r·::: 1nh:i.ch cont:c:iJmted to th(~ suceess or failure

t:i.oner-·oriented" guidelines of critical principles.

How-

ever, the authors themselves suggest what is needed beyond
this type of study, when they say:
The data set forth in this reoort are too broad to
provide insi~ht into the sort of ~ituational analysis
that successful change entails. More refined data can
be secured be intensive case studies. A few well-chosen

4

:1. Banyan B:cyant, J'anct HvJ'>er, and De'bra Stov1e,
~S?..fi.o'l!X~:..~f?.._Jg.r.Ji9Jl9 oL __Q)}§:J-lr;.(Lt_..Y.:£?.:Ll~1!1Q~~-..L1 .....LI.,_..2:I2c~L.I.IJ.

D.c .• United States Department of
and Welfaret 1972)e

,washington~

Education~

Change:

l~aJ.th,

l.5Dcmald Orlo:':>ky and Othanel Sm:i.tht "Educational
Ito s O:rigim; and Ch::lracteri:::;tlef:J p" _
Phi
Ka.rJT)an
___.. Jk:lta
.......... .........
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. -....... 9

5~3: lH 2--lHh,
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lv'larch, 19?2.
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car:5e studies can bn made to exnlore the tmderlyi.N;
variables whose manipulation and control qlg give a
chan~e agent greater assurance of success. 1 -
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titles his article: "Is NontraditicJ'nc.:;.lir:Jm becoming a. rer·adiHe agrees with the positbre points of mo::;t ch<'lngf~,

tion?u:L 7

those aimed at the traditional go::J.l1::; of more flcxibi1ity and
individualized instruction, but pointE; out that the rhetoric
becomes an inflated end in itself and adds to the confusion
about the· real goals of the change agents:
Another dan~er that lies hidden in a nontraditional
is tho aura of revolution with which it sometimes likf)f:J to surround itself, often out of sheer
impatience with orderly change and occasionally out of
perverse desire to sweep everything and everybody
!.. c:• .•L<~"'
u1f3
.... l. ·. ~ A '·· ~

movE:~mc-mt

S1

J

•·

A few years back, Louis Rubin expressed some of his
C011CC'r;~\

f·).bout ch~l.r~p·t: in an article entitled "The Mythology

In its sociological sense a myth is a proup belief

that is born of wish rather than of an understanding of
the real way things are. The movument to reform public
educationt with itE; accompanyinn: exhortations for new~
ness and chanr~e, has rE;ach.ed .the point whE~re myth and
counterfeit assumptions may well dissipate the human
energy and resources goinf<?: toward the improvement of
the schooJ..l 9

1611
.
:Jl
.)ld.~
p. l·f·.·l·.
1 7s:::J.nn.w l

rrrad it ion?,
~f

-~

[-!--

II

Gould p Tr> Ncmtrad 1:tional ir:nn Bee oming a
~£.Q.Q.!.l:Y.~.n..J~~~t~l!:~.sUJ:.9!1r 61 :18-21, April' 19'?2.
11

• .

'11nd., p. 21.

19I,cm:'Lf:l Hubin, llrrJw r·~ytholop·y of Innovation~ II
Q.?J. t;U::. 9..r~n.5,.'2c. :]j> ~l:CJ.Fl.l_.LQT_,_ln~J:L1.~~j:J._grg1._]j~JJ~22..9Y.i:_:r_~~-;.J.It, 1 2 : l '-1· 0 ,
Octol)f'~r r

19()9.

He goes on to say1
The tides have so reversed ••• that now in many
instances schools may be equally guiJty of a reckless
fascination with change •••• lt is not that innovation
in itself is undesirable •••• But there must be st;.:J.bility
amid chan~C?~e. Innovat:i.onf in r:>hort, must be a :rc:J.tional
8C"t •
c.

20

.

There are two features contained in the above
quotation which Rubin cor1sidc:n's desirable in the effective
manap.:ement of change:

stability a·ncJ r·ational aet:ion.

i'he foregoinv material supports the premise that the

1

pace of change is accelerating.

It also suggests six

qualities which encourage the more orderly management of
chanp:e.

'rhese six
J.•

p:r. .i.or

-~;c~

quali-'d.c:~s

are:

Do extensive planning of what is to be done,

the>. r:tm-·t nf any inrp1l:mcntatinn of the change, to

~?..

Jncroas<~~

or.p;c.m.i~~ational

sources of input, pa,rticularly

J.

those~

[i.Ccommodation to new

from the community.

Make serious effort to reduce the resource

costs of chanr-:e.

4.

Consider it necessary to accept conflict as a

cant inuinp: condition of o:r:::;;a.nizat ional life.

5.

Seek a refinement of leadership skills to reduce

the dysfunctions of stress.

6.

Make change be a rational act, so that there can

be or;r:a.n:izational stability.

' l •
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CUHl\EN'l1 srrA'YlJ:) -· EDUCA'f.'IONAL CHANGE '.PHEORY
Col1E~ge

1\'latthew B. r.Ul:=s of 'I'eac hers

Columbia Uni-

p

vers i ty, f'>tates the:1.t a true change the OI'Y, rather than a
listing of strategies is neededp but that generally only
the

str~-3.t(-.:gies

have been provided.

As I'iJilef:i not(:lf::

~

A very wide variety of strategies for creating a·nd
controlling educational chan~e is being employed -polemical, manipulativ~, technological, prestige-based,
experimental, moralistic -- with varying degrees of
success, 21

However, he then goes on to argue for a differerrt approach:
The dominant focus in most contemporary change
efforts, however, tends to be on the _cq_ntenJ:. of the
dcsi:ced ch<:.Hlf.!;e p rather than on the features and conseq UtHlC e s of- gJEJc:tJ!:'~LECS2..9_~~; s ~.§..
..
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It is the thesis
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~iles

indicR~es

this position is important:

Vve need to knmv, for example, why a particular
innovation spreads rapidly or slowly, what the causes
of resistance to change are in educational systems, and
why part~cular strategies chosen by innovators succeed
or fail.23

He says that the advantage for innovators and administrators
develops because, "given an increase in understanding, it
seems likely that we may be able to manage educational innovation somewhat more skiLLfully than we have in the past. "2L1-

21 J\1atthew B. l'Hles, <'~d., IrD1Q.Y_<2:...ti_.QJ:LJ~n_J<:qJ1Caj;Jon.
(New Yorl::: Bureau of Vublicatiom;, reec:1ehers College, Columbia Univerrl ity r t 9f)!,) , p ~ 2.
21~-

- •
Hnd.
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Another discw:;sion by severo,l inveBtigators ( Bhola,
Jwaideh, and Knowlton) explains:
The understanding is now fairly widespread among
educators that they do not have to wait 40 years for a
useful new educational idea to become classroom practice.
They now seem to realize that if they understand the
p_r_Qf:Q.f'U'l. of chanp:E~ and of changing they can both hasten
and sx~tematize that process to the benefit of education.2.J
Mangione suggests an eclectic approach, when he
says:

It should be apparent to anyone who has attempted
to initiate any educational change that no clear blueprint, strategy, or process exists which can be applied
successfully in all situations •• ~(but) there are models
and strategies from which a potential change agent can
extract ideas that may be appropriate for his particular
situation.2 6
Kwm1tYLn H~Jr'5e:n

was D.i:eector

o:f

Program Development,

Educa.t:i.on Comrr,:'LE:r:d.01! Df the States in :t96?, when h€~ suggested

that nuch an ec.lectic: approach without guidelines is a "nondirective methodology" and went on to say:
••• the change process sometimes gets bogged down
when excessivB reliance is placed on non-directive
methodologies. Non-directiveness as a basic psychological theory can check excessive authoritarianism,
encourage desirable creativityp and cause the personalitv~ to develop--but
non-directiveness can also result
in non-direction. for change.~27

25n:arbans Bholag 1\l:l.ce ,Jvw.:i..deh, and ;rames Knowlton,
"T:r:-·nh1inp; tho Charwc~ f.'IakeJ:-s .i'n Education, 11 At~ d.1Q.YJ...§..E.f.!.1
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HanGen gives the following description of the need
for planning and the nature of most published plans:
Therefore, even in J?lg_nn..:t.nr;.._f_gr c_b.:~D.§?;§.......!J.l~re~~t
g]l:LQ. be ..J? J. ~1nJ..n:3 :f o 1::._JJ..c:~~--"t..Q.. brJ:ne;__;'1.b o u_:t.__qr__itDP 1 e 1_11e p. t
the change. The plo.nners have to think C:3.lmoE:1t in tc~rms
of mechanics or eng:1. neering ••• that is why the ch<·HJD:e··
plannel:' pu:ts so much er1pha.f:l is on seemingly rather
mechanica.l concept8 ••• to get the planning started r 1-:::eep
it goint%:A and transmute it eventually into change
itself. •~ 0
Referring t6 the

managemen~

of change processes,

Hansen assesses the state of the art as follows:
There are almost as many strategies, procedures,
methodologiesf and approaches to planning for change
as there are scholars in the field and practitioners
of the art. No one of the 'models', as they are often
calle~, ~~aw~th~~t me~~~; ye~.n~ ~~e 2 §f them can arrogate to J. L..,e.Lf ct_._l po.:ls_ble '1rtue'"".
In another publication Hansen points out the consequences for education of confusion about how to bring about

How to bring about change is a problem which has
entranced and baffled researchers and practitioners for
a long time. Scholars and practitioners alike disagree
on the definition of change, on the theories of change,
its strategies, and on the most effective ways for the
'change-agent' to work with his 'client-system'. The
ordinary person concerned with educational change--the
school man, the la:,Nmaker, or the citizen--often finds
himself understandably lost in this morass of technical theory.JO
In that same source, Hansen is critical of this plethora of

29rbid.

30
ideas for, although he indicates support for the idea that
good theory always underlies the best practice; nevBrtheless,
this welter of ideas is often too

all-~ncompassing

and tech-

nical to be of use to the non-technical change-maker.
argues that specific

su~gestions

He

would be more helpful than

such "global models", which are "flow-charts" or are

11

non-

directive", sayings
Goals for desired change are essential~ of course,
and a clear sense of direction for change is vitally
needed. Theoretical considerations loom large in devBloping both goals and directions, but a geiill_ilE:!Q.._theor_y
of_ibQ... c h.9:1l@__I?roc_es.£itse lf_ may not be immediately
essential. All inclusive 'taxonomies•, 'mndels',
'paradif!,ms', or 'configurational theories' of the
change process do not seem to havB a great deal of
immediate utility for many people concerned with
educational change.31
As an example of his criticism of "all inclusive"
attempts at tlwory, Ea.nsEm has this to say:

even the wid(-::ly diseussed Clark-Guba
systematization of the change process into development,
diffusion, and adoption is at once too complex and also
too simplistic to fit many real life situations.32
For

E:.xa·mplE~ ~

To conclude this section, Matthew Miles suggests a
reason why there is an apparent shortage in this area:
When we are asked to examine the social life around
us, most of us tend to think of durable, permanent structures. The schoolp the college, the government agency,
the industrial corporation ••• the participants in such
structures ordinarily expect them to exist for an indefinitely long pe~iod.,,Thus it is natural that almost all
sociological inquiry has focused its attention on the
properties of enduring social systems.33

31 .I"b.1 d.•

32Ibid.

33Miles, op. cit., p. 437.

J1
CHANGE AND THE LEADERSHIP ROLE
The initiative for change may come from below in
the organization or from outside, but in order to be
effective it must eventually engage the top.J4
This was thE.\ conclusion of Donald Scholt., a professional
change agent, who at that time was Director of the Institute
for Applied r.rechnology, National Bureau of Standards.
Harold Altman notes how change highlights both the
importance and the responsibilities of leadership:
Griffiths' theory on open systems, and the research
done by Brickell and Carlson indicate that ••• change will
more often depend upon the chief administrator than any
other person in that system. It is the chief administrator who has the resources and the authority to enable
change to take place,35

Other writers also noted that leadership has a vital
role fo:-c e:ffeet:i.ve change by stating:
The ~dministrator is the key to educational innovation •••• Regardless of who introduces the innovation,
it cannot hope to succeed unless it has the approval of
and encouragement from the administration.J6
Also, Richard Miller, using a continuum of change
difficulty which ranked innovation in total instructionalorganizational patterns as the most difficult of the changes,

34nonald Schon, }c!:?_Q_QD.QJog:y_§}JQ_Cha-'"'""Qg§..,_j;he Ne_~
(New Yorlu DeJl Books, 1967), p. 133.

J-I~r.g_cl:\_};'l!§_

35Harold Altman, "Implementing Planned Change in
the Public Schools," CaltJ..Q_rnia Jou:tz.na):._for_:_InfJ_:truction~_l
IillJ2T.:.92LQJne.rrt_, 12: 83, May, 1969.

J6noss Nervdey and Dean Evans, H~)l~t!?.9..9.k.. for.:.
_0..1.Jl~~.I:~js:1.9.D of_ Instr.~_cti.on (Englewood Cliffs, N.,J.:
Prenticc~~·Hallf Inc., 1970), p. 1LH.

EfJ:.?s_t.jxi::

32
concluded that "the role of the administrative leadership
should be directly proportional to the complexity and extensiveness of the change. ••37
Joseph Litterer is another writer who addresses the
multiple responsibility aspect of leadership's role.

Lead-

ership must manage many processes effectiveJ.y to enable
staff to operate with a minimum of confusion and resentment,
according to this source,38

He says this is particularly

critical when managing changes in the organization, with the
many possibilities for new role descriptions, work doctrine
changes, and modifications in delegatj_ons of authority.

If

leadership is insenBitive to these needs or fails to follow
throup;h with effective direction, he feels that the potential for confusion and resentment is greatly increased.
~-:'he

a'tJOVE!

sources preBented some judgments about

the importance the leadership role has for the process of
change.

The researcher feels that leadership does not exist

in a vacuum but functions in the context of organizational
structures,

The search therefore seeks to determine if there

is a relationship between the leadership role and the limits
of organizational effectiveness.

Results of investigating

that question arc presented under these three headings:

3'7Riohard I. Miller, n'rrw Role of Educational T-'eadership in Implementinp.: Educational Charw~e," ~~£!:)-iJorl}j_a ,Jg.!lr·nal :fQJ:__JpsJ:r.uct:J~.Ol:!aL_lJ2112l:gvem_<:ill.i, 12:22, December, 1969.
BehavJ~pr

38Joseph
A. Litterer 0 -Or~anizations:
Structure and
.
----·-------·----·----··(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc,, 1963), p. 126,

(1) Communication! (2) Reduction of Stress; and

(J) Setting

Goals and Objectives.

Alexis and Wilson state that the reliability and
availability of an or{_r,anization 's "communication's net" is
dependent upon the perceptions of the people who make up the
organization, as well as on the organ1.zation's formal communica:tions structure.

Further, that perceptions are

affected by the fact that "individuals often 'see thingsw
in terms of their·own needs and goals."39
'11 hese

same writers go on to say that decision--making

rests on information flow, which in turn rests on the comt ("))···
c•·1r•c•
ml,ll·l-~
.
J_ C"'t·
' Ct .• -'••
·• . 1
,;::, ,J .J..r--rnn
l• '·" <>':>
>..)

·•,·,}1.:3.t

rest on the J.evel of human coopera.·Q

tion prevailing at that givBn time in the organization,
'rhey state:
The findings of this research suggest that actual
problem-solving behavior in organizations parallels the
problem-solving behavior of individu.als ••• organizations
and individuals are alike i.n that both are gEverned by
perception or information filtering systems. 0
They go on to say that the nature of those filtering systems
is varied by sevBral factors:
The manner in which information is perceivBd by an
decisi?n unit ~epends upRn its goals,
asp1ra~1ons, and problem-solvlng needs.~1
org~ni~~tional

39Marcus Alexis and Charles Wilson, Or~anizational
(Englewood C1 ifff3, N.,T. : Pren-·t{(~e ...:}·!all ,··-inc. ,
1.96?), p. 315.
!!.Q.Q_if)j'"pr:l::L-I.sJiirv:~~

4oib:ld., p. 67.

LJ.l.l.b'1 d.

• ,

p. 69.

Howard Raiffa reports that the new developments in
any change requires the learning of some type of material
new to the participants and that making decisions within
this change context then requires more information about the
new material or techniques,

This appraisal is supported by

quantitativB approaches to decision-making which show that
more information is required to reduce the ever-present
problems of uncertainty.42

Since change means the stability

of routines is disrupted, it follows that the disruption of
routines requires more members to make more decisions--and
spend more time learning new routines--than is normally the
case.

Raiffa stresses that increased information flow is

required ·oy change to maintain organizational effectiv-eness.
l.f:~

documented abov-e, communication is an intrinsic

component of a11

asp(~cts

of

or·p'~anizational

activity.

Many

of the items in the next two sub-sections could legitimately
have been included in this sub-section.

Instead, their

placement is determined by the organizational function or
dysfunction with which communication is most intermingled3.

A ma;jor limit on organizational effectiveness is the
result of interaction between personal security and information flow.

This reciprocal interaction is presented in the

42~ n!1oward Ral·ff a,

(Boston:

pp. 10-J5.

Addison Wesley

• <

'
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worlc of Hobert Guest who spent over fO'IJr years

studying~

by

first-hand observation, an automol!ile plant being changed
from an

ineffectiv~

one to an effective one.

He concludes

that:
The length of time required for an organizational
change to improve its performance is affected by the
degree of intensity of personal insecurity and of
inierpersonal hostility at the outset of change.4J
Guest emphasized that the old manager knew the business, but his methods centered on creating insecurity among
the subordinates and then compounding that insecurity by
'
t • 1 y h1erarc
'
h 1ca.
'
J
USlng
a s-rlct

II

commun1cat1ons pyram1 d •41-.J'

'

,

•

II

Guest reports that the resulting problems were intertwined
for, although the old manager was at the apex

~nd

should

have beet1 weLt ablE: to obtain and use information to make
cha.n.geB, much of' the received information was contradictory

and isolated

bec~J 1JJ:)e

no sharing of information and under·-

standing had taken place at lower levels of the organization.

Confusion resulted,
The new manager attacked both problems at once; he

announced that he did not intend to use the previous punishment methods and, "by publicly disclaiming any intention to
use punishment as a means for get·ting action, change, he
touched on a basic need -- the need for job security. ulJ-.5

hl+-[b.
d
' . 1.~,

1 J1
p•
•

L~5I'"I) J.. d

•

'.Phen he Bet up lateral communication flows to improve cooperation and used informal meetings to effect this.
That same source reVerted that the ability to cooperate better with other subordinates because of having more
information can do much to reduce stress.

He de3cribed this

ability as an enl:::n•gerl "span of cognition" when he said:
A conclusion one reaches is that for a leader to
induce others to act requires that he establish for
himself and for others mechanisms that allow both to
be continually enlarging their span of cognitionr this
enlargement is not merely a greater accumulation of
isolated facts and ideas but of facts and ideas that 1
6
have had broad circulation before they are acted upon,-1He also found that subordinates were better able to
coordinate information and activity when helped by these
informal grcupc,

~he

synergestic effect of such measures

upon both information flow and emotion were the unexpected
po!:J:i.tive

(:~mot:i.onal

effects of the "informational

11

gatherings

as reported by Guest:
An unanticipated consequence of group participatipn
was that each member gained a feeling of reinforcement
and support not provided for in the formal one-to-one
system of relationships. Those a.t higher levels were
able to return to their departments knowing that they
had the support of their peers and superiors •••• At an
(~Yen deeper level, idontifi.cation with a primary group
serves to counterr:J.ct the feelings of alienation and
'anomie' so character~stic of lffe in large bureaucratic or·ganizations .··V(
Joseph Litterer's comment to the effect that leadership murrL manage many processes effectively to enable staff
to operate with a minimum of confusion and resentment seems

·----·---l.~6T1)J.(
•l
.L

f

47r·b J.·ct • , p.

:1. JJ.

J?
to merit repetition here.48

The specific reference to how

important communication can be to alleviate staff resentment
during the management of change is an example of the intermingling of communication and the reduction of stress.
Whyte a1Do Elpealcs to another combination of communication and reduction of stress.

He notes the need for

doctrine when a modification in authority delegation or job
assignment comes as the result of sorrH:1 change, emphasizing
the fact that it is the

rearran~ement

of the distribution of

rewards and penalties that flow from a change which will
cause the greatest amount of insecurity and resistance.

A

clearly stated new work doctrine or authority clarification
wilJ. be needed to anticipate and answer these problems. 49
Also, when he suggests that leadership should set
actions in motion to devBlop such doctrine or clarificationt
their plans s11ould incorporate adequate training for staff's
greater effectiveness in new roles and responsibilities • .5°

Alexis and Wilson, in their book on organizational
decision-making, state that a large amount of interpersonal
commnnicat:ion in organizations is spent bringing personal

h8I.
,v t,...._,
· . J.J -·---,,.,r'er
~

~

op. cit., p. 126.

49w iJ.l i<lm F'. Whyte , Org_a_~.:r:d. z at i ona}__,J?.g_JJ._gv i or : _1.h.e OJ:,Y
(Homewood, Illinois: Hicha:r·d D. Irwin, Inc.,

£1JSL.hJ2J2.lis..fltL.::~_Q.DS
1 9 0~ ) , p • 5 6 9 •

50Jbid

1
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goals into line with the group consensw:;.
needs and goals become splintered then

'rhey say that if

the basis for the

sharing of duties also becomes splintered with a reduction
in efficiencyo

Because of that personal aspect, they sug-

gest that there be lateral flows of information as wel1 as
upw~-1rd

hierarchical flO'.v::;; the participantEl should be given

information to have in coEJ.mon a.bout goals and operational
objectiv·es and about the doctrine for solving
problems,

day-to~duy

'11 hen corrfusion and B.mbigui ty about daily work is

reduced,51
Victor Thompson considers shared goals important
enough to m:le that

conc(:~pt

as the basis for investigating

o:c,q:anizationEl .jucJg2d to be in :nned of improvement, and he
has this to say about the stsps needed beyond goals:
Organizations as problem-solving mechanisms depend
upon n. factori:::g of the general goal into subgoalE>, and

tli.eE;e into s·ubp.OEi.ls, and so on, until concrete routines
--·---are reached, •• 52
He goes on to say:
The subgoals are allocated to organizational units
and become the goals of those units.· Individuals in the
units are not given the impossible task, therefore, of
evaluating their evBry action in terms of the general
goal of the organization, but only in terms of the
particular subgoal allocated to their unit. The defini.
' •
•
. . t ·_1 y s1mp
.
., 1f'J.e
. . d to
o.c"' ·t'l1e s1. t..·uc:t1.aon
u;
su.:ff· 1c.1en
..
t. 1on
bring it within the rational capacity of the human mind
•••• In this way, bureaucratic organizations achieve

-·····-----------

--~ ..

'~:1 A ].GXJ.S
• and Wilson, op. cit., p. 316,
.-/••

5 2 vi.ctor A. ':Phomps on, ~:osJ.erY}_Qr:£':fLrlJ.J:!£3.t).:.Q.D. (New York:
Alfred Knor~, Publisher, 1961), p. 5.
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rationality far beyond the capacity of any individual.53
(In current educational activities :relating to the ProgramPlanning-Bv.dgeting-System, P.P.D.S,, these "subgoals" and
routines would be stated in terms of operational, measurable
objectives.)
In the absence of "shared goals" Thompson points out
the consequence for change:

'' ••• in an insecure, competitive,

group situation, innovation threatens the security of all
members ••

e 8Jl.d

is suppressed. ".5 1~·

Alexis and Wilson have pointed out that

"there~

will

be distortions in the flow of information, since each decision unit perceivBs information in
~c:;
t"··'Lcn
J . ....
1 ,,."c'·"'
( •• (:;• .(.-••• .. -'·-'

and recJ.:p:r·ocal

Also,

~Chomps on

rc~J..e.tion.shi.p

te~ns

of its own informa-

noted that there is a close

between communication, emotional

security in an orRanization, the lowering of information
cUstortions, and the reality of "shared goals"

1

As he points

out in a reference to Kurt Lewin's work in participative
management:
The superior's right to monopolize official communication also can be damaging to personal satisfaction
and goals. As Kurt Lewin has pointed out, denial of
pertinent information to participants prevents a cognitive structurinp: of events and results in emotionalism,
lack of direction, alienation and conflict, When the
subordinate is denied information, he is prevented from
seeing the relationship between his immediate activities
and the larger group objectives ••• 56

.53rbid.

5'+'[b.
• J. d

I

f

p. 163.

55Alexis and Wilson, op. cit., p. 70.

This also givBs support to.the concept that organizational
goals n8<:-:d to be broken down into subgoals or objectives.
Yet another example of the need to break goals into
objectiveG is presented by iVilliam Whyte when he discusses
why Kurt IJewin, after experiments at the Harwood plant, was
forced to adopt the model of introducing subordinates into
discussions about future changes;
1\:lembers of management at Harwood and social scientists had recognized that ••• the effect of the introduc··
tion of change·· seemed to be a drop in production that
tended to be much vwt~se than could have been explained
by an allowance for the workers to learn the new ways •••
It seemed clear that there were social and psychological
problems involved in the introduction of such changes as
they were customarily handled ••• 57
·
Vlhyte disputes the idea of this being simple "resistance to
change

11

and traces it to resentment of' the effects of poorly

executed chnnfce o:n

11

interactions and activities", as well as

lack of knowledge regarding eventual goals and objeotives.5E3
Expanding on concern with goals and the leadership
role in change, Schon notes what he judges are essentials:
Leverage at the top, a perception of crisis, sufficient time for the change cycle to occur, a concrete
vision of the direction of change -- these are the minimal conditions for change towards innovation,59
The report by Alexis and Wilson on the uses of communica.tion tend to support and explain Thompson's observation

57whyte, op. cit., p.

JJ.

5 8 rbid. , p. 561.
59schon, op. cit., p.

1JJ.

about the time spent in communicating about common

goals~

The first major phase of information handlin~ deals
with goal setting. The individual has to reduee a set
of non-ouerational goals to an onerational hvnothesis.
This is necessary e~ren for probl'~}ms \vTth a 1nTnTmun1_____
degree of complexity. Groups have similar op(~rational
requirements in problem-solving situations. The given
group problem must be filtered through a web of pro·cesses whereby agreements between individuals in the
group are reached as to appropriate operational group
action. Information
is sought
and qivBn
to facilitate
60
.
b
such agreements.
Hansen also states an important relationship:
The goals should prov·ide the common objectives by
which the merits of alternative programs are weighed and
by which conflicts between programs are resolved, The
goals a.lso should provide the relatively stable basic
direction for the plan, around which programs can be
adjusted to meet changing circumstances without jeopar6
dizing the basic integrity of the plan,Jl
To conclude this section, reference is again made
to D:ma1d Schon,

He

e::mphas izes that lE:adership plays a

ma.jor role :ln gc1al Getting when he stntes:

In order to move deliberately toward innovation,
the organization must havB a vision, vividly and broadly
perceived, of what it can come to be, •• ~Providing that
vision ••• may be the leader's major job,·2
And, if he can not provide it, then Schon feels that the
leader must create an environment where someone else can do
so; for no change can be attempted until this priority is

accomplished-·~it is futile to undertake change otherwise. 63

6oAlexis and Wilson 9 op. cit., p. 74~
61 r~

.
an d Ryan, PJ
. _ann:t.ng
and . I"·f'f' E':.-"'"t.J.n,,_~ "!1 eed~Q.
p_h8.1JJ!..E3.~".L5J:?._.f~ci.ilcat ion , p • 2 0 •
'•OrlJ h e t -

62c,_',cl1on, loc
63Ibid.
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A FRAME OF REFERENCE
The material in this section is submitted in two
divisions to help organize the presentation.

The first

portion considers a variety of change processes.

The second

segment gives brief consideration to the role of planning in
effecting change.

These will set the stage for presenting

the selected change process model in chapter 3 and giving
the rationale for its use as the frame of reference for this
study; that is, the sequence of steps as tne standard for
comparing the actions of the chief administrator, when focused
on the development and initial implementation of the Berkeley
Unified School District's Experimental Schools Projecto

Harhans Bhola and associates say that education has
bought--from industry and

agriculture--th~

change model of

"Research-Development-Dissemination-Evaluation (R-D-D-E),"64
In their interpretation,

resea~ch

is seen as different from

development in that it is typically accomplished more by the
change-agent on his own; it is more pure, rather than applied
research, whereas development is more concerned with making
an id.ea work in the reality of particular school systems.
Dissemination is b·asically communication, along with building social approval for the idea,

64Bhola

6

Evaluation is considered

Jwaideh, and Knowlton, op. cit., p. 22,
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the reaching of a judf!,ITlental decision about the effectiveness and impact of the product or practice if progress is
to be continuous.65
The abov·e is a modification of the conceptual categoriz.ation evolved first by Briclwll and later by Clark and
Guba. 66 This strategy of 11 Hesf.:arch, Development, and D if fusion (RD & D)" is one of the three major orientations under
which Havelock

~;roups

his classification of strategies of

innovation in education,67
Egon Guba himself appears to give major emphasis to
the "Diffusion" phase of the Clark-Guba systematization of
the change process when he says1
The finest re~-1earch, the most innovative solutions
to practical problems, the best packages of materials,
can have no •2ffect. on practice if they are not diffused
to the level of the practitioner. It is obvious that
one cannot hope for any considerable improvement in
Americs.n education unless one also payE} a great deal of
attention to the process of diffusion,68
In that same article, Guba presents two of the many ways in
which "Diffusion" has been definect. 6 9 He uses these as the
basis for his position that the end result of diffusion is
the acceptance of. an innovation by an adopting unit; that

65rbid., PP· 22-23.
66Havelock, op. cit., p. 161.

67Ibid., pp. 154-164.
68 Egon Guba, "Diffus :i.on of Innovations," f.duca··
:tJo.nilL..1_q_ade_r._g_h:i;Q. 25:292, January, 1968,
69Ibid.

the purpose of diffusion activities is to p;ain such acceptance. 70

Instead of

"change~agent"

and "client-system", Guba

uses the terms "diffusion-agent" and "adopter,"

He g·oes on

to discuss the need for a "strategy for diffusion" which, if
it is to be successful, must have paid attention to at least
five sets of factors. 71.
The first of these sets is repeated here because of
the importance attached to it by the researcher:
Diffusion techniques. There are essentially six
modes for the diffuser to use:
(a) he can tell (newsletterfJ, papers ••• etc.); (b) he can sl1.9w (participant
observation, demonstration, films, etc.); (c) he can
he 1]2 (consultation, service, etc. rendered on the ad op-·
ter's terms); (d) he can involve (include or coopt the
adopter); (e) he can trail} -r.fami.J.iarize with the. innovation·through courses, workshops, T-sessions, etc.);
artdv (f) he ce. n _;1-.n'tgrven.~. (involve himself in g.;( fairs
2
'-'llcn)l-,,.,1
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Another
"chanr~e-<V{<'Hlt"

au~hor

..

J~ ~j

~~

sees the different relations between

and the "client" who iF; being changed result-

ing in different "diffusion strategies",
Umons, are

...J

value~

These seven., by

rational presentations, didactic, psy-

chological, economic, political, and authority.73
Guba has different presentations of the basic
Hesearch-Development-Diffusion model which are concerned
with persuasion of certain key people in the client system.
He stater:; he doet:, not hav·e an encompassing theory,

~1

ince

there are always outside assumptions to be made in deciding

'70--L-1:
. ) 1'd • '

?3umons, op. cit •• p.

75.

on a "presentation thoory" which remain outside the theory.
IllustrativB of this is the following1
rJ'he theory propounded here' if it can properly be
called that, is not easy to apply. What is lacking are
operational determiners of the four classes of assumptions outlined above. How can one determine which
assumptions about the nature of the adopter (client) it
would be wisest to make? ••• Where are the instruments
that will permii the characterization of the nature of
the diffusion agent, or of the subDtance of the :i.nvention?74
·

Brickell reportedly follows that same approach, but
he emphasizef.:l the need for a "demonstrator model"; so three
major phases, design, evaluation, and dissemination, are
bef:lt combined in the :fewest steps and the least time (to
avoid political repercussions),75
iPhe·

fore~oi:ng

JJ:Lffw:; iort 11 dot)S not

material on "Research-Development-

-r:w·ovid(~

a practitioner-oriented proceElS

for the effective management of change.
·plu:tr;eB

a~:ee

· too

R.~lobal,

The three or four

too a.ll enconrpass ing as descriptors

of actions to be tal<:en, in the view of Kenneth H. Hansen,
Director of Program Development for the Education Commission
of the States at the time he stated:
••• the widely discussed Clark-Guba systematization
of the change process into development, diffusion, and
adoption is at once too complex and also too simplistic
to fit ma.ny real life si tuatiom3. 76

7 4 Guba, op. cit., p. 295,

75Miles~ op. cit., pp. 493-5J2.
7 6Edp.;ar IJ, Morphet and David ·L. Jes::3er, ed., Coo_}2grgj:Jy_L"f.J- 8D..J:.l in~....:~-1.:.. Ed u c..::'1.-.tJ.9J)_ i n_j__9 PO__:__QQi<? c i~_LY:!?l:La.___Pr~ d u re s
gpd_..E~r.i:.~u:-J.:ti~s \New York: Citation Press, 1968), p. oJ.
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Further, none of the critical components of the leadership
role, as presented in the preceding section, are given any
mention in the enumeration of the phases.

In Guba's presen-

tat ion, for example, all of the critical roles for the edu·"
cational implementer would appear to be contained in the one
phase

o·r "Diffusion". 77
GubB. cites Hogers' classification of the five stages

of diffusion as:
1. Awareness: The individual learns of the existence of the innovation.
2. Interest: The individual seeks more information and considers the merits of the innovation.
J. Evaluation: The individual makes a mental
applicat~on of t~e in~ovation and weighs its merit for
h1s part1cular s1tuat1on.
h. Pr5.al: The individual applies the innovation
on a sm~lJ. scalD.
5. Adontio~1 The individual accepts the innovation f~n~ c~ontinued use on the basis of a previous
1

t~c

ia.J. ~~

r ,_)

~f;:unc-:.s

OJ..i7et·o presents a. modification of the five ·

steps above, giving these six steps1

awareness, information,

assessment, adaptation, pilot, and institutionalization.79
Yet another example of the use of Rogerfl' five
stages is that by Miles, with only slight modification of the
final step, adoption, to add adaptation or rejection as other
possibilities at that final stage,

He has this in the con-

text of the five. st<:1.ges that change processes are said to

77Guba, op~ cit., pp. 292-295.
?8·[1:.
- . ) ll1'

• ,

p. 292.

?9olivero and Buffie, op, cit., p. 22.

involve, following the design of innovations. 80
As noted earlier, Havelock has written up an extensive survey of change; over 1,000 changes, with classification of these into 44 approaches, which are in turn grouped
into 6 starr,es, according to what takes place between changeap;c~nt and the client-sy,:;tem. 81 Of the l}4 a:pproac hef:o,
Havelock sees three basic approaches being

u~3ed

by the great

majority of thorJe whose chanp:H activity was included in hiG
survBy; that of Guba and company labelled by Havelock as the
Research, Development, and Diffusion (RD & D) model, the
Social Interaction (S-I) model, and the Problem Solving

(P-S) model,82
tion
ucing

earl~e~

The RD & D model has already received atten-

in this section.

p~~er r~roup

mr.m or.· E;ett:i.ng up

and

~1ocial

som(~thing

The S-I model emphasizes

)Jressurest like prestige spokes"new" like T-groups, to get the

people in the client-system invoJ.ved in the change process
and supportive of it,83
The Problem-Solving (P-S) model presents the clientsystem as one which seeks outside resource people and ideas

to better solvB problems.

Experiments with this idea

concentrate on developing "ins ide-outs ide" teams. who work.

BOMiles, op. cit., pp. 649-650.
81Havelock, op. cit., p. 11.
-'32Ibid. , pp. 15/+-16L} •
B3Ibid., pp. 159-161.
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both on innovations and on creating an over-all system
atmosphere that is conducive for it to solve problems (and
evantually to act on the ideas for change).
to Havelock, is usu<J.ll.y seen as

8.

P-S,

accordin~

patterned sequence of

activi tier:1 "beginning with a need, translated into a problem
statement nnd

diagnosis~

followed by a search and retrieval

of ideas for use in selecting the innovation.

After that,

the innovation is adapted, tried out, and evaluated in terms
of its eff'ectiv·eness in satisfying the user's original or
stated needs.84
Several variations on the above pattern of ProblemSolving are found in searching other literature,

One of

these is the contribution of' Gordon nackenzie, Professor of
Columbia D'niversity in the work
enti.tled Ir;D_Q::L1~_tJ.9n~~L.JJ1..1'~~-ca·~io~. 8 5

A

listing of what he

calls phases in a process is shown for comparison purposes,
as follows!
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Criticism
Proposal of changes
Development and clarification of proposals
for chan.R;e
Evaluation, review, and reformulation of
proDosals
Comrmrison of proposals
Action on proposals
B6
Implementation of action decisions

-------84I_ ..
b lC1 ,

,

p. 155.

85r.~ iles, op. cit. , pp. 399-'-t2L~.

86Ibid. ' pI L~01.
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Six sequential steps are in the problem-solving
sequence sul)mi tted by Kenneth Hansen:
1,
2.

3•

4.
5.
6.

Identification of problems
Diagnosis of the problem-situation
. f'.:tea t.
•
c.,1 arL
·1on or th e d.
· 1agnos t.lC f.ln d.lngs
Search for solutions
Mobilizing for change
c
Making the actual change decisionsd?
.0

rrhe problem-solving sequence by Shelley Umons is as
follows:
1.
2,

J.

4.
_s.
6.
7.
8o

Formulation and design of problem
Solutions developed ·
Initial testing and feedback
Solutions modifi~d
Communication and dissemination
Implementation
Evaluation
Unsponsored continuation88

'r.he cl:?!.ssical conflict and criser:> models also are

ncknowleclr::;ed 1.-;y Hcnrelock, and he abstracts from these and
otlv:~r

st\.J.c1 iGs the idea. that the essential relationship is

that between "ohanf<:e-agent" and "client-system".

He states

that the various orientations to innovation which have been
considered in his surv-ey should be seen as elucidating different but equally important aspects of a total process and,
in attempting to build a synthesis from these various
schools~ he derives the concept of "linkage",89

The

reGource person (change--agent) needs to develop a good

- -. ·-··-··---·--·-f57Mo:cphet and Ryan, PJ"'Q.nnin,g- and ~ffecj;J_ng_j'Tee_ded
Educat~O:l'l 1 ibid., p. 25.

.Q_l}_arvr--_QJL..i.D..

138umons, op. cit., p, 57.
S91-[avelock, op. cit., p. 165,
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"model" o:f the user system (client-syr:;tem) in order to link
to him effectively, and, at the same time, the m3er must
have an adequate appreciation of how the "resource system"
operates.9°
the

This forms the rationale for the six stages of

relatiom~hip

between change-ap..;ent and client sy;:;tem as

presented by Havelock.

'rhese stages are:

1,

Developing a solid relationship between changeagent and client-system
2. Diagnosing the client-system's problems
3. Obtaining resources and informa.tion to solve
that problem
4. Developing and choosing the solution
5. Gaining system acceptance for the selection
6. Stabilizing the .system acceptance and use of
the chan£~:e,91.
'·"
The above (~xanples of change processes have been

presc:mtE.~6.

hE~l'C:~

as representative samples from a number of

Olivero and Buffie have this to say about planning:
If there is one point upon which consensus can
always be established, it is the high correlation that
exists between planning and ultimate success •••• Yet this
basic need too often is ovBrlooked or short-circuited by
those who want to get on with the job, In their enthusiasm, innovators frequently suspect those who question
too much or constantly seek clarification. To them, it
appears that the innovator's motives are on trial, or
that the questioners are trying to put unnecessary
obstaclctl in the way of progress. 92
Richard

v.

Jones, Jr., expresses his concern for

-------····-------91 Ibicl., p, 11,
9 2 m.ivero and Buffie, op. eit., pp. 281-282,
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the function of effective planning in an article in the
.Journal o:f._~{econdary ~slucaticm.. 93

In discussin(o>; three major

kinds of changes--methodological, instructional, and orga.nizational--he stresses tha.t thEJ amount of planning necessitated by these factors increases in direct proportion to the
number of pc ople invo:Lvc:ld, and the time

needc~d

Support for this position is shown by

tation.

for implementhe~

graphic

adaptation of an approach developed in the model of change
differences by Richard Miller, as shown below:94

A Hodel of Innovation Types
Methodological
Changes

IJ.

a11

r-·-

Instructional
Changes

Organizational
Changes

~~~!K>ll~

rr\iHW

no. of
people
involved
few

single
short

----·--··-...~·

-------·-

a few months
time needed to

implerm~nt

long
'!tMJ'....,..I..~Inl.-

....

93Richard V. J·ones, Jr., '"runinp: Up tho Staff F'or
O:rgani:z.a;tional Change," Journal of Seco~QAJ'.:.Y.._Ticlucation,
44:JJ9-J~5, December, 1969.
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An excerpt from Hansen's material, quoted

earlier~

is repeated here to emphasize one aspect of the task faced
when trying to select a planning strategy or sequences
'rhere are almost as many strategies, procedures,
methodologies and approaches to pla~ning for change as
there are scholars in the field and practitioners of the
arto No one of these 'models', as they are often called,
is without merit; yet no one of them can arrogate to
.
'].:r" a 1'1..
. t
95
l• "tS\:;
. ])OSf:a. b].. e VJ_r--ues
eWhether or not there could be a problem in selecting
a planning sequence, that such selection should take place
is given support by Robert Owens in his book Emti tled,
Organizational
---

Behavior in Schools,

·-·-------~·---

He notes the need for a

strategy when he says, "The administrator must either leave
change in his organization pretty much to chance or deliberately map out

£;.

stnrt:egy to foster chang;e. u96

T'he s,~;;trch for strategies con.cludes with a planning

design and t1top ::;;equence for

E~ffecting

change presented by

A. Neil Galluzzo, superintendent of the Inglewood Unified
School District in Inglewood. California.97

His district and

the community devoted two years to development of a "Plan for
Planning", summarized as a series of charts in the Appendix,
as Exhibit H.

Their step sequence is selected as the "Model"

change process of this study for the following reasonsz

95Morphet and Ryan, op, cit., p, 25.
96
Robert G. Owens, Organizational Behavior in Schools
(Engl(~woocl Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice -:Hal1-;-Tnc-.-,-:r9?()).p-;1_-bf-.97A. Neil Galluzzo, "A School District Plans for
Planning," ~1!::1.:tx:i.~..t_l92Q (Burlingame, Ca.: California Association of Secondary School Administrators, 1970), pp. 33-42.
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1.

The planning design and change process sequence

were developed by a representative committee of community
members and school district staff in a school setting.
2.

'The~

planning desig11. and change process sequence

were major presentations to the California Association of
Secondary School Administrators and were then included in
the special publication, "[1~~.tr:i.JL__1.21Q", as noted above. 913
:;3 ~

The change process contains the steps

by many authorities on change.

r~~commended

Its major utility over other

models is that it recommends inclusion of "Goals" and of
"Objeetives" which are required by federal agency grants.
SUl\1MARY

This chapter presents a review of the

litera·~ure

that

the researcher considers pertinent to the practices of admin:i.stration, with particular

att~mtion

given to those aspects

concerned with the effective management of change.
The chapter reaffirms an accelerating pace of change
and the need for an organized approach to the effective management of change.

It presents the current status of change

theory in education and notes some components of the role
which the chief admini:0.d-:rator of an educational system might

provide in the effective management of change.

The chapter

concludes w:1.th the presentation of some of the change
processes that are described in current

913..,. •
.1.b:Ld •

literature~

Chapter

3

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION
As noted earlier, the problem of this study is to
select and describe the sequence of steps that

comprir:H:~

the

designated model of a change process and to compare that
sequence with the steps followed by the superintendent of
the Berkeley Unified School District during the development
and first year of implementation of the Experimental Schools

Proposal.

The final phase of the study is to develop some

reeorr:lTt•~n-1da:tion:::.1

a3Ypropriate to the findings,

This chapter presents the research design chosen as
the methodology of this study.

It also presents the model

change process whose sequence of steps have been selected a.s
the standard for comparison purposes.

The steps taken by

the superintendent of the Berkeley School District, as noted
above, are eompared against that designated model.

The

chapter also describes the procedures for the studyg
(1) the

review of records, direct observation, and informal

interviews which are the t:;f;c:cmdary data sources, and (2)

thG development and utilization of the formal interview
guide which is the primary data gathering instrument.

The

chapter concludes with an explanation of the format used for
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.presenting both primary and secondary data which are analyzed
to seek answers to the questions posed in this study and to
prov·ide the basis for recommendations devBlopod out of the
study,
ME'l'HODOLOGY

The methodology used for any specific study depends
upon the model used to guide the study.

1:l'w r\':;search design

should bring data, data collection, and data analysis
together in an appropriate fashion. 1

Since the process

model used for this study involves many variables and multi"·
situational data, the case study method was selected because
of its un:i..cp. w p:r.·oc\O:dln"'al suitability to these circumstances.

De o·bold Va.n

D8J c~n

describes the caso study method

8.B

follows:

In a case study, an educator makes an intensive
investigation of a social unit--a person, family, group,
social institution, or community. He gathers pertinent
data about the present status, past experiencesr and
environmental forces that contribute to the individuality and behavior of the unit •••• Case studies probe in
depth: they may examine the total life cycle of a
social unit or may focus attention on a specific phase
of it •••• Case study data may come from numerous sources.
An investiga.tor may ask subjects to recall pc.wt experiences or to expresr~ present wishes in .i:rrbn·v·iews o:c on
.
.
2·
quest1onna2res.

~

.ltTames l';J. Beshe:t'S, "Models <.-J.nd Theory Construction,"
.
,.,
. 1 . 1 !"
•
22-: .J"4 , Apr1. 1 , 1..
9r·•7
A
_m.~J.:;LC8,lLS:Q9J=.Q.._Qglca_:~~,
.J •
2 De: obold l3. Van Dalen, 1!n9..~~.f.!~tand in.?: E.c:.ll:~_g£l,..g.Q.nal
.Bflll.P::.5.'ll:9l:J. (.Hew York: l':lcGraw~Hill Bool::: Co. , Inc., l9ob) ,
pp. 21 D-;21. 9.

'rhe case study approach provides an opportunity for

a wide range of detail

enabling the researcher to see the

by

actlvi ties of an orga:t'lif'.ation as they occur day by day.

It

also becomes one mean:-:: for identifying latent behavior
patterns of which the participants are not aware and so
might not be able to report using another approach,3

In

general, the benefit of using this approach for this study
is that it affords the opportunity for detailed probing and
seeing the Experimental Schools Project as an ongoing whole.
The basic intent of this research design is, therefore, to use the case study approach to systematize and to
develop a regularized means of studying an innovative
process related to change in an educational system and to
make some

organi~ed

sense of the data collected.

From such

:-:JyFJte,mati z in,f the re fJearcher obtains insight into the

functioning of educational leadership, particularly as it
relates to basic principles of a change process.
The__ Selected _Qhange
Process l~1ost~? 1
A representativB sampling of the findings from an
extensivB search of the literature dealing with

chang~

processes are reported in chapter 2 in the section entitled
"Some Change ProceE.lS(:}S".

Seeking and organizing material

about change processes confirms the value of such research,

":"'~ ,..(

'I'

•

~

•

·-'::"Jeymour f:.artJ.n Llpset, et. al, Un_l:..on_jJ~mocracy
(Glencoe. Ill,: The Free Press, 1956), p. 419.
·

S'?
~s

is stated by Robert Owens:
In some cases the obr:Jerver will find in the
recorded research litcrD.ture clues or i.nsip;ht:r::. that
will foreshadow th0 results of his research. The
expectation thus aroused in the researcheli is
referred to as direction in the research.~

As he suggests, insight was gained about the role of planning and about change processes which gave direction and led
to a search for some indicated relationship between planning
and a procesr:1 for change.
It was noted earlier that a "Plan for Planning" and
a related change process are found in the presentation by
A. Neil Galluzzo.5

After completing work on the plan the

same group that had spent two years at that task with
Gallu~?:z.o
modr.:~l

had turned their attention to developing a procE;ss

for f:'l:ffectin?•; change.

1.·

2.

J,

4.

5.
6,
7•

The result i.s a series o.f

Define problem
Current needs
Mission statement:
Goals
Objectives
Measurable objectives
Alternative solutions
Selection of solution to implement - priorities
Implementation
Evaluation6

-~---------·---

G. Owens, Orp:anj.zs.t ig..lJ.<;'J.l_.TI.~ h?.:..vi_Qr ___ iQ Schools_
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 40 •
11·Robert

.5A. Ne:i.1 Galluzzo, "A School D:i.str:i.ct Plans For
Planning," J'~h'ltJ.:j.;6J_ _1 9.7_Q ( Burlimn:une p Ca.: California As sod.~·
ation of Secondary School Administratorss 1970), pp. JJ-42.
6 rb id • , p. J.w •
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~~his

model is selected as the "frame of reference 11 against

which the change process of developing and implementing the
Berkeley gxperimental Schools Project is compared.

Only

minor modification is made in the model, namely, removing
the

"J'.~easm~.:-)'ble

ment of step

~3.

ob,iectives" sub-step from the Mission stateBy

definition in this study, objectives

must be measurable; once so defined it is not necessary to
have both "objectives" and "measurable objectives".
This model is selected primarily because it is the
only sequence, of the many considered, which includes
written reference to goals and objectives in the sequence.
Further, the model was

dev~loped

from a practitioner orien-

tatiozr, by a partnership of those concerned with education
in a comrnunJ.ty and its school

distri~t,

Finally, it was

not created in a vacuum or in a state of emergency; two
years we'nt into the "Plan for Planning", with all of the
attendant learning experience for its developers, after
which that same group turned its attention over a period
of months to developing the process model by which a school
district should initiate and manage change,?
Stating the po3itive features of this model is not
to suggest that the sequence is totally complete.

There are

omisGions, and these v'rould include the failure to give some
written reference to the need for establishing two-way communication and the need to reduce staff anxiety.

7Ibid., pp. 33-42

Both of
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these are leadership responsibilities noted·in the literature
reported in chapter 2.

A clear and complete process model is needed for
the comparison purposes of this study and to guide the
research.

1'he explanation of each step in the selected

sequence which follows therefore fills the voids noted
above and amplifies step descriptions with details in a

synthesis from a number of sources.

1.

Define Problem
This first step establishes the general direction

for action, or at least points up the potential areas in
which the:r·e could be :f'urther expenditures of energy.
at this

~'·to.ge

pr"f.!nent~:');d

that

t!H~

I·t is

change-agel'.t or leadership group is

vri th a v.rarn:l.ng by

Havelock~

"Perhaps the most

im}.;ortant thi.ng to remember about diagnosis is to beware of
the obvious ••• most problems have several layers." 8 When
Hansen discusses identification of problems, he advises,

"At this first step, it is very easy to get waylaid at the
obvious symptomatic level, instead of examining the real
bas is of the problem, or even verifying its exi.r.1tence, ~·9
Identifying and defining problems can be activity

.

8
, Hol}ald G,

H~velock,

_The

g__b_?.:n$.~-A~:_~!_"t's G~1~:e_.E

:fnnoy_at._LQD__J:}J_ Educat.J:.Qn (Englewood C.llffs, N .,J.
1
l'echno1ogy Publications, 1973) p p. 6/.J..

3

EducatJ..onaJ.

9Edgar L~ Morphet and Charles o. Ryan, ed.,
CooperativB Planning for Education ].n 1980s Objectives~
Pro.ce-Ciui-?es ~·-r-i·ncr·Prfori iaes -lTiew York ~--ei·:f8:tion-Press.

1 9"b8T;·--P . 26·~

----

·
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concurrent w:i.th at J.east the first phase of' a needs assessment.

According to Havelock, the system's participants

--comrrrunity, students, and staff--must be givBn opportunity
for :i.nput about what they think needs improvement.

He

suggests that the change agent may wish to intcJ:--pret their
input and infer underl.ying causes, but that these judgments
should always be based on two criteria:
Does the interpretation stem from an honest and
objective analysis of the available evidence?
Is it useful in helping us understand what sort of
solution we should be looking for?10
2.

Qurre-trt Needs
After the identification and definition of one or

more problems

~1

with the; n;·J<:tlys is

step one, this step continues the process
fl.;:"!.d

interp1.•etation of all .information tha.t

ean bE-J o·r!tainc::d re9Ji.:cdiE.!:'; the

tions of eRch problem.

history~

causes, and ramifica-

Without this, there is no secure

basis for determining what needs to be done or what resources
need to be sought.11
Samuel Mangione gives support for this, saying:
The identification and assessment of needs comprise
an important element in the process of change. This
step can be used to develop an awareness of-the necessity for change in all individuals to be affected by
such change.12
·

1°Havelock, op. cit., p. 65.
11Morphet and Ryan, loc. cit.
11 B
12c
·
•
•
I") erspec· t 1v~
·
t·o the
0amue J_ ~·~ang1one,
~r1ng1ng
11
1
'J
S
•
+
~
•
-~
t
•
1
]"
d
h
•
')
'
61
C"'lange .. l .... ua·,;J_on,
f~c(uca·_..l:..Q.Dlt__.:!.~fl._§..r:§.. ___1Q, •. ?:J:-J ,

January~

19'70.
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The end result of ihis step should be a thorough
accounting of the resources needed and those available in
the system or from other

sourc~s~

According to HaYelock,

this asks if the system has or can obtain the resources
needed for the change effort in terms of people, time,
money, materials, and facilities,13

As an example, this accounting of resources should
help the change-agent determine whether the system's staff
have the skills necessary to make use of new techniques or
otherwise cope with the demands of the anticipated changeo

If not, he must determine if the system can train those who
are already on the staffo

If that isn't possible, he must

then determine if the system can recruit the type(s) of
people needed.14

It is important to note that, regardless

of which condition the change-agent finds in existence in
the

~lystem;

c:lecn·-cut job descriptions arc prerequisite to

any tralning or recruitment actions.

3•

russion StatemQpt
':Phis is a general ntatement of the job to be done,

the change to be accomplished.

It in turn is broken down

into goals and opflra.tio:nal objectives, ao shown below:

a.

_9-oals~

As defined, goals are outcome intents which are

13Hav-elock, op, cit., p. ?l.
ll+Ibid.
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measurable on a nominal scale; that is, which are outcomes
stated in terms of labels or intents.

They are statements

of broad direction, general purpose, or of intent,15

The

critical value of goals and leadership's role in setting
them receivBs attention in an earlier section in chapter 2
entitled, "Setting Goals and Objectives".

The impo:etance

of staff having shared goals is noted by Thompson. 16

Other

values of this step in the process are contained in some
references to Lewin's work and that of Schon,17, 18
b.

Ogjectives

As defined, objectives are outcome intents which
are

mea~3urable

on an interval or ratio scale.

That is, they

oa:rJ td:vc a concrete~ comparative measure of achievement.19

The need for objectives and their value to the
px:·oce~~f.>

of c;hanf!8 r·ece ives attention in the prior .section

entitled,

~~setting

Goals and Objectives".

This is illus-

trated by the quotation from Thompson's work20, and that

15Fenwick v'l. English and Roger A. Kaufman, Need§.
AssessmE?J:rt_:_A _F'OQ..':l$ fo_;r__purr iculum Development_ (Vlashington,
D.C.: Association for ::1upc~rvision and Curriculum Development, 1975)~ pQ 65.
16victor A. rrhompson, Mod_(:lrl.L_Qrganizaj;ion (New York:
Alfred Knopf, Publisher, 1961), p. 184.

17 Ibid. , p, 95,
18 Donald Schon, 'Jlf?. chnolO.()'.Y....A!lQ..,QJ:l.anr:e, the New
J{&rl::tcl:l.:tJd§_ (New York: Dell Books, 196?)~ p. 1JJ.
1 9E~ng·1·1s h an d Kaufman, lac. c1t.
.

20Thompson, op. cit., p. 95.

6J
In this 1~6ference to the work of Kurt Lewin

from Whyte. 21

at Harwood, Whyte stresses the need foi' ::.mbordinates to be
made a.v;are of objectives.
Finallyp objectives are considered basic to having
valid Gvaluation take place.

Joseph H. Oakeyr Director of

Research and Planning, Niskayuna Public Schools, Niskayuna,
New York, expresses this in making the major presentation to
the California Association of Secondary School Administrators • 2 2

He also states, "'l he true evaluation is conducted
1

as a comparison of the measured outcomes to stated goals."2J
1-J.e

f1l"f;;.ernative Solutions
According to Hansen, this step should encompass a

search for the der5vation of all possible alternative solu.,!,

•

·G 1()1"'1B

from the data available, for h0 sayst

It. it:~ a1 1:1N.~t inconceivable that there would be only
one 'right' solution ••• or pattern of solutions •• ,Rather,
the possible solutions tend to fErmulate themselves into
recurring sets of alternatives,2

Mangione suggests sevBral approaches that can be of
assistance in this search.

These include "brainstorming"

~1·
F. ~~~,.~,tP
') ·aan'~ t:o
I~ h av).· or_:_ __Th
v .. ll.:L~m
'"'
'1 1 .. .... .':.l'..i::.:........-~~.!.~'l..!
..J:.._na. 1
...;...._Je
;...__e 9..1'JI..
D. Irwi:n,
Inc • , l 9ot~) 9 p. J J.
21

ill..1...c.LAT2..12:10.f..s.tJonfl_ (Homewood, Illinois: Richard

22Joseph H. Oakey, "Planning for Educational
Chan,9;e," ~latpix,_1..2.2Q (Burlingame~ Ca,: Ca.Jifornia Association of Secondary School Administrators, 1970), p. 55.
2 3Ibid

0

2l.J·Morphet and Ryan, op. c:Ltq p. 2'7.

with representative staff p.;roups, circulating questionnaires
or other survey documents among

thE~

staff, searching the

literature devoted to the problem area, and calling in Qutside consultants knowledgeable in the problem area. 25

At this stage, dependent upon the degree to which
the search jor alternative solutions has been successful,
choices must usually be made between the

alternativ~s,

says

Mangione, because school systems are confronted with realities of limited resources, human and material, as well as
time constraints,26

This makes it necessary, he says, to

establish pr.iorities to asE;ist in the ·selection process.
....,,,.

~;,..,.",·,v.-··,
J-''~·~ol.J,;,..~j
p.,

),~··,

·tc"~
,J

+l11· (;• })01. nt.
\.i-

1:.>

,

~

}f"rlse·l··t sayc• ·that·
Q,

~

"-

,

1::)

'

. ] .y
c 1 ear
betweon 'the vood' (beneficial) and 'the bad' (harmful)
prasents no real problem, but establishing priorities
D.Y'l.ong v-s.:r:·:i.ou~·1 1 good' alternativer3 is always difficult,27
}~---~:• .~ .. •;'t '1."' ..~ 1 ~ 1~, i Y\{!'"
··'•J '"' LJ..-'-'·'······_,

"'• "'i
• "" wh en
·
i·,ne
·; ' c l101ce
J,r
.. Orl! t ,J.eu
<t'

J .•.Q~
•

Further, he indicates that it is in this step, when there is
a necessary choice between alternatives having equally valuable and worthwhile priorities, that the process of elimination becomes most complex and difficult.
The critical value of an earlier step in this model
of the change process, establishing goals and objectives, is

,~,

'!!

LJ~angione,

op. cit., pp. 361-362.

26 Ibid.

27Morphet and Ryan, op. cit., p. 28.
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given weirrht at this point by Arnn and Strickland.

They

state that there is little probability that alternatives can
be identified as solutions that are better or best suited to
the needs of the problem unless the general direction of the
problem has been refined or delimited in terms of some
specific objectives. 28
Hansen suggests some empirical bases which are sub- ·
ject to rational analysis to a degree:
Such considerations as the likelihood of success
for a given change, its viability, the chance that it
will spark further changes, the cost-effectiveness ratio
of a proposed·change--all of these can be assessed with
some degree of a~surance that the results are at least
likely to ensue.29
He goes on to sayt
But of greater inportance in setting priorities is
the question as to what is most worthwhile in terms of
rH~C~?}YtE:\d gc.a1s.
fJ:his-·~like ~J.ll value judgments---is
',J...•.
'"j -j· ··"··'''·
~ 'll ~' ·I·v •"'.- .t.,Y a ..., u h J• o::>
__ c ·t J.• .vc·' one: . •.3()
<

'1'he

valu.r~

of

•:

C!

0

clear:~.y

stated goals f about which there .is staff

consensus, seems supported and emphasized by the above.

Han-

sen's statement suggests that there is no other way by which
subjective decisions about alternative solutions can maintain directional consistency without such g6als.

6.

Jm~pjementatio_Q

This step is the entire purpose of the planning and

28 Jolm Arnn and Ben Strickland, "Human Consider-

atio:m:: in the Effectiveness of Systems Approaches
E<:L\-:.~~-gj;j__g_nal_Ts~ c [lnoloR:y, 15 :1 L~, Aup;ust, 197 5.

29Morphet and Ryan, loc. cit.
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effort to this

point~

It follows on the heels of having

selected the solution judged best, within the available and
obtainable resources of the system,
Louis J. Rubin discusses a series of steps in the
implementatio:n phase of innovation; a series concluding with
the installation of each innovation and its integration with
the permanent system.3 1

The first of these steps is the

rational analysis of each innovation's requirements in terms
of training, materials, and the innovation's integration
with the existing program.

After these requirements are

determined as accurately as possible the leadership is then
judged responsible for the next steps of establishing the
prerequisite conditions and for providing transitional
r:;uppo:f'i::,

rN;eSE!

ax·e noted to set the stage for an explana-

tion of thP 1mp.lcmc:ntation phase; organized to reflect the
literature findings reported earlier.

The first portion

deals with some leadership responsibilities for developing
the change relationship involving two-way communication.
The second part deals with leadership responsibilities for
:r.educina staff stress and anxiety,

This second portion

includes such topics as communicating new work doctrines,
new role descriptions, and training of 8taff.
There are critical relationships between Rubin's

Jlr,ou.is Rubin' rrrrhe Mythology of Inn ova t io:n, II.
C;;tlif..Q-'-·~_n.t.fJ:..._~. Q.UJZ..D..?-l f_g..r_Instructiona.:.-l._J:JQBTOvement, 12: :JJJ-0,
October, 19o9.
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steps and the two areas which follow.

These areas contain

previously noted findings in support of these phases of
innovation.

Rubin's steps show interrelationships between

these areas in effecting implementation of change.

No single person in any system has more authority
or command of system resources than the top leadership

roJ~, according to Altman,3 2

The chief administrator is

the one individual who has the necessary communication
channels established or who is in the best position to
initiate actions to establish such a two-way communications
network.
two~w~ty

The key here, according to Rubin, is that it be a
:flow that is both reJ. iable and available without

send:1.ng out information about actual or contemplated changes
from top leadership; there must be feedback to determine
how staff members are perceiving the information, what distortions or voids exist, and what suggestions and concerns
the staff hav~ about these chartges.33

This is an important

part of responsible implementation according to Rubin's
fir·st step dealing with integrating the chanc;e into the
existing system and in terms of the findings of Alexis and

32Haro ..
1 c1 Alt·man, "I.mp·1.emen t•lng PJ
"'t.
·
'
... anne d C1tange
ln
the Public SchoolrJ," California Journal for Instructional

1ml~L93~~!.1Il9J1.t,

12 : 8.3 ,

l'·ilfiy-;-19'b"c;--;-~-----------------··

33Rubin, op, cito, p. 162,
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Wilson. JL~
After determining poterrtial problem areas regarding
integratinp; thE;. innovation into the existing system, leader-·
ship has the responsibility of building necessary d5scussion
opportunities into the communications network to reduce
friction rer.-mlt ing from ignorance and mhmnderstanding
about the innovation.35

This is vr:Jry similar to the situ-

ation described by Guest regarding the Harwood plant and the
need for leadership to recognize the values of an "incr·eased
span of cognition" in communication, as well as in reduction
of staff anxiety, and take appropriate action to obtain
it.J6

~lest's

research findings indicate that effective
and open, two-vvay comrnunication

channels are vital to the success of much that is presented
in this implementation section; having more information
reduces stress because staff can cooperate better under such
circumstances, as illustrated by his "increased span of

~: l 1lhTarcus Alexis and Charles Wilson, Orp;§.J1.:l:..!?atJona:J.:_
Q.~.Q.islgn-~J:;: :i.nz (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice -Hall,
Inc,i 196?), pp, 66-68,
3.SRubin, op, cit., pp. 162h·1fSJ.
J 6 Robert Guest, Or~anizatinnal Change: The Effect
-~~~vff·~~ c} ~~ :: ~1-~I~~~-;r-~~ ~-Df J r~r.omevio·(;·;r;·rffino i 87-!fi c hard--D ,

cop;ni tion" .37

This same source also stresseF; th(~ value of

informine; staff about contemplated changes.

Information of

this nature fills an important need when individuals become
anxiouf,1 about new roles and changes in J..ines of authority.
Litterer also covBrs much of this area of stress potential;
his research emphasizes the need to give information about
new roJ..es and other

ch::J.n,~t,es

to enable staff to operate with

a minimum of confusion and resentment,38
Whyte reaffirms the need for clearly stated work
doctrine and authority clarification to offset insecurity
and res1s t ance resu lt'lnu~ .Lrom c hange. 39
0

D

His work presents

the concept that as new role expectations develop or new
tec!~··liquen

are needed, training opportunities in advance of

no<'.::d r:;houl.d b0 nrovided for staff.

Here again is shown the

:tntercelated.nens of Hub in 1 s first ster· which calls for

leadership's rational analysis of training needs.

His

material shows that this is an important aspect of implementation:

the anticipation of training needs and its provi-

sion prior to need so that individuals are more quickly and
completely effective in their new roles or when using new
•
LrO
t ec h nJ.ques.

37Ibid,, pp. 131-133.
38J oseph A, Litterer, Or::&wiz_g~t iC?.mL.;_Str:uctur~_Anrl
BE?. .bf!:Y:Jgr (New York: ,John 'diley and. Sons , Inc. , 196 J) ,
pp, 2B3-28li·.

39whyte, op. cit., p, 569.
40nubin, op. cit., p. 162.
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7s

gyaluation.

Blanzy

giv~s

a succinct explanation of this step:

Evaluation is a continuous process intended ~o provide information relative to the attainment or lack of
attainmen.t of the goals of a r:Jystem e In evaluating a
project, the evaluator will be interested in more than
just whcthe:c or not the program has met its objectives •
••• data will be collected and analyzed with respect to
attitudes of the community~ faculty, and students toward
the irrncrvations, complete cost benefit and cost effectiveness studies~ and the logistics of the program as
well as its effect upon the total institution.41
This describes an evaluation effort appropriate to an extensiv~

innovation.

It includes acknowledgment of both goals

and objectives being basic to the evaluation process, and

then extends into a multi-faceted concern with attitudes,
cost studies. and other outcome questionse
H1:i.YG1oc1c c.:s.utions about Enralu<J.:tion, when he says:
Bvaluft't:l.or't i:::~ one of' the tasks which the change
agent should encourage others to undertake, •• because
tt1B chan{~<:: agc~nt ,)na.y be too subjectiv-ely invested in
the innovation.ij~

Galluzzo indicates that, whoever does the evaluation,
the techniques must vary according to the outcome that is
being judged,

Program evaluation, judging new content or

new techniques, requires systematic testing; attitudes
and institutional effects can be evaluated using

intervie~s

and other survey techniques; and, cost studies must use comb5.nations o:f one or more of the above teohniques together

lr.l.,James Blanzy, "A Change System for Education,"

E!d~~i~~:.!::}.~:~e~hnolog:'[, 14:47, April p 197'~·.
).I ')

, -u·Havelock, op. cit$, p. 13.5 o
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with cost accounting procedures that have been analyzed for
validity to that purpose.43
The evaluation process should include measurement
or :eating of each of the phases of the planning and change
processes.

~hese

should provide insight about how well the

planners anticipated problems and how well leadership has
analyzed training and other needs.44

This, according to

Oakey, is an attempt to determine just how

effectivel~

each

of the steps has been managed.
Oakey emphasizes that, as the data are collected,
the feedback should be added to many of the cornponents.45
If

possibl~,

the data feedback should go all the way back

to the :oh::J.Bc where the organization is defining what it
c!woce~:l

to de.;:; igne,.tc! as the problem.

He points out that in

this way clarification of each step can occur.

Using the

feedback in this manner, he says, can bring improvement in
th,e way in which change is planned and managed.

Further, he

feels that a concurrent benefit could be that of alerting
the leadership to appropriate rnodification(s) in the innovation.

Such assistance could allow the innovation to be

adapted and integrated into the permanent system with a
minimum of r.;tress for the participants.

4·3 Galluzzo,
'
op, cit,, pp. 40-42.
41
.
}Oakey, op. cit., p. 55,

i+5·rb J.· d •
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PROCEDURES
Data for the study were obtained from four main
sources:

(1) direct observations at meetings of the Board

of Education, staff meetings, and work-group sessions;
(2) the review of tapes and minutes of meetinp:s, employee
organization newsletter·s and bulletins,

Super-intendent's

Newsletter and. bulletins, and newspaper accounts of the
various activities; (J) unstructured interviews and informal
talks with all of the seven central project staff members
and with at least ten of the directors of experimental
schools; and (4) structured interviews with thirty-two
significant participants.
with s.ixtee:n

dil:-~;e·t:cr~:;

These structured interviews were

of experimental schools, two of the

central project staff, and sev·en others who had helped with
the original development or writing of the project.

None

of the interviews were with participants at any level who
joi:ned the project after its development and first year of
implementation.
'l1 he

records.

investiP-;ation began with a review of available

Documentary analysis provided a great deal of

evidence establishing the sequence and content of project
development and implementation evBnts that took place
within the organization.

Once this ovBrview was obtained,

it then became possible to fobus more

atten~ion

on those

events which seemed to hav(-; particular r:.ligni:ficance for
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this study.
Concurrent with that search of documents there were
many direct observations made by the researcher by attending
board meetings and workshops devoted to consideration of the
Experimental

~-~chools

Proposal and related matters during the

summer and fall of 1971.

Direct partic:i..pa.tion in meetings

of the Experimental Schools staff also allowed considerable
matet·ial to bo gained

first~·hand,

as did involvement with

a variety of work sessions during the summer of 1971 and
throughout the entire 1971-1972 school year. 46
From July, 1971, until the fall of

1971.~

at least

seventeen participants were engaged in conversation by the
researcher.
initic?.ted

These talks and unstructured interviews were

r'~'l ·!~h.f~

JX:3.r·ticip:::·~_nt~>

r,::;cearcher, who spoke with some of these

BJ:::.ou·:~

the initial

times dm:•ing those three years.

phase:~

of the project several

As noted earlier these

participants included all of the seven central project staff
and at least ten of the directors of experimental schools.
Their responses to the researcher's questions and their
voluntary comments encouraged the researcher's feeling that
this project merited further inquiry.

However, there was a

need to eGtablish some system upm1 which the investigation
could proceed in an organized fashion.

·---··--.-·-·-'+6rrhe investir-:ator was the administrator of the
build :i.nr1: which housed the central admin:l.r:;trative staff of
the Exp~rimental Schools Project durin~ the entire project
period. That same building contained the conference rooms
used by project staff for most of their meetings.

?l-f.

An extensive seareh of the literature provided a
frame of reference to give structure to the investigation.
The frame of reference is the modified sequence of steps
presented earlier in the methodology section of this
chapter,

It is designated as the "mode 1'' change process for

compa.r:l.l3on purposes.

In turn, that frame of reference

suggested the four major questions of the study which should
be answered by the

These :four questions prqvided

r~:)search,

the beginning point f'or data gathering and analysis and
formed the basis for the initial interview questions that
were tested as a pilot instrument with five participantso
From that trial evolved the questions and :format that were
developed into the f:tructured interview forms used with the

thi:r·t;y"'two r:dgn:i.ficant participants in the Experimental

Schools Project, as noted above.
Two inte:~rview

forms were developed, with identical

question content but with slight wording changes to suit the
role of the respondents; one set for experimental school
directors, the other for project developers and the central
project staff (see Exhibits I and J in the'Appendix for
these two interview guide sets).

An introductory statement was developed to use
with each interv-iew.

Entitled

11

Rat:ionale", this statement

was ha·nded to respondents just pri.or· to the interview with

the request that they read it and thereby establish the
basis for tho

rE~search ::ltud.y

and the irrterview (see formal

statement as Exhibit Kin Appendix),
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The length of the :i.nterv:i.ew was of concern to the
researcher since most of the potential respondents were busy
individuals.

Because of this

instrument was

divid~d

concern~

the interviewing

into two sections.

The first section

contained all those items judged most critical to the needs
of the study, st:r:-uctured for

ob~jec4ive

responses within an

expanded scale ranging from XIA.gree Strongly" to "Disagree
Strongly".

These expanded options were used to gain some

indication of the degree to which there were strength to
the agreement or disagreement by the respondents,

The

second section's items were those judged important but not
critical to the basic thrust of the study.

These items were

either open-ended or had objective response options which
were followed by open-ended question formats.
This separation was done in the belief that, if some
o:f the respondents did not agree to give the additional time
required for the second s·ection, the data from the first
section could

provid~

sufficient material to answer the four

major research questions of the study,

If respondents did

agree to provide the additional time required for the
secon~

section they Would be encouraged to give additional

information beyond the questionnaire that was relevant to
the research.

The intent was to provide a vehicle for an

open-ended dialogue between the researcher and the project
participants.

Additional information that was judged

particularly appropriate because it seemed relevant and
illuminating was written verbatim immediately by the
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researcher a:n.d then r'ead back to the respondent to confirm
the record's accuracy.
Answers from the structured interviews offer the
primary data of the study.

The voluntary responses given

in unstructured interviews or as informal conversation, as
well as the docmnentary material retrieved from a variety of
district locations, supply the secondary data sources.
It is not the correctness of the particular changeconcept, and its end result, which is of concern here but
rather the degree to which the participahts believe that the
transition period was or was not more difficult or more
disruptivB of organizational efficiency than needed to be.

Alsor most of the Berkeley District's participants had
individual deeh'iion:3 to ma.ke within the framework or guidel:i.nes. of thn

~9~-=-o

jGet 'a d.octr i.ne.

Sorne of t.he questions

seek to determine if now, three years later, there is
confusion or disagreement about the project's goals and
objectives~

or any substantial question that these truly

existed in clear, written terms.
In that same manner, an analysis of participant
responses can indicate whether or not--in their opinion-basic principles of the model change process were followed
in the mana:9;ement of this specific change,

From the data

gathered it is possible to establinh an evaluation of the
degree to which the seven steps of the change process were
followed during the development of the project proposal and
during the

f~~st

year, the initial implementation period.
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Those seven steps were as follows:
:t •
2,

J.

4.

5.
6.

Define problem
Current needs
Mission statement:
a, Goals
b, Objectives
AlternativB solutions
Selection of solutions to implement - priorities
Implementation:
a. Communication network
b, Reducing staff stress c:md an.---ciety
Evaluation .'+7

If the findings indicate that some steps were not followed,
and that less effective management of change was the result
as far ar:1 interviewed participants were concerned, some
recommendations will be formulated for consideration in
implementing future projects and as· suggestions for the
training programs for educational leaders.
H:':)~~po:.I:~;e::.>

to the .interview

i·tt~ms

are grouped in

relation to the four major research questions of the study.
No

~wphist:l.c~d;ed

statistical analysis of the data is felt

necessary to the purpose of the study, in the opinion of
the researcher,

Instead, a tabulation of the degree of

agreement or disagreement can be utilized as the means of
securing a clear picture of the data obtained with the
interviewing .instrument.

An noted earlier, this data is

buttressed with excerpts from the supporting document

47A modification of tl~ change process model shown
earlier: A. Neil Galluzzo, "A School District Plans for
Planning," l'~1CJj~r.t:;:;:-t-.1..2..'.Z..Q. (Burlingame, Ca.: California Association of Secondary School Administrators, 1970), p. 40,
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sources and comments where

apJ)1~;.,)pr.iate.

Matilda White Riley has listed some limitations of
the descripti\:··e case study which, in part, have influenced
·the developmen.t of these data gathering and pref';entatj_on
procedures:

(1) in the case study the observer might be

quick to impose certain restrictions upon theJ system due to
his own understanding of the situation; (2) familiarity
with the pay··ticular situation might dull the researcher's
sharpness of observation, thus resulting in loss of
objectivity; (J) it is difficult to obtain maximum tellability when attempting to be as flexible as the procedure
allows; and (4) it is difficult for the reader to be sure
just how sp~cific ev5.dence is secured.4 8
Cn the

:fav.l t,

:-;~.

rc;_~op::r;i.tion

that no procedure is without

de 1 ibei·ats attempt

Wc1S

made to maintain an

awareness of these limitations noted above, in order that
they would be minimized to some degree,

Further, a

conscious effort was made to avoid having the views of
the researcher contaminate the interviews or influence the
analysis of organizational dynamics seen operating or
reconstructed from the data,

'-P 8r1~a:t..l.
.. • ld a •rv.D.
"'· · t ,e RL.ey,
· ·1
s
• J • ___
1 R.fSear.Q.....
h ( nf~W
!.::_OC1.Q._;..QrrJ.ca

York:

Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1963), pp. 6oM·?J. ·
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SUMMAIZY

The foregoing material in chapter J presents the
research design--the case study approach--chosen as the
methode] OE<Y of_ this study.

It also presents the moclt"? 1

change process, whose sequence of steps are selected as
the standard for comparison purposes.

Each step is given

with sufficient detail to make clear its purpose in the
process and the importance attributed to it.
The chapter also describes the procedures for the
study.

These included:

(1) the review of records, direct

observation, and informal interviews which were the sources
of sec ond<1.Y~y data; and ( 2) the development and utilization

1'he

1

chapte~:-

concluded with an explanation of the

format to be used for presenting both primary and secondary
data which are analyzed to answer the questions posed in
this study and to provide the basis for recommendations
developed out of the study.

Chapter

4

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

To organize data reporting and analysis in this
chapter, applicable portions of' both primary and secondary
source data will be presented in relationship to the steps
in the selected change process model for chapter 3.

Those

steps are as follows:

1.

Define problem
Currerrt; :needs
Mission statement:

2~
3~

a.

4.
5,

6e

G

i'J.

l1oct1~~

Ob ;1ectives

Alt0rnitive solutions
Selection of solution to implement - priorities
.

ImplenK:<·n.tatioru
Communication network
b. Reducing staff stress and anxiety
Evaluation.

a.,

7.

The data obtained from that comparative analysis will then
provide the basis for answering the four major questions of
the study.
Complete summaries of primary source data, the
objective interview guide
Appendi.:x. g

responses~

are contained in the

Exhibit T_, summariz.es responses obtained from site

directors: Exhibit M contains those from participants who
were writer-developers or central project staff; and

Exhibit N is a. consolidation of responses from both sets.
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ANALYSIS

SteJ2_1:

J?ef:in§.....J2.roblem
The Experimental Schools Education Plan stated

the problem with which the district was concerned.!

Detailed

definition of the problem statement was achieved by describing on those three pages the needs for alternative education
that were the proposal's focus, as follows:
(1) the structural organization of the school system
where education does or does not occur, (2) the curriculum component and the manner of its presentation in
the organization of the public school, and (3) the
generally impotent, pseudo decision-making opportunities
for parents and other non-educators in the category of
community participation.

It :l.s the
of

thE~

ros€-~a:rcher'

s opinlon that the requirements

first step :i.:n the change proces::::l model were met by

the definition and description of the problem as presented
in the fit·st three pages of the above mentioned proposal.
Step 2:

Curr~nt

needs.

During an unstructured interview with the Director
of Project Planning and Development, the researcher was told
that the originators of proposed schools expressed the
needs which gave rise to their alternativ~s.2

These had

1Qffice of Project Planning and Development,
E_duca.tional Plan (as submitted to the
United States Office of Education, Experimental Schools
Pro~ram, by the Berkeley Unified School District, Berkeley,
California), May 21, 19?1, revised June 8, 1971, pp, 1-3.
~xperimQ..D_t§..L)kl}gols

2rntt;:;:r·v-iew with Dr~ Jay Ball, September 19 ~ 1974-.
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contributed the basis of current needs as expressed in the
Experimental Schools Educational Plan that was submitted to
Washington.

Some examples of these needs ares

"To effect

a significant reduction in individual and institutional
racism ... "; "• •• to make the school interesting, stimulating
and educational for all students."; and

" ••• to provide

relevan.t instruction and experiences to ••• enable them to
select possible careers for their life's work."J
On the surface, the above noted material would seem
to have satisfied the second step of the change process
model.

However, according to Havelock, one end result of

this second step should have been a thorough accounting of
the resources that were needed and those that were available
l:t1 th.r-.; t.~;:/s~tern (rr· co11lCl be obtained fron1 so1ne ottter sources. 4

Ha·.,relocJc a1so
resourr~e·G

~3fJ.ys

;~~:hr)l.i.Jd

in that source that this accounting of

hel}) determine whether or not the system's

staff have the necessary skills and, if not, then determine
· if their system can train people already on the staff or
recruit the type of people needed.
The :cesearcher was unable to find any evidence of a
survBy or other search to determine if the Berkeley school
system

h~d

or could obtain the resources needed in terms of

Joffice of Project Planning and Development, Ibid.,
PP• 22, 29, and 40.
4 Ronald G. Havelock, The Change AP-·ent 's Guide to
J.ri.nov<:1tionf2_ in Education (Ena,lewood Cliff'S7N-;J.: Educational
Technology Publications, 1973), p. 71.

8J
people, time, money, materialsp and facilities,

It was o.f'

particular interest to the researcher to determine what had
been done to determine the skills needed by alternative
school directors and staff, what training should and could
be obtained for them, or what new staff should be recruited.
No evidence was found to indicate those questions had been
raised or investigated.
The researcher therefore concludes that the needs
statements above have only partially satisfied the step two
requirements of the change process model.
accourrting of resources needed.

There was no

Indeed, evidence of a

contradiction to the intent of such an accounting, even if
fluch a

sur·vr~y

hnd been conducted, waf:l found in the Board of

Ed lWF:.tion' [-3 act ion en Jul_y 27 J 19'71.

~rhe

Board supported

the ce:n-t:.r:·a:t. administration's direction to the Director of
Personnel for all continuing regular and unassigned staff
to be placed in any alternative school vacancies prior to
the employment and placement of any new hires.5
Step J:

Mission statement
In a section of the Experimental Schools Educational

Plan entitled "'I'he Design" there was an overview of what the
proposal intended to accomplish. 6

---------r::.

rrhat overview included

~Board of Education workshop, July 27, 1971.
researchel' attended and made a record of the action.

The

60:f:fice of Project Planning and Development, Ibid.,
pp. 8-10.

the following:
The Berkeley Unified School District proposes to
establish 24 senarate alternative schools in a comprehensive K-12 pl~n in two attendance zories in the
district involving nearly five thousand pupils. 'I'he
design will provide a mechanism for continuous participation in educational experimentation throughout the
entire school life of students who, in collaboration
with their parents and teachers, choose this educational
path. The program will be so structured that no
student, K-12, v1ho enters an experimental school at any
juncture, will be denied the choice of alternatives at
a future juncture, While the specific. mode of a
student's initial choice may not, and need not, persist
throur:hout all 12 years of public schooling, the availability of choice will maintain. Conversely, any
student, who in collaboration with his parents and
teachers decides after entering an alternative school
that he does pot. wish to continue, may opt out.
The alternatives will provide a wide range of
educational experiences that can meet the needs of a
vari~ty of student publics.
These offerings attest to
the District's hi~h esteem for cultural pluralism and
~·ce:3.f:f :Lrn th(,' D:btr ict 's c ornmitment to rae iaJ, soc ioecor:cmic a::1d ar.:i1 j_ ty ftroup mixe~3. Further, the concept
~-]:'
..,.J·:p~·-y
.. )·'-~
.. 'Yl• .:;,,
a-·~~,..;nced
·t·o
lev·e]
<~J'nce 1'n
•J • • •.~lt
.. t.:...F_c
.. .'.U
L~:.
c.u,o
.. ,
ccl.. ]··J'crher•
J.. .. c, ·
. •=>.
.
no instance is the racial mix perceived to be synonomous
with racial t-J.br::o:r:ption.
1J

•

Within the specified zones, and throughout all grade
levBls, as well as across the grades, no student need
leave Zone A or D in order to participate in the alternativB school programs; and the District need not
jeopardize its control over desegregation.
In the judgment of the researcher, the initial
requirements of the "I'-1ission statement" were met in that
section.

Howevc~r,

there are two more components to this

step--goals and objectives--which will be analyzed in terms
of views r:1tated about these sub-sections by the respondents
during the depth interviews conducted by the researcher.

The approved project had retained the goals that
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were originally submitted to Washington.

'l'hese goals were:

t) to provide a systern which can mov·e toward the
elimina·tion of racism in the schools and the larger
community and which will facilitate the acquisition of
basic skills for those youngsters who are educationally
disadvantaged, with special focus on those who are
members of ethnic minority groups,

2) to provide signifieant changes in the adm.inistrat:i.on and organization of the system so that power
and decision-making become a shared activityo

3) to provide program options that will promote
the cultural pluralism extant in the school community
and affirm the District's value of it.7
Site directors were, in the researcher's opinion,
the ultimate front-line administrators who were responsible
for implementing the project and effecting project goals.
Therefore, questions 2-5 were set up to determine the degree
to which Ed. to direetors and other significant project partieipants

believE:~d

w:r.:i.tten, clear-cut directions were received

by site directors, so that:

(1) project goals were made

known to site directors, (2) site directors were made aware
of relationships between the project's goals and their own
personal tasks and goals, and (3) site directors were made
aware of relationships between the goals of the project and
the goals of their experimental school.
In the last part of each

inter~·iew

item, those who

responded that they did not agree that written, clear-cut
directions had been received by site directors were asked if
directors should have received such directions.

7Ibid., p. 10,

If they
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expressed agreement, they were theri asked from whom the
dj.rections should have come and when they should have been
receiv~d-~relative

to the start of the project.

Interview item number 2 presented this statement:

In your opinion, site directors received writtenp
clear-cut directions from the person to whom they were
accountable r·egarding what were the change effort's
{Berkeley Unified School District's) goais.
As can be seen from Exhibit N, only four site directors were
in agreement with that statement, compared with fourteen who
disagreed.

'l1he off-site participants who responded included

the staff that might have been expected to do such communicating.

That group split evenly, with seven agreeing with

the statement and seven in disagreement.
tw(~nt;r~four r<:H::pondE~nts

Only four of the

:fe 1 t that the site cJ irectors got

such di:r.ections frmn someone else.

Of the sixteen who did

respond. to the state mont, "'l'hey should have

(rec(.~ bred

such

dtrections)", fifteen agreed that site directors should have
received such directions,

The project director was the most

frequently mentioned source (N=10) and the superintendent
was the next most frequent {N=5)o

There were fourteen of

the respondents who felt such directions should have been
received prior to the start of the project, with the only
other respondent· saying such directions should have been
received during the initial implementation periodo
Interview item number 3 presented this statement:
In your opinion, site directors receiv~d written,
clear-cut directions from the person to whom they were
accountable regarding how their personal tasks should be
modified to help effect the change effort's goals~

None of the thirty-two rE!Spondents agreed this had
happened.
where.

One felt directtons had been received from else-

'.rwenty-eight said that site directors should have

received such directions, with the project director most
mentioned as the source (N=20) and the superintendent next
most frequent (N=11)

q

Twenty-two said these direct5.ons

should have been received prior to starting the project.
Interview item number 4 saidr
In your opinion, site directors received written,
directions from the person to whom they were
accountable regarding what their personal goals ~>hould
be to help eff~ct the change effort's goals,
clear-~cut

O:nly four of the thirty·-two respondents agreed that

su.ch

din~ctions

had been received, w:i.th. only one of these
None of the twenty-nine who answered

the necond J)Ortion acreed that such directions came from any
oi.ht~r

eou:cce%

:rwe:nty~~four

of' the twenty-nine who responded

felt that site directors should have received such direction
with the project director the most frequently mentioned as
the source (N=18) and the superintendent next (N=8)

o

Twe:nty·~

three respondents indicated that such direction should have
come prior to the start of the project.

Interview item number 5 stated:
In your opinion, site directors received written,
clear-cut directions from the person to whom they were
accountable regarding how each director's school's goals
were to help effect the change effort's goals.
Of the thirty-two who replied, only two expressed
agreement_ with that statement.

Twenty-eight of those who

answered 5b had but three in agreement that directions had
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been receiv·ed from someone else.

Three of those who replied

to 5c did not ag"!'ee that site directors should have received
these directions.

The twenty-one who did agree mentioned

the project director as the source fourteen times and the
superintendent six times.

Twenty of these indicated that

directions should have been received prior to the start of
the project. with the remaining respondent saying that such
directions should have

come~

prior· to the start and then

have continued during th(:J initial implementation phase.
In s·ummarizing this interview set, the responses to
these compound items that dealt with receipt of directions
about goal and task relationships will be restated as ratio
•
anr'I.. percr1r1 ~Dage e ornpa:r. J.s
ons.

'J!ho "a" sect.ion dealt 9 in each i tern, with rece :i.pt of

directions frrno the person to whom site directors were felt
accountable.
follows:

'J.lhe rat:Lo of agreement to disagreement was as

2a- 11i21r 3a- O:JlJ 4a- 4a28; 5a- 2:28.

Put

another way, the percentage of disagreement that this had
taken place was 65%t 100%, 87!·% and 93% respectiv·ely.

When

site directors' responses are considered separately the
ratios are:

2a- 4:1.1-H )a- 0:18;

l~a-

t:17: 5a-

Percentages of' disagreements are 78%, 100%,

94~%

1:17~

and 9'-J-!%.

When the ub" section was considereda 2b - 1}317;
Jb

1aJO; 4b- 0:29; 5b- 3:25.

In percentages, the rate

of disagreement was 81%, 97%, 100% and 89% respectively.
Percentages of disagreement were not appreciably changed
when only site directors' responses were usedc
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~Phe

ratio was inverted in the "c" section when the

respondents expressed agreement versus disagreement that
such directions should have been received:
Jc - 28:2; 4c - 24:5; 5o - 21:3.

2c - 15:1;

In this case, agreement

expressed in percentages would be 94%, 93%, 83%, artd 8712-%,
respectively.,

When site dirElctors• responses are considered

separately, only one disagreed in each of the sectionso
On the basis of data obtained through these four
interview itemsp the findings indicate that even though a
heavy majority· of the respondents believed written direction
should have been given to site dir.ectors, an extremely large
proportion of those interviewed indicated their belief that
such action had not been taken.

Therefore, the researcher

concludes that the requi0ements of step Ja of the change
process model were not satisfied; there is too little
support for: an opi:-:d.cm that those charged with the

respo·n~

sibility of implementing the project's goals did in fact
rece.i.ve written, clear-cut direction about those goals or
their relationships to the personal goa.ls and tasks of the
implementers or those of their alternative schools.
A second set of items was included in the quest3.onnaire--to approach from a different direction the matter of
project goals and relationships between those goals and
personal goals and tasks and between those goals and alternative school goals.

This second set, questions 23-26, was

separate from and presented in an entirely different kind of
forma.t from tl1.at of the first set.

It was the researcher's
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opinion that it would be important to determine just what
recollection the participants. particularly s:l.te directors,
had about the project's goals almost four years after the
start of the project.

This seemed to hav-e value for the

study regardless of the source, degree, or manner by which
the part1cipants had become informed about the goalso
Item 23 was an open-ended question which asked:

"In

your opinion, what were the change effor.t's (Berkeley
Uni:fied School District's) goals?"

Although seven of the

site directors more or less specifically mentioned ''Those
j.n the green book" (a common phrase used in the district
because copies of the project proposal were bound between
gr·:~en COV(~I':<:i) ~
Hugg~;:sted.

only four of the non-site participants

those ar5 the
O J.~..f.'-~
-- .. ~
- .. t.~
. <;

project~s

~~af?
--

..... '· (.

goals.

Four site directors

sa1"d the goa1s in the green book
•

•

:>

~ .-•.•

formed a part of the project's goals, with a variety of
statements suggesting that there were "unspoken" goals in
addition to these.

Seven of the site directors and seven of

the off-site staff gave other goals with no mention of the
goals submitted to Washington in the orlginal proposalo

A

number from the last two groups exhibited a certain degree
of cynicism: six of the directors and five of the off-site
staff stating that the "real" goal had been to obtain some
available federal money,

Thus, at best, eleven participants

suggested the original written goals without qualification.
Seven others made some reference to those goals, but with
some qualifications such as "although not internalized"o or
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parroted back only, :not agreed to."

Thus the same number,

eleven, gave the •:real" goal as obtaining federal money in
contrast to the elev·en who mentioned the written goals of
the original project.
Item

21~.

asked:

"Did you feel that you had any of

your personal tasks modified to help effect the change
effort's (BUSD's) goals?"

Of the five directors and eight

off-site staff who said "Yes'', all but two indicated that
the changes were the na:tura.l consequence of having taken new
positions offered within the project.

Only two of those who

continued in their previous positions acknowledged having
their tasks modified to help achieve the project's goa.lso
Of

thr:~

site directors and three off-site staff who

'thirtt:H~~n

said tha.:t th.ere had been no modification of thE:ir tasks,
none

1.i'KUJ~a.ted

that any modification was ever discussed with

them by anyone connected with the project.
Item 25 posed this question:

"In your opinion, what

were your personal goals regarding helping the change
effort's (BUSD's) goals?"

In responding, only six site

directors and three off-site participants mentioned the
project's goals or stated

an~rthing

expressing similarity

between their personal goals and the project's goalso

All

twenty··three of the other respondents gave a variety of·
personal goals, few of which could be interpreted as having
application toward helping achieve the project's goals.
The

f~ame

general reaction was obtained in response

to item 26, which asked:

"In y6ur opinion, what were your
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school's (office's) goals in regard to helping effect the
change effort's {BUSD's) goals?"

Seven site directors and

three off-site participants indicated that their school or
office's goals had been identical or related to those of
the project,

The other twenty-two respondents expressed a

variety of goals, of' which only a few appeared to have even
an indirect relationship to the
goals~

achiev~ment

of the project's

Indeed, three of the site directors expressed some

degree of anger about the relationship suggested by the
·wording of the question, saying that the goals of their
schools had been so reworked and reworded in the negotiated
project that there was no similarity to what had originally
l)e~1n ~-;-;toJ:ved

with the :i.:r. staffs,

They went on to say that

other a:Lt:?.r?"la.t:i.\<0 l:'!chool staffs felt

t~

imilarly "betrayed",

havring not been told. of proposal changes until after the

pr.ojeot was approved and school was about to start.

In

consequence, they said, they felt little compulsion to press
their. faculties to evolve alternative school goals which
would express a relationship of helping to effect the goals
of the project.
The~

n.et effect of these findings seems to project a

picture of considerable confusion and disagreement about the
goals of the project and about how the implementer's tasks
and goals were to help achieve the project's goals.

'rhese

data would tend to support the researcher's earlier judgment
that the requirements of step Ja of the change process model
were not satisfied,

A majority of those charged with the
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responsibility for implementing the project apparently were
neither helped to develop consensus regarding project goals,
nor were they helped to develop or understand relationships
between the1.r personal/component tasks or goals and the role
of helping achieve the larger project goals o

~rhe

importance

of this shared knowledge of goals was stressed earlier in
references to Thompson°s work, where he noted the close and
reciprocal relationship between communication, emotional
security in an organization, the lowering of information
distortions, and the reality of "shared goals"o8
Step 3b:

Objectives

Each·of the alternative school proposals included
in the Experimental
Washin~ton

~3chools

Educational Plan submitted to

had sections contai.ning statements of intent

which WE;:t""e d.es :igna ted ac ''Behavioral Objectives".

However,

these were not objectives as defined in Program-PlanningBudgeting-System for evaluation purposes or as defined in
chapter 1 for the purposes of this study,9

A review of

the twenty..:four alternatives and their stated "Objectives"
found that only five of these options had any statements

·--------Bvictor A. Thompson, Moder:.n Organizati.on (New York:
Alfred Knopf, Publisher, 1961), p. 95.
9Fenwick W. English and Roger A. Kaufman, Needs_
Assessmenj;__;__.A Focus for Curr:j.c(dl.urn Deve :L.9Pment (Washington o
D.C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
19?5), p. 65.
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that met even a majority of the criteria. of an objective,
according to this study's definition.

The others did not

indicate which specific behaviors would be measuredf what
methods of measurement would be utilized, and what were to
be considered the criteria used to measure the success or

failure of achieving the desired. behaviors.
This lack of objectives was reported to have been of
i.mmediate concern to the Level I evaluation component and
one which conth1ued to inhibit their efforts.

This was con-

firmed by a research assistant who was with the evaluation
team from its inception.10

Greater attention will be given

to this condition when Evaluation 9 step 7 of the change
process model, is analyzed in more detail.
In arwt!:.er a:r•ea of concern, during the search of

the literature, the researcher had been impressed with the
:i.mportahce attached to the setting of goals and objectives
and their interrelatedness.

Of particular relevance to this

area was the material by Alexis and Wilson, Where they state
that change participants should be given information to have

in common about goals and their operational objectives and
about tho doctrine for solving day-to-day

problems~

so tha.t

confusion and ambiguity about daily work is reduced.ll

----~----------

10rnterview with Mr. Casey Jones, Research Coordinator, September 25, 1973.
11Marcus Alexis and Charles Wilson, .Qr_gapizat1:.onal
Decisi_.Qn-MaJc.i.n.g (Englewood Cliffs, N~tT .a P:r.entice-·Hall,
Inc.~ 1967), p. 316 ..
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Interview items numbered 17 and 18 were inserted to obtain
participants' v-iews regarding whether or not there had been
such informational assistance given to 'implementers of this
project.
Number 17 stated:

"In your opinion, there was a

doctrine (Goal/Objectiv·es statement) for this project that
all workers could refer to as a guideline for planning to
take on problems."

None of the site directors agreed that

this ha.d occurred.

Of the fourteen non-site respondents

only six felt this existed, all six indicating the doctrine
was

j_n

the "Green Book" (the negotiated project proposal)«

As noted earlier, the statements of intent in the proposal
neither

m(~t

th<:~y S!~:.L'Y~::

la.tter

this stud;y's definition of objeetives, nor did
'

the :n.e'1!6B for evaluation purposes.

pu:cpos!:~

While the

;vJ.lJ be covered in some detail at a later

stage in this chapter, it seems important to note here that
statement number 17 elicited no agreement whatever from the
site directors-··the front-line implementers--that they had
gotten this assistance.
Item number 18 askedc

"If this doctrine wasn't

prirtted, did the superintendent declare and/or public iz.e :it

in talks or some

oth~r

means?"

Again, none of the directors

of' the experlmental schools agreed that this had happened;
sixteen saying "No" and two saying that they did not know.
Of' the ten rwn-site respondents, only two sa:i.d he had done
so while eight s&.id that he had not,

Board workshops were

mentioned as the setting by both "Yes" respondents.

Earlier in this section reference was made to one of
the literature sources which had stressed the importance of
participant knowledge of goals and objectives and their
interrelatedness _12

Lack of this type of knowledge 0 prior to

the start of the Experimental Schools Project or during its
initial implementation phase, was confirmed from yet another
document source.

In a review of the Training Component's

history during the first 18 months of the project, the
Associate Director for Training stated a

~~~~he

first 18 month

period was spent in assisting schools and directors in
defining and interpreting objectives and goals of their
program,u13
said'

'It

1

In another portion of that same document, he
apr~e-mrs

·t.hat during the first 18 months the

Hchools have smnewhrrt settled down and gy.e
J.,.'

+}·t'~ ;il•"t"'n·'"
.....~ :-._..b-.~

..O
--:. .... ..,...,..!:.'_ ..~-:-.:.........~n..!..

t, ~

of'
"'·,.·'ts
•••
.l t ~ o
V

~119.YL..fu1)~1..S!J:'~.

proJ'ec·'·."
( ..'·"".S""'-".rcher's e1nphas1·>-1) ~1 1-1- ~,
lJ

.L '-

C

()>

••

-

P

ArJ will be noted later, even under thf;; urging of the
Associate Director for Evaluation, the first draft of
objectives was not developed until June, 1972.15

t2rbid.

13Astor !Viizuhara, "Proposed Revision, 'Experimental
Schools Five Year Educational Plan''' (Berkeley, Ca.: Second
thirty-month plan submitted, after revisions, to Board of
Education on l''ebruary 25, 19?.3), p. '.rr-2o (Mimeographed.)
t4r1
'd . , P• Tr-J·
,.,
.
J~

15Nathaniel Pugh, "Behav·ioral Objectives" (Berkeley,
Ca.: Draft of Experimental School Objectives, June, 1972).
(Mimeographed. )
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The above findings led the researcher to conclude
that the requirements of step Jb of the change process model
were not satisfied.
§.tft_p_ 4:

Alternative so_lution.s.
During a review of available documents whieh dealt

with the:1 Experimental Schools Project the researcher found
the following statement:
Berkeley was one of eight districts in the nation to
receive a 1i1 0, 000 planning grant to devtse proposals for
experimental schools. Educators and the community were
invited to submit their plans for al terna.tives to the
usual way of providing the basic academic skill.so Some
200 such plans were created by school staff, parents and
other Berkeleyanso A committee consisting of people
from school staff and th~ community culled through all
of the proposals and came up with a package that was
taken .to the Unit;?d States Offiee of Edueation.16
T!JG

i'tecuri:tcy o:f that statement wa8 confirmed in a'

d:i.seusn ton witr1 the Director of Project Planning and Devel-

opmetit t l?

It was B.1so confirmed in another context during

a11 interview with one of the developer/writers.18

Both of

these respondents indicated that approximately one month had
been available for alternative proposals to be developed and
submitted after the initial invitation.

Then, a.lmost fifty

staff and community members had spent yet another month in

---------~

16of:fi.ce of Publlc Information, E:g?erimental Schqols.
1.rl.J2.er}Le:J&Y.. (an informational brochure, published and distributed city-wide by the Berkeley Unified School Dist~ictt
Berkeley, California), September, 1971~ p. J,
17rnterview with Dr. Jay Ball, September 19, 197hu
1 8 rn.terview with Mrs. Eileen Rygh, May 6r 197,5.
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review of over two hundred proposals--from which they had
selected the twenty-four that made up the project proposal.
This extensive involvement of staff, parents, and
community members in both the development and the review
of a relatively large number of proposals for experimental
schools appee.rs to be ample support for. the judgment that
the requirements of step 4 of the change process model were
satisfied.
§.t.g_p

to

5:

Sel~etion of Solutior1
lmplem~nt - Priorities

With the letter from Robert Binswanger, Director
of the Experimental Schools Program, Office of Education,
Washington,

D~C~,

was an enclosure which stated the guide-

1 inet:; w.ithin which p!:oposa1s should be developed (see copy
of'

lt~tter

and

enclo-:~ure

as Exhibit D in Appendix).

At a

meeting on February 22, 1971, the Director of the Office of
Project Planning and Development distributed copies of these
guidelines and established them as the federal priorities on
which proposals would be judged for possible inclusion in
the proposal to be submitted by the school district (copy of
invitational letter shown as Exhibit E in Appendix)o
According to the Director of Project Planning and
Developmentf those guidelines did provide the priorities for
judging proposals.19

19rnterview with Dr. Jay Ball~ September 19, ·197L~.
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'fhe above information supports the conclusion that

there were priorities which were used to guide development
of proposals and then were used as the screening device when
selecting those to be implemented.

On that basis, it was

the researcher's judgment that the requirements of step 5 of
the change process model were satisfied.
fltep 6:

Inn2J.e..u1entation
In searching the literature the researcher had found

the work of J.1ouis J. Rubin particularly appropriate to this
phase of the selected change process model. 20 In Rubin's
presentation of a series of steps in the implementation
phase of innovation, the first step had included an action
B<~qtHnwe

which. wtw to take place pr:i.or to beginning any

This sequence included the rational
anal;ysJ.B of each innovation •s requirements in terms of

training, materials, and its integration with the existing
program.

After an extensive review of available district

records, the researcher was unable to uncover any documented
evidence that such an analysis had been done prior to the
start of the project,
This topic was probed further in discuf.>Sion with the
Associate Director for Training~ 2 1

He indicated that there

20Louis J. Rubin, "The Mythology of Innovation,"
,Ca].ifornia. J.Ol.:JX!l.a.J for Instructional Imnr.ov.:.g.!J.l.g_nt, 12:1.40
October~ 1969 o
21Interview with Mr. Astor Miz.uhara, May 6, 1975 ..
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had been no such analysis made by anyone, to the best of his
knowledge, prior to the start of the projects

Additional

attention will be given this point in a later sectiono
That same source in Rubin's work also stated that
the leadership is responsible for providing transitional
support and for establishing the prerequisite conditions f'or
implementation.22

Two interview items addressed this need

for prior planning and assistance during the transition.
Item number 1 asked for agreement or disagreement
with this statementt

In your opinion, site
clear-cut directions from
accountable regarding the
during the change process

directors received written,
the person to whom they were
special problems to anticipate
period$

As can be seen frmn Exhibit N, only one respondent agreed
with the statereent.
twelve strongly.

The eighteen site leaders disagreed,

Eleven of the thirteen non-site partici-

pants who disagreed stated that they disagreed strongly.
When the thirty-one who disagreed were then asked if site
directors had received such directions from someone else,
only three

agreed~

However, all three modified their reply

by stating that these directions were not in writing, just
word-of-mouth from the high school principal.

Of twenty-

nine who responded to the statement, "·They should have
(received such directions)", twenty-seven agreed that site
directors should hav-e received such directions.

---·---~---

22Rubin, op& cit., p. 140.

The project
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director was the most frequently mentioned source (N=17) and
the superintendent was the next most frequent (N=12)o

All

twenty-seven who responded said site directors should have
receiv~d

such directions prior to the start of the

project~

Interview item number 8 said:
In your opinion, there was a plan for implementing
the Experimental Schools Program prior to the opening-of
school in th~ fall of 1971.
Two site directors and three non-site respondents agreed
with the statement-, suggesting the "Green Book" as the plan.
One site director said, "I don't know if there was a plane"
The other twenty-six expressed disagreement, eleven saying
they disagreed strongly.
The second portion of item number 8 was addressed
only to

tho~>e

who di3agreed with the lnitial statement..

It

wa.r:: another f3tatenv;;nt, which said, "There would have been

fewer

cor~licts

and problems if there had been such a plan,"

Three of the twenty-six respondents d·isagreed, indicating a
belief there would have been just as many problems and
flicts even with a plane

con~

But, twenty-two agreed vdth the

statement, seventeen saying they agreed stronglyo
Finally, when those who had agreed with the initial
statement were asked, "From whom (the plan came)?"• there
were only two who answered; one said, "From the super.intendent," the other said, "From the project director, I
guess."
These highly skewed responses to items 1 and 8 were
seen as strong indicators of a failure to provide the site
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directors with a plan or assistance in making the transition

to the initial implementation of the Experimental Schools
Also, there was no evidence to document that an

Project.

a11al.ysis was made regar·ding each innovation • s requirements
for training, materials, or how that innovation would be
integrated with the regular program.
These findings led the researcher to conclude that
the requirements of the preliminary phase of implementation,
step 6 of the change process model, were not satisfied.
Step 6a:

Communications

Fetworl~

There were extensive findings from the literature
which emp'hasized the importance of expanded communications
durir>g
of

th:h~

th(~

ehange process, as noted in chapter 2.,

~H!Ypha.sJ.:·3,

Because

the'; researcher deveJ.O}-Ied a number of items

J:'or the interview guide to determine participant views about
how. this area had been· handled during the initial.

implemen~·

tation phase of the Experimental Schools Project.
Interview item number 6 was one of these, saying:

In

your opinion, site directors received written,
clear-cut directions from the person to whom they were
accountable regarding the need/proceEis for setting up
communications system (s) to improve g:r.·oup problem
solving.
Only three respondents, all non-site staff, a.greed with that
statement.

Of the twenty-seven who disagreed. sixteen said

they disagreed strongly.

The ten non-site respondents who

disagreed with that initial statement continued to disagree
that site d:i.rectors had gotten such direction from any other
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source e :i.ther.

Three of the sev-enteen site directors stated

that they had gotten such direction from someone else. but
nine of the fourteen who disagreed said that they felt strong
disagreement that site directors had been giv-en such help
from anyone else.

Only two of the twenty-four did not agree

that site dh·ectors should have gotten such direction, with
seventeen of' the twenty--two i.n agreement expressing strong
agreement.

These went on to name the project director as

the most frequent source from whom such directions should
have come (N=13) and the superintendent as the next most
frequent source (N=6)t!

Eighteen said the directions should

hav·e come prior to the start of the project; four said this
sl1oulcl

and
hav<~

on(~

ha:~re

occurred during the initial implementat:i.on phase,

saJ.d. it

conti:rrtl(~d

f.;jl"\:ould have come prior to the start but then
du.r:i.ng the initial iroplementati.on phase.

Irtterview item number 9 approached the need for some
communication system in a different way, saying:
In your opinion, there was a need for setting up
communicatj.on system (s) to help group problem solving.
All thirty-two respondents agreed with that statement, with

twenty-four of them saying they agreed strongly.

Thirteen

of this latter group were the non-site, central project
staff--indicating that at the time of the

intervh~ws,

at

least, there was general understanding at the central level
regarding the importance of establishing such communication.
Twenty-nine of the thirty-two said that they were aware of a
process that might have helped set up a communications
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system to deal with group problem solving.

Of the varfed

sources mentioned from which such awareness had come,· most
frequent mention was made of "experience" (N=25), with
"academic training" next (N=10), and "personal reading" as
the third source (N=7).
Another approach to the status of communication was
used in interview item number 19, which had this statement:
In your opinion, most of the participants in the
Experimental Schools Project during its initial implementation phase knew what to expect from other participants at decision-making time.
Only one person, a non-site staff member, agreed with that
statemerrt;

One

said~

"I

don'~

know."

The remaining thirty

disagreed. twenty-one of them disagreeing strongly.

When

those i::h5 :t:"t;t"·"ons v1ho had an o:pinio:n were then asked i.f this
inr~1ucted

E>t:::.:cents,

the one conti.nued by saying that parents

knew what to expect, but the other thirty said that parents
did not know what to expect either.
Interv·iew i tern number 20 continued to probe for
v·iews regarding the need for communication during a change
process by presenting this question:
In your opinion, does organizational change require
more, least or about the same amount of face-io-face
contact to be successful in comparison to a static
situation'?
All thirty-two respondents stated that organizational change
required more such contact.
To determine if there were a pattern of project
behavior in communications that would conform to, or deny,
the majority view as expressed in response to item number 20,
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four other interview items had been developed and inserted.
These were items numbered 31, 32, 37, and 40.
Item number 31 was a follow•wup to a question asked
to determine if participants

believ~d

there were some "inner

group" making decisions on critical problemso

For those who

thought there was such a group, item number 31 asked:
In your opinion, if there was such a group how did
they inform the larger directors' and/or teachers'.
groups of the nature of resolutions they reached in
these "inner group" meetings?
A variety of responses were given to the researcher, with
some of the answers indicating more than one method was used
to inform these groups.

A summary of these responses showsi

"Through (central) monthly staff meetings" - 6; "'l hey didn't
1

(:tnform o:c commur).ir.:ate)" - 6; "Staff rnewtings at sites"
·

11

'f'h(:H'e

~

LH

was no pattern" - 3; "Through a memo" - 2; "Through

public meetings" - 1 t "rrhrough newsletters" - 1; "Project

director announcements" - 1; and "Through osmosis" - 1.
The picture presented by this lack of pattern is interpreted
as demonstrating that there were no established channel(s)
for informing participants about decisions on problems, or
that if such did exist, many of the significant participants
did not know about

.....

lll

0

Since item number 31 had rested on a premise which
could have been without validity (that some "inner group"
did in fact exist), item number 32 narrowed the inquiry by
asking:

"Was there an 'institutional' information link for

the informational sort of purpose?"

Fourteen site directors
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were joined by seven of the non-site staff in saying that
there was no such link.

'rhe other seven non-site staff and

the four site directors who gave "Yes'' answers provided
·eight examples with no appreciable patternp as shown by the
following&

"Monthly meetings

11
-

J; "Weekly director

meetings" - 3; "Letters" - 1; and

"Douthit" ..;. 1 (reference

to the public information specialist on the central staff.)
Equal diversity of opinion came in response to the question
asked of those who said there was an informational link;
those eleven named the one in charge of seeing that the link
worked, as follows:

"Project director" - 4; "Douthit" - J;

"I don't know who" - 1; "Prior to the start of the project,
the

superintr~ndt:mt

in chaX'fl:€ 11

¥•

1: and

and the director of pro;ject planning were
"No-one was" - 2.

r.Phis lack of pattern

in
item 32 waa interpreted as demonstrating that there was
·,
no

"in~::titut:l.onal"

information link for information purposes

or, if such did exist, that many of the significant participants did not know about it.
Interview i tern number 37 aslted 2

"Were there other

feedback systems to handle unexpected program snags?"

Of

the thirty who responded, twenty~three said there were no
such feedback systems.

Two non-site staff said they did not

know if there was any such system.

Only five said "Yes

11
--

four site directorH and one non-site staff member.

When

asked to tell what the systems were, the five "Yes"

respon~

dents gave a variety of answers:

"Project support staff" -

2; "Monthly meetings" - 1; "The project director's open
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door" - 1; and

"Memo letters and the project director's

open door" - 1.

When asked who had the power to make these

feedback, systems work, one said "Site Directors" and two
said "The project director, to some extent."

These few

positive responses, and the diversity of opinion shown even
then, was interpreted as demonstrating that there were no
feedback systems or, if such did exist, that many of the
significant participants did not kriow of their existenceo
Interv·iew i tern number 40 presented this statement:
In your opinion, considering the parents' "need to
know", one week in the fall of 1971 was a little shox.-t
on time to get their cooperation.
Of the thirty-two who responded, only two asked for clarification of the statement.

The others just assumed, correctly,

that they were to respond in the context of the brochure
nbout
just

n.1tt:~rnat:i.vH

6n~

1971. 23

schools that had

1)C:H'.m

sent out to parer1ts

week prior to the start of school in September,
Almost without exception, respondents then also

volunteered comment about parental confusion and irritation
l1ecause of the lateness of information on which they were to
base selection of an alternative school versus a "regular"
school.

Only one person, a non-iite staff member, said

"I don't know" in response to the statement; the thirty-one
others all agreed with the statement, seventeen strongly so.

23of:rice of Public Information, E:xu~r~.m§J)ta:L.I~.9h9ols
Jn B_El.fk?l.Q.Y. (an informational brochure, published and distributed city-wide by the Berkeley Unified School District,
Berkeley~ California)r September, 1971.
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Item number 40 thus obtained very much the same type
of response as had item number 20, showing an internal consistency among project participants regarding the .need for
effective and timely communication.

However, items 31, 32,

and 37 obtained findings showing District and Project
practices in the communications area were judged to be quite
different from effective two-way nommunications as described

in literature dealing with processes of change management.

At best, if there 'were special Project communication
channels, their existence was not well known to front-line
implementers and other staff ..
One additional interview i tern--number 34---had been
inserted to determine if concern about communication needs

were justified.
views about

·th~;

tion area and

This question sought to elicit participant
exJ.;:.~tence

wh~~th<-.:~r

of any problems in the communica-

or not these

w~::re

of greater degree

than what existed prior to the initiation of the projectc

It askeds
Speaking only of the Experimental Schools' staffs,
were you aware of there being communication problems
between the new people brought into the district for
the project and those already here working on the
alternative schools?
·
Twenty-eight of the thirty-two who answered said "Yes" to
that question.

Then, asked if these problems were more,

less, or about the same degree as those existing.between new
and continuing staff in the "regular" program, twenty-two of
those

twenty~eight

said "More", five said they were about

the same, and only one answered "Less".
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The pattern of findings in the communications area
seemed to justify added
interview.

inquiry~

outside of the structured

A separate meeting was therefore arranged with

the information specialist who had been employed by the
project as one of the original central office staffc 24
She said that aftf:!l:' the informational brochure of
September, 19?1, she had been assigned to produce

se~eral

other informational pieces that were used in the media for
general information to the public.

She also had the task

of working with alternative schools to assist them in any
way they desired in the area of informing their publicso
Concurrent with that, she became the project's Public ·
Relatio11s person,. serving as the liaison between visitors

and the aJ.-t;ernnt:i.ve schooln

ft

She also wrote up the "Four-

month" J1arrativea that were the Proj8ct's reports to the
Expc:r.1.menta.1 Schools Office in Washington.

However, at no time was this specialist asked to
analyze the project's internal communications, determine
what the needs might be, and then work to improve communicat:i.on channels for two-way information flow,· particularly
for front-line impJ.ementers.

Assuming the central office

was aware of internal communication

problems~

a lower

priority had apparently still been given to internal needs
for improved communication than to these other tasks,

24rnterview with Ms. Florence Douthit, June .3, 1975.
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To summarize some major findings of this section:
1)

Less than 10% of the respondents (3 of 31) agreed

that site directors received directions from the person to
whom they were accountable regarding the need or process for
setting up communication systems to improve group problem
Less than 1?% (3 of 19) felt site directors got

solv·ing.

such direction from anyone else either.,

However, 92% of

those answering (22 of 24) felt site directors should have
received such direction.
2)

All thirty-two respondents agreed that there was a

need for setting up communication sy,stems to improve group
problem solvlng.

3)

Only ono respondent agreed that most participants

};:new whr:O\t tn r:::x:p~ct
_. 'ir :L
f I' ' '
Q
man.
lf~ 'f•
"J• )'J1E.• ,,

expeet, and

~

from other participants at decision-

Thirty felt participants did not know what to

thEW'e ·

same thirty said parents did not know what

to expect either.

4)

All thirty-two respondents stated that they believed

organizational change requires more face-to-face contact.

5)

There was no consensus among respondents regarding

what channels, if such existed, were used when decisions
were made regarding critical problems or crisese

6}

Over 65% of' the respondents (21 of 32) expressed the

belief that there was no institutional information link ..
Among the third that felt there was such a link (N=11),
there was no consensus or pattern regarding what comprised
the link.,
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7)

Less than 1 '7% (5 of .JO) believed there was some

feedback system to handle unexpected program snagso

When

those fiv-e were asked to describe the system(s )_, there was
no consensus or pattern in the answers.
8)

None of the respondents agreed that parents obtained

the first informational brochure in sufficient time to gain
parental cooperation and minimize confusion.
9)

Twenty-eight of' the thirty-two respondents said they

were aware of internal communication problems between new
and continuing alternative school staffs.

Almost 80% (22 of

28) said these problems were of greater degree than those

between new and continuing staff in the regular programo
10) · The project's information specialist produc~d the

informatic•nal hrochut·e and other media releases.

Other

types of assignments were giv·en to this person, but there was
no reque8-t for that person's experience to be used for any
analysis or improvement of the project's communication lines.
Findings from this section have led the researcher
to make the judgment that the requirements of step 6a of the
change process model were not satisfied.

Communication

channels may have existed or been newly established by the
District or Project leadership: if
been ineffective.

SOp

they appear to have

The data indicate that a large majority

of the significant project participants were unaware of such
channels or did not believe they existed, most front-line
implementers felt that there were no channels through which
to obtain information, resolv·e problems, or give feedback,
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Ste£_l~l_-~educina S~af~

_ Stttss___g_nd__ An~x:i.et,y_ __
A second area that received much direct and implied
emphasis in the literature dealt with staff stress and
anxiety and what leadership should do to minimize this.

A

series of interview items were developed to probe this area
from different directions.
Item number 7 presented this statement:
In your opinion, site directors received written,
clear-cut directions from the person to whom they were
accountable regarding the need/process for reducing
anxiety among their peers, subordinates, or fellow
employees.
Only one person out of the thirty-one who expressed opinions
indicated o.greement with that statement.
thirty vrho

cL'l:::H-lf.::C<:~ed

Nineteen of the

said they "Disagreed Strongly".

Three

of the thirty said directors obtained such directions from
someonn

Alse~

Twenty-five out of twenty-six resp6ndents

agreed that site directors should have received such help.
The project director was the most frequently mentioned
source (N=20) for help, with the superintendent the next
most frequent (N=8).
To determine if this type of change posed a threat
as

predict~d

in literature sources, the researcher inserted

this statement as item number 10:
In your opinion, there were fellow employees who,
during the Experimental Schools development and initial
implementation period, felt that their seniority and/or
professional future was threatened.
Of the thirty-two replies, twenty-seven expressed ap;r'eement;
fifteen of these were stated as "Agree Strongly".
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Interview item number 11 was a follow-up to confirm
or contradict the opinions expressed earlier in response to
number '7o

Number 11 said:

In your opinion, there was a need for reducing
anxiety a.mong the peers, subordinates, or fellow ·
employees of site directors.
Thirty-one of the thirty-two answers expressed agreement
with the statement, nineteen of them being "Agree Strongly".
This confirmed the earlier responses,

Then, twenty-seven

said they were aware of a process to reduce anxiety in such
groups; "Experience" was most often mentioned (N=24) as the
source of this awareness, "Academic 'I'raining" was next most
often

(N~1o),

and "Personal Reading" was mentioned (N=?)o

During July and August, 1971, the directors of the

alterrmt.ivcs found out that many of their teaching positions
had to be filled 1Jy picking from among those who had been
displaced from regular program positions, because students
were programmed into alternative schools or because all or
part of their regular school site was now allocated to one
of the new alternatives.

A great deal of protest arose from

these new schools, joined shortly by protests from the many
existing alternativ-es who were told that they also had to
select from these unassigned

€~taff

to fill vacancies which

had developed within their faculties.

During the interviews

there were numerous references to the series of events that
took place and many indications that alternative school
leaders had been angered at having had to select staff from
among individuals they felt had indicated little or no prior
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commitment to the philosophy of alternative educationo

The

alternative schools thus had had different staffing patterns
and commitments that fa.ll than they apparently originally
expected, according to the voluntary comments of directors
while ruspo-nding to interv·iew i terns devoted to training.
As wae noted earl.ier in the previous section, there
had been no analysis made of alternative school requirements
in terms of training.

In a discussion with the Associate

Director for Training, this lack of an analysis had been
confirmed as had other conditions.25

Although the Associate

Director for Training had started the

dev~lopment

of plans

for in-service training shortly after the start of school,
such planning was limited to the tralning of teachers.
no t:1.n:e during

the~

At

rrwnths between the project's approval and

the start of school was there any evidence of planning for.
or

int~n1t

to prov.ide, a.ny type of training for the leaders

of the alternative schools or the central staff of the
project in the techniques or dynamics of managing the change
process.

This condition continued throughout the remainder

of the first year,

ev~n

though circumstances created ample

rationale for leadership training during the last months of
the first year of implementation.

This came about because,

while the alternative schools that had been placed in the
original proposal were in fact operative as· planned for that

-·--·--

2 5Intcrview with Mre Astor Mizuhara, May 6f 1975,
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first yem."', the pattern was not as positive when reviewing
the history of the leaders of these schools.

The degree of

dissention and bitterness about staff selection was blamed
for three changes in leaders prior to the September 10, 1971.
opening--according to interview comments.

A tragic accident

took the life of another alternative school leader prior to
the opening of schoole
year

o:f

Then, before the close of the first

the projectp four more heads of alternative schools

asked to be withdrawn by the start of the next year.

(Three

of these four heads were available and were interviewed
during May, 1975.)

This was aJmost a fifty percent turnover

and presented stronr- justification for providing training.
Howevt~:r:-,

r1c i;raining

Phree J:tems

1

fm.~
t;I'!!H'f:J

new or continuing leaders was given.
included in the interview set that

related spec l.ficaJ.J.y to training; 5.t(7:ms 14, 15, and .39 o
Item 14 had three parts, the first statement being:
In your opinion, the alternative or experimental
schools demanded a really new teacher role.
This became, in effectu a "throw-away" item since this study
focused on directors rather than teachers at alternative
schools.

In a.ny case, twenty-three agreed-·-eight disagreed.

The next statement dealt with site directors, sayings
In your opinion, the alternative or experimental
schools demanded a really new director role.
In this instance, twenty-seven agreed--eighteen "strongly".,
For thoEle who agreed, the third part of the item stated a
Enough time, money and other resources were put into
training teachers and directors for their new roles.
All twenty-seven disagreed with

that~

nineteen "strongly"u

1.16

'l'o continue this line of' inquiry, i.tem 15 said:
To the best of your knowledge, the superintendent
emphasized this "new role" aspect of the project and
related training needs during the summer of 19'71 o
Twenty-four respondents disagreed,
know if he had or not.

Three said they did not

Five agreed with the statement.

A

second part of the item was presented to those who did not
agree with the first statement: "He emphasized it that fall,
after the project starte·d."

Disagreement by 5:1 and 11:1, respectively.

disagreed,
A

Twenty-two of t.he twenty-four

different approach to probe the status of training

came almost at the end of the interview, when item 39 asked
this question:
Who rEJported to the superintendent on the status of
dir*:1ctor and/or teacher training before and during the
initial implementation phases of the project?
rrhere were ten

rer.~ponses

that designated individuals J nine

said the project director did this reporting; the tenth said
it was done by the project director and the site directorso
However, attention is directed to those responses that did
not make any designation; seven said they did not know, and
fifteen said there was nothing to report,' because "There
was no training going on."
The general picture, obtained from these items which
related to training, is one of little training planned and
implemented for anyone prior to an.d during the first year of
the project and no training whatever for site directors
during that

time~

Another aspect of staff stress that was presented in
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the literature related to the need for structure to resolve
problems s

F'or optimum benefit, information about structures

for this purpo'se was to be known by the change participants.
Three interview items were developed to probe this; items
28, 29, and 30.
Item 28 asked this question:

In your opinion, if there were crises, were most of
the people involved happy with the compromises reached
in resolving these crises?
Five answered "Yes"; twenty-four said "No"; one felt that
reactions were "Too mixed to tell", and one said "None were
res obred".

· Item 29 was the key question, asking:
structure for reaching compromises?"
and ten non-s itr:~ stu;ff

"What was the

Fifteen site directors

said, "There was 11one."

Of

the six

other responses& there was no pattern with one of each of
the follm'l'ing:

"Director's meeting", "I thinlc there was ••

o ",

"Reaching consensus", "Many varieties", "Bargaining with the
superintendent", and ''The Project Director as arbitratoro"
Item 30 was direct follow-up to the preceding item,
asking:
Do you know who or what size group was involved in
these "inner decisions" regarding critical problems or
criseG'?
Nineteen stated that they knew, while only twelve said "No",
However, when those nineteen

we~e

asked who was involved,

there was no consensus to any appreciable degree.

Four said

"The project director and site directors" were the group;'
four others sa.id

"~rhe

superintendent and his cabinet";
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seven said the group's composition varied dHpendent on the
content of the crisis; two felt the group was ma.lc' up of the
central project staff; one said "The pr·ojcct director and
the ass :lstant superintendent 11 , and one said it was "The.
project director and a few of his old cronieso"

When size

of group was the inquiry, there were thirteen responses;
ten said the size of the group varied, and three just said
that the group's size was small.
The general picture presented here was one of little
or no structure existing for the purpose of working through
and resolving critical problems or crises,

At least, this

is the. opinion pattern shown by the responses of those whose
group <:mx.iet:ies

w~re.

to be minimized by having such problem

resolution structure and then having the group know about
the struetu.re during the stress of change.
Another point noted from the literature had been
participant uncertainty about how well they were "delivering"
the new tasks brought by the change.
i tern 16 asked 1

·

To check on this,

"Who told the directors and teachers if they

were doing a good. job?"

Thirteen gave "No-one" as their

answer, and two others said that they did not know who did
this.

'l'he other seventeen respondents gave a variety of

sources for such support, some mentioning more than one.
Seven said "Project director"; fiv-e mentioned parents and
cornmunityr five said students did

this~

three mentioned the

"Central support staff", and one said this assurance came
from the site directors,
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A front page article on

J~ne

18, 1971, was devoted to

the extent of anxiety felt by district staff members about
their unassigned status, at least partially brought about by
the. Experimental Schools Project.26

An administration

spokesman was quoted as saying the number of unassigned
staff was "at least" one hundred.

The uncertainty of bei.ng

in this "reserve pool" of staff had caused one teacher to
refer facetiously to their status as being in "the cesspool"
to await an as-yet-unknown assignment.

The researcher heard

that term, "cesspool", used by a number of individuals that
summer of 1971.

To check on this level of anxiety. and its

treatment vd.thin the project, i tern number 35 asked s
Did you hear, or hear about, the term "cesspool"
being usod in rr.;;}.ation to the group of those staff
mem'b._,~rs who wer}:: u:nam~ igned just prior to the opening
of school and the initial implementation of the.Expe~i~
m~?rtital

SchooL:~

Program'?

About a. third (N=11) of the respondents answered "Yes", and
then went on to say the people felt unwanted and av.xi.ous.
Although this very limited and indirect probing can be given
little real weight, the researcher was seeking comments in
the responses indicating what might have been planned or
done to compensate for such feelings or give reassurancesc
Five respondents did volunteer comments; the thrust of these
being that the subject of anxiety or need for assurance had
not come up during any of the meetings they attendedo

26 Robert Kroll, "Plight of Veteran

Teachers~"

Berkeley Daily Gazette, June 18, 1971, Pa 1, headline item.
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To summarize some major findings of this section:
1)

Only one respondent (3%) felt that site directors

had received directions from the person to whom they were
accountable regarding the need or process for reducing
anxiety among their peers, subordinates, or fellow employees.
~'hree

others

b~lieved

someone else.

they had gotten such directions from

However, twnnty-five out of twenty-six agreed

that site directors should have received such help.
2)

Twenty-seven of

thirty~two

(83%) acknowledged that

there were fellow employees who, during the Experimental
Schools development and initial implementation period, felt
their.senior:i.ty and/or professional future was threatened.
~3)

9_1 hirty~·one

there wz.s a

nf:;!f.d

subordinatesr or

4)

of thirty ..·two respondents ( 97%) agreed

for reducing anxiety among the peers,
f~llow

employees of site directors.

Plans to train teachers for greater effectiveness

started after the first project year began, but there was no
intent or plan to train site administrators or others of the
leadership staff in the techniques or dynamics of managing
the change process.

5)

Twenty-three of thirty-one (?4%) agreed that experi-

mental schools demanded a really new teacher role; twentysev~n
~eally

of thirty-one (87%) agreed those schools demanded a
new director role.

However, twenty-seven (8?%) did

not believe enough time, money, and other resources had been
put into training either category for their new roles.

Only

five (16%) believed the superintendent had emphasized. this
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"New role" aspect of the project and related training needs
during the summer of 1971.: two of twenty··four (8%) felt
that he had emphasized it that fall after the project began.
Almost half (fifteen of thirty-two) said there was no report
of training status to give to the superintendent because
there was no tra.in.ing going on.
6)

Only five respondents out of thirty-one (16%) felt

that most people involved in crises wern happy with the
compromises that were reached in resolv·ing them.

In stating

what problem resolving structure existed, twenty-five of
thirty~one

(SO%) st:dd that there was no structure for this,

and the other six each gave a different answer.

When asked

who or wha.t s h~e group was involved in making these "inner
decin:i..ons 'j,

tb.~

rdneteen who said they knew what group was

involved disp1ayed no consensus i.n their answers.
7)

T·here was no apprecial)le consensus among the answers

to the question of who told directors and teachers if they
were going a good job.
The above findings led the researcher to make the
judgment that the requirements of step 6b of the change
process model were not satisfied.
§ten ? z

~~.valuation

As noted earlier, objectives suitable for evaluation
were not developed, even as a draft document, until the end
of the first project year.

This had been confirmed in one

of several unstructured discussions with the Coordinator of
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Research, .a member of the Level I evaluation teamo27

When

that draft of objectiv·es was reviewed, the same condition in
the "objectives" was found by the researcher as had been the
case in the original proposalrs statements of intent; that
is, the objectives neither met this study's definition of
objectives nor did they serve the needs for evaluation's
purposes. 2 8
The last item in the interview guide was devoted to
the area of evaluation,

Item number 41 was segmented into

many parts, the first being this question:
Each Experimental School must have stated what it
intended to do in terms .of educational impact, improvement, etc. What record-keeping program was initiated
to. determi.ne th<~· degree to which each was doing what
they Em.:id w·as intended?
··
In

l"eElJ.H)Yl.Se

to

tttie: open-ended question 9 sixteen directors

rH.m·N~dtf:

and e1.cven

st.a.ff ( 84%) said uNone ": four ( 13%) said

they dldntt know, !':tnd one (3%) said mrhis wasn't carried out

too well."

When asked, ."Did the superintendent want more

than what was provided?", eleven said they did not know;
nine said

11

No"; four said he had never expressed any need

to the best of their knowledge, and four of twenty-eight
said "Yes".

The remainder of that item's responses can be

seen in Exhibit N in the Appendix; the diversity of each
part's answers suggest no pattern and are too limited i.n

2?Interview with Mr. Casey Jones, Research
Coordinator. September 25, 1973,
· 28Pugh, op, cit,

12.3

quantity to

receiv~

attention here.

Confirmation of these evaluation problems came from
an entirely independent source when, upon concluding the
participant interviews, the researcher was given a document
which had previously been unavailable.

The document was a

compilation of six separate reports by an external review
team.

Dro Norman J. Boyan, Professor of Education and Dean

of the Graduate School of Education at the UnivBrsity of
California at Santa Barbara, was one of these evaluators$
Previously, he had directed the United States Office of
Education's Bureau of Research and its Division of Educational Laboratories.
which nc-!ed

bt7

u~~ed

His report is the only one of the six

in this context; he says:

A second source of "troubles" resides in the
difficulties associated with securing from the directors
of the various Berkeley alternatives--clear statements
of obJcrct:ives
wh.ich
lend themselves to ready assessment
•
•"\ r)
and nvaluatJ.on, t.:.'j
This corroborated the researcher's findings, confirming that
the lack of objectives necessary to the evaluation purpose
continued ev-en beyond the second year of the projecto
The findings of the researcher, corroborated by an
independent "outside" evaluator, have led to the judgment
that the requirements of step 7 of the change process model
were not satisfied.

----------

29Norma:n J0 Boyan, "Project Status Report~ Berkeley
Experimental Schools Program," (to N.T. Gavin, Project
Review Director, Experimental Schools Program, National
Institute of Education, Washington, D.c.); December 12,
1973 p p. 6.
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An additional, three-part item had been developed
and inserted into the interviewing instrument to determine
participant opinion about how the change process had been
handled during implementation of the project.

First, item

number 12a presented this statement:
In your opinion, in regard to the effectivenes~ of
the change process in implementing the Experimental
Schools Project: there were many problems.
All thirty-two respondents agreed with that statement, with
twenty-seven saying they "Agreed Strongly".
Item 12b went on with a supplement to the original
statement, saying:
there should have

"There were more problems than you feel
been~"

Twenty-one of the respondents

exprer:3B'€:d strong ag;reement; seven more said they agreed;
one said "I doni t know", a.nd only three disagreed with the
stat~'::merit.

'l'his wa·s a pattern of over 90% saying there

were more p:ct)t)lerm·> than they felt there should have beeno
Item 12c gave yet another supplement to the original
statement, showing a different focus on the problem area by
presenting this thoughtr
you expected there to be."
that statement;

twelv~

"There were fewer problems than
Only two persons agreed with

said they "Disagreed", and

more said they "Disagreed Strongly".
less than

7%

sev~nteen

This was a pattern of

saying there were fewer problems than they had

expected in the implementation of the project.
Yet another interview item had been developed and
inserted in an attempt to determine participant opinion
about the demands made by change.

This i tern,

numbr~r

13,
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also presented a series of statements.
said:

11

The first, in 1Ja,

In your opinion, special stresses are placed on

organizations by change. 11

All thirty-two respondents agreed

with that statement, twenty-four of them strongly soo
Item l3b said:
zation,"

"Change demands more of the organi-

Again, all thirty-two respondents agreed with the

statement, twenty-eight saying they "Agreed Strongly"o
Item 13c asked about the individual's stress with:
"Chartge demands more of the individual."

The thirty-two

respondents continued the pattern, all being in agreement
with the statement, twenty-eight strongly soo
Before going on to the next chapter, some comment
should be made regarding those interview items which were
not

U.f3EH.l.,

~:h~~se ~·;ore

i terns 21, 22 9 36, and 38 o

After

consr..l5.d.at:l.on of all reGponses into the single tally set
(Exhibit N :i..n Appendix), and then relating appropriate items
to each of the steps of the change process model, it
appeared that the findings presented in these four items
were not sufficiently apt or relevant to support or deny
other findingso
idatt~d

Exhibit N in the Appendix shows the consol-

tally of responses for all interview i terns; a brief

review of the four items noted above should confirm in the
reader's mind that exclusion was warranted.
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SUMMARY
The findings of the study indicate that the requirements and recommended procedures of several of the steps of
the change process model were not satisfied.
were

z

step Ja, "Goals"; step Jb,

rrhese steps

"Objectives'~;

the pre-

lim:tnary phaS(-! of step 6, "Implementation"; step 6a,
"Communications Network"; step 6b, "Reducing Staff Stress
and Anxiety"; and

step 7, "Evaluation"G

requirements of step 2,

11

In addition, the

Current Needs", were judged to

have been only partially satisfied.
Chapter 5 will build on the findings of this chapter

;n
_,_

't·~k~~T
' h.>•.. '· ....u ~-.

an
' .

result of the
the study,

~r~Jy~:~
a.
. lc>. . • •• J . .::.

da:t~J.

h·1

of what conclusions can be drawn as a
a.m:~wering

the four major questions of

'.Phe chapter will also submit some· value judgments

derived from primary data and from smne unsolicited comment
and other data from secondary sources.

Finally, the chapter

will present a series of recommendations developed as a
result of the study's findings.

Chapter

5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY OF DATA

The prob)-em.
The problem of this study han been to select and
describe the sequence of steps that comprise a model of a
change process and to compare that sequence with the steps
followed by the:superintendent of the Berkeley Unified
School District during the development and initial year of
implementation of the Experimental Schools Project.

The

final phase of the study is to develcrp some recommendations
believed appropriate to the findings of that comparisono
T.he_JL~J'pose

As presented in the review of literature in chapter 2,
there is an urgent need to create new leadership styles and
models of organizational planning for change in education
and other fields.

A major weakness with most organizational

planning is the lack of understanding shown by leaders in
the problems of implementation.

The purpose in making this

study is to contribute to the better understanding of the
problems of the implementation of change.
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1.28

•r he _'ill..Q.Q&l
The steps of the change process that was selected
as the model for the comparison purposes of this study are
as follows:
li

2,

).

4.

5.

6,

7.

Define problem
Current needs
Mission statement:
a. Goals
b, Objectives
Alternative solutions
Selection of solution to implement - priorities
Implementation:
a, Communieation network
b. Reducing staff stress and anxiety
Evaluation:!.

These steps proved very useful for organizing the study
within the methodology of the case study approacho

On the basis of primary and secondary source data
presented .in chapter 1-J., the rt.'!qu.irem(;)nts and recommended
procedures of some steps of the change process model were
considered satisfied,

Those satisfied were the following:

step 1, "Define problem"; the "Mission statement" portion
of step

3~

step 4, "Alternative solutions"; and step 5,

the "Selection of

sol~tion

to implement -priorities".

Step 2 requirements, "Current needs", were judged to have
been only partially satisfied,

1 A modification of the change process model from:
A, Neil Ga11uzzo~ "A School District Plans for Planning,"
Matrj.x t_12.Z_Q. (Burlingame, Ca.: California Association of'
Secondary School Administrators, 1970), p. 40e
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In the opinion of the researcher, the findings shown
supported the judgments that the requirements and procedures
of several of the steps were not satisfied.
were:

These steps

step Ja, "Goals"; step Jb, "Objectives"; the prelim-

inar.y phase of step 6, "Implementation"; step

6a~

"Communi-

cations network"; step 6b, "Heducing staff stress and
anxiety"; and step 7, "Evaluation".
Eventually value judgments will be made, sometime in
the future, relative to the degree of success or failure of
various components of the Experimental Schools Project.
However, the first concern of this study is the analysis of
the management of a major change by a school district's
leade:rchip.

One phase of this is to determine whether or

not the stops in a change process model had been followed by
the

~>U})t~rintendent

of the Berkeley Unified School District

'

durlng the various stages of developing and implementing the
Experimental Schools project.

The findings reported in

chapter 4 indicate that the major process steps were either
not followed or were not followed with enough

visib~e

structure or documentation to develop sufficient awareness
of them in a large ma;jority of the significant participants.
That is, not sufficient to the degree that those actions
would be recalled and then be reflected in the opinions of
those participants--the primary data of this study.
An over-all viewpoint was sought from the interviewed
participEmts which would express their judgment cf how
effectively this change had been managed.

The response to
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item 12b supplies one type of judgment about how well the
implementation of the project had been managed.
of the significant participants in

thi~

Over 90%

project stated that

there were more problems than there should have been during
the process of implementation--in their opinion.

This is

considered a negative evaluation of the effectiveness with
which that change was managed,
coin is the

finding~

Another side of that same

per item 12c, that less than

7% of the

significant participants felt that there were fewer problems
than they had expected.

This corroborates.the finding that,

in the minds of these participants, there has been a
negative evaluation made in judging the handling of the
project change process.
Item 13 has determined that all participants who
were interviewed felt that special stresses are placed on
organization::-{ by change and that chanr<e demands more of the
organization and of the individual.
this same

~oup

It is unfortunate that

could not have been asked these questions

prior to their involvement with the Experimental Schools
Project.

However, if they were now unanimous in agreeing

that change made these increased stresses and demands after
their experience, it would seem reasonable to suppose that
district leadership would have similar opinions.

Even more

important, it would seem reasonable to expect leadership to
have had similar opinions about the stresses of change by
exposure to prior change experiences, or training in the
management of change.
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CONCLUSIONS
Another phase of this study has been the analyzing
of findings in relationship to the four major questions
posed in chapter 1.

9..l.LE2..f5t-l.Q.r.t.1.• Did the superintendent of the Berlteley
Unified School District treat the major change that was
involved in the developing and implementing of the
Experimental Schools Project as a special organizational
problem requiring adherence to the basic principles of
a selected change process model?

Primary source data provide no evidence that the
superintendent treated the development and implementation
of the Experi.m(:1ntal Schools Project as a special organizational

p:cohl~;m

requiring adherence to

of the selected change process modele

the~

basic principles

To the contrary, the

data En:qJport thr:! conclusion that there was no adherence to
a majority of the basic principles.

These principles were

identified earlier as steps 3a, Jb, the preliminary phase of
step 6, and steps 6a, 6b, and 7•

Further, none of the data

f'rom secondary sources which were researched provide any
evidence of efforts to require adherence to the above basic
principles of the selected change process model.
Question 2: Did the superintendent of the Berkeley
Unified School District demonstrate actions which manifested the belief that having understanding and agreement on common goals among its change irnplementers was
required of an organization attempting the major change
of dev~loping and implementing the District•s Experi-mental Schools Project?

'1 he pro ;ject proposal submitted to Washington, D.c.
1
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states several goals.

However, primary source data do not

provide evidence that there had been actions taken which
manifested the belief that having understanding and agreement
on common goals among its change implemen:ters was required
of this organization attempting this major change.

'ro the

contrary, primary source data indicate confusion and
disagreement about the project's goals.
in the responses to items 2-5, as

Some of this comes

cov~red

in chapter 4.

However, additional indications are found in the responses
to items 23-26.

For example, only 34% of the respondents

express the belief that the project's goals were those
written up as district goals in the "Green

Book"~

A higher

percerrtage (44%) stated bther. totally different, goals.
AlBo ~

w1·~-~n

ovr.::r. two-thirds of the

r~~spondents

indicate that

the goals of their school or office varied from the :project's
in terms of helping effect the change effort's goals, this
is considered evidence of considerable disagreement.

It is

important to note here that no secondary source data have
been found indicating that actions were taken to gain understanding and agreement on common goals prior to the initiation of the major change,

There were some meetings held

during the last half of the first year.

The Associate

Director for Evaluation called school directors together to
dev~lop

objectives that would relate to the written goals

and allow evaluation. to take. place.

As of June 30, 1972,

those efforts had been. unsuccessful,

This leads to the

conclusion that actions to obtain understanding and
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agreement on common goals among the project's implementers
were not treated as requirements by the superintendent in
any way for which documentation can be found.

In the

opinion of the researcher, if such efforts were made by the
superintendent with this thrust in mind, they made so little
impact on the significant participants who were interviewed
that those participants appear to have no memory of such
actions or consensus on the

goals.

project~s

Qu,g_sti.on..J.: Did the superintendent of the district
take actions to reduce those staff emotional stresses
that increase confusion and anxiety du~ing a period of
major change'?
The primary source data do not provide evidence
that the fPJ.perintEmdent took such actions, or that he

directed his subordinates to take such actions.
r.>
-'·· ,...·ll
• l er t•~
h •a·H\
LL
.... !J.a"'P.i'
... a "'"""f
'·-.t .OJ··~t'
• . f.l
_. a.
J.ng

director~'.~

·y•,., ·~~
J:-OJ~C

t

These would

staff. particularly

of a.lter·na.tive schools, about the need and some

processes for reducing staff anxiety, informing staff of
"new role" expectations, and directing that there be a known
structure for resolving problems.

The responses obtained

from the participants indicate that, by a strong majority,
they felt such actions had not been taken.
tallied in chapter 4 under step 6b.

These are

The tallies show the

responses to items 7, 11., 14·, and 1.5 dealing with staff
anxiety and role expectations.

They also include items 28.

29, and 30 which confirm participant opinions about the
lack of action to establish a compromise structure or a
problem resolution structure.

It must also be reported that
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no evidence of such actions being taken were found in any
secondary source data available to the researcher.
9,ye.stion 4.: Did the superintendent of the Berkeley
Unified School District act on the principles that
additional communication and training were needed by
project implementers prior to the start of the
District's Experimental Schools Project?
~rhe

primary source data provide no evidence that

the superintendent took such actions, .or that he directed
his subordinates to take such actions.

These actions would

have included efforts which initiated an expanded, two-way
communications network, expressed the

int€.~nt.

or involved

staff in plans for training directors in new role demands,
or would have directed that there be plans for training the
teachers in new techniques prior to facing these new
StrOi'"!.g rna.jority opinions confirming the absence of

d~~mnnd.~>,

such actions :i.n the area of communications are tallied under
step 6a ir1 chapter. h,

The lack of training, or any plans or

intent to train those·who were project leaders, is noted in
step 6b of chapter 4.

The lack, or the late timing, of the

training programs for other staff during the initial year of
project implementation is confirmed in responses which are
tallied under the training portion of step 6b, as shown in
chapter 4.

In conclusion, there is no secondary source

evidence of such actions being taken, according to the data
reviewed by the researcherp
Value_

J'udg~~n~s

In addition to the data presented in chapter 4, a
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mass of unsolicited comment and supplemental documentation
remains unused by the researcher.

When added to the data

already reported, an over-all picture has developed in the
researcher's mind which leads to these value judgments:
1,

The researcher is left with the strong feeling

that a great many participants now feel that much potential
value has been lost from the Experimental Schools Project.
Further, that the loss was due to an apparent failure to
deal adequately with those process steps in the change
process model whose requirements were not satisfied.
2.

Prior district experience with alternative

schools had shown that tremendous demands would be made on
directors and si.::affg of alternatives.

The scope of the

Experimental. Schools Project suggested that similar demands
waul~

be made,

ex:ceptiona.ll.y

These conditions justified recruitment of an
Wt'!ll

qualified

~itaff.

~~he

"hiring freeze",

until regular staff were placed into experimental school
vacancies, eontradicted the need and desire of directors to
recruit such staff.

The circumstances of a "hiring freeze 11

created conditions making the planning and implementation of
teacher training even more urgent.

The researcher feels the

resulting stress and confusion were compounded by lack of
training for leadership staff at the central project office
and project school levels.
material

j_n

This tends to confirm Rubin's

step 6b of chapter 3 which says that a very

important aspect of implementation is the anticipation of
training needs and providing such training prior to need.
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Rubin presents this as a leadership responsibility.
3~

There is a lack of evidence to demonstrate the

district's willingness to learn from the experiences of
those already on the district's staff, who had had specialized training in

gov~rnance

processes or who had had one or

more years of pre-project experience in the evolution and
operation of some of the original alternative schools.

Many

of those interviewed indicated knowledge of processes which
could have reduced some of the problems that are reported.
This would appear to support the findings reported in the
writings of Whyte and of Thompson, as noted in chapter 2o

4.
any

It seems clear that planning for involvement in

ext~:Hxsive

prov·i~don

project requi.res the leadership to make some

for- o.dequate

"lead·~time"

for input on all of the

pre-1nitiation aspects of staff' and community

needs~

'rhis

includes allowance of time for initial input about project
concepts, role .clarification, communication expansion, the
analysis and preparation to fill training needs, and calling
for a solid evaluation design with valid testing instruments
to check on the achievement of objectives that are measurable, relate to goals, and are consensus i terns .in the minds
of the part:1.cipants.

Opinions voiced. by most of those who

were interviewed have led to the researcher's judgment that·
there had not been provision of adequate time for the above.

5.

One major flaw in the program's process may bl'J

charged to the United States Office of Education, rather
than to the school district.

This was the forced dev·elopment
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of the original proposals on a crash basis due to an early
deadline for applications.

It would seem an impossibility

to take into consideration all pertinent factors

and to

produce a sound education proposal for a large scale project
of experimental schools in the time allowed.

However, this

would not appear to excuse the district from responsibility
for rushing the proposal through without adequate preparation,

Such preparation could have included the development

of plans for training central project staff and directors of
alternative schools in a variety of group process skills,
problem solving techniques, conflict resolution skills, and
other types of governance processes.

Apparently this could

have ·bec-)11 p:r.'ov:i.ded by individuals already on the c;taff o
6~
de~3ign

The requirements of evaluation--a realistic

and the prG-·:requislte consensus on goals and objec-

tiv~s~-are

difficult to achieve in the absence of a mandate

that this must be done if participation is desired.

Such

mandate must come from the highest authority in the district
or have obvious support from that authority. _According to
unsolicited comment from many of those interviewed, this was
not done in this Berkeley project nor is there any known
and reported instance of a reprimand or penalty for failur·e
to cooperate in this type of effort.

In the researcher's

opinion, the resulting lack of common direction and lack of
a frame of reference--as well as the lack of evaluation
re~mlts-,~confirm

the research findings of Thompson and of

Alexis and Wilson as reported in chapter 2.

Although some
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significant gains may be made as the result of the Experimental Schools Project, the results will be a problem to
document.

The Berkeley Unified School District will have

considerable difficulty showing what the results are or
how they came about, because of the initial.lack of common
goals and objectives and the failure to establish consensus
on an evaluation design.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Berkeley's Experimental Schools Project is now in
its final year; as of June 30, 1976, it will be phased outo
The district has already been involved in the retrenchment
of sorne projr:::et eornponents and the "phasing-in" plans of
others.

There ls little that can be done at this late stage

wh.1.ch will

f3

ig:r1.i.f icantly alter the outcome of the pro jec"t.

So, the following r.ecommendations are presented with a dual
thrust1

(1) they are intended for reference when future

proposals are being considered, and (2) some of the recommendations have implications for training programs for
educational leaderso
1.

Prior to need, school districts should

dev~lop

guidelines which provide for the implementation or diffusion
of any extensive change in organizational structure or in
content of programs.

These guidelines should include refer-

ence to all of the "pre-implementation" aspects, noted in
the literature as being vital to the

pr~1liminary

accomplishing change in school systems.

phase of'

For examplej the
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guidelines could include a check-list of tasks to be
assigned, resources to be checked for, training needs to
be filled, and job descriptions of roles judged basic to
successful change.
2.

Once it is completed, the recommended "Guidelines

for Implementing Change" should receive periodic review and
updating by the district's leadership and not be treated as
a static final product.

Updating should include changes in

available personnel or material resources.

For example,

records should be kept of any training obtained by staff
membEn·s in the areas of group process skills

Q

problem

solving techniques, and conflict resolution skills.

3.
bf.~ ana.1y~:f:H1

Training programs for educational leaders should
to verify that they give

ext(~nsive

to the planning aspect of managing change,

consideration

Findings of this

study i.n.J.icatc .that educational leaders might profit from
such training and thus increase the probabilities of success
in managing educational change.

4.

IJ:'he educational leader should assume that staff

members have not already acquired knowledge·about the managernent of a· process of change.

'l'his study presents a

change process model which includes major steps noted in
current literature on educational change,
study

su~gest

Findings of this

that these steps, or others selected for the

same purpose, must be made known to those charged with the
responsibility for implementing change.

Also, this type of

information should be provided in writing as well as by

ili-O

word-of-mouth,

The information should be the major focus in

a variety of approaches, so that staff will grasp the purpose
and the importance attached to each step.

5.

The educational leader should demonstrate active

awareness of' the anxiety and insecurity generated by change.
The superintendent should take action to inform appropriate
staff about techniques for reducing anxiety and insecurity,
Further, the superintendent should insist on the expansion
and maintenance of an effective two-way communication system
for staff and community,

There should be periodic checking

to insure the continued effectiveness of these aspects of
implementation.

6.

The superintendent should convey his support for.

ev-aluation of' thedegree to which the change was successful
and how well the change process was managed,

The :findings

of this study suggest that in addition to spoken indications
of support for evaluation, the leader should mandate the
dev·elopment of measurable objectives tied directly to the
purpose of accomplishing the change effort's goalso

7,

'l'raining programs for educational leaders should

be analyzed to verify that they give extensive consideration
to effective processes of change,

Findings of this study

indicate that educational leaders might profit from such
training and thus increase the probabilities of success in
managing educational change,
8.

Federal funding agencies should assume greater

responsibility for providing assistance to local education

1LH

agencies involved in a potential change effort.
include:

'l'his could

(1) providing information reflecting the most

current knowledge about how to manage change effectively,
(2) providing information about the locations where training
can be obtained in the specific techniques required by the
contemplated change or in the management of the change
processt and (3) establishing more realistic deadlines for
potential participants so that involvement can proceed in
an orderly fashion rather than on a crash basis.

9.

Further studies should be made related to

educational change which will contribute a body of knowledge
and principles to a theory of educational change.
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(Berkeley, Ca.: Scientific Analysis Corporation, 1972), p. 29.
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Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202
December 28, 1970

TO

Superintendent of Schools
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

FROM

Robert B. Binswanger, Director
Experimental Schools Program

SUBJECT:

Basic Program Information

We are pleased to announce a new initiative of the Office
of Education:

Experimental Schools,

Enclosed is the basic

program information which describes the first phase of the
program for F'iscal Year 1972 as well as procedures for
application.

We invite your attention to this information

and acknowledge the limited time available to you in order
to meet the deadline for receipt of a letter of interest

by January 30, 1971.
Enclosure

(d.ate stamped)
JAN 29 19?1

PROJECT PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT
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OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Experimental Schools
Basic Program

Informatio~

Exllil.r ime nt_?.j_ S c_b.o o ls
Since 1945t research projects, demonstrations and
various kinds of experimentation have generated a wide
variety of products, practices, and ideas which hold promise
for the improvement of American education.

Most of these

"promising practices" of:fer :improvement in a small segment
or component of the school program.

Such efforts to change

edueation .by innovation hav-e had limited effect on the total
learninrs

envb~onment

because each reform represents a rela-

tively isolat;(:;d change in a particular educational

system~

Dissatisfied with the results of piecemeal or indiv-idual
component changes, educators have sought the opportunity to
address the need for total change by placing a number of
these promising practices hav-e been developed separately,
a great deal of work remains to be done in terms of adapting
the different components to a comprehensive design,
The first phase of the new Experimental Schools
program of the Office of Education is designed to test and
demonstrate the relative efficacy of combinations of
promising practice.

By supporting a limited number of large

scale experiments of comprehensive programs wi~h a major

1.56

focus on the documentation and evaluatiort of the projects,
experimental schools will serve as a bridge from research,
demonstrationr and experimentation to actual school practice,
Fiscal Year 1.2:2.£_:- Experimental Schools
The Experimental Schools program rep1·esents a new

initiative that invites creativity and encourages innovation
in the development of a total project.

It will complement

rather than duplicate programs presently available for
systems, agencies, or organizations seeking
educational reform.

comprehensiv~

Each Experimental School project will

be organized around a central theme or educational concept
that reflects change from what exists at present to what
education ought to be in terms of the needs and

a~pirations

of the J.earnr:!r'B.
'l'hf~

E:xpr~ri:mental

Schools program in fiscal year 1972

will be of two types:
(1)

Operational projects, with a major evaluation
thrust, based upon a central theme for educational reform that include a multiple use of
promising practices and the products of
research in a comprehensive K-12 frameworko

(2)

Developmental projects with a major evaluative
thrust, based upon a central theme for educational reform that include comprehensive,
. creative designs to reshape, reform, and
redefine current school structures, practices,
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and performance.

Support in fiscal year 1972

will be limited to planning.

Detailed informa-

tion regarding developmental projects will not
be available until March 1971 •
.e§lection Criteri9:.
The following criteria will be employed in the
selection of potential sites for Experimental Schools
projects to be operated in fiscal year 19721

(1)

Demonstrated experience with educational innovations on a large scale.

(2)

Staff capacity and competency to manage comprehensive experimentation.

{3)

DevBlopment of a plan for broad participation
in the desi.gn, implementation and governance

of a project.

(4)

Identification of the targeted population for a
potential project.

(5)

Extent to which design fulfills objectives of
the Experimental Schools program, includingr
••• a primary target population of low-income

children
~

•• a student population approximately 2,000
to 5,000

••• a longitudinal K-12 design
•• ,a comprehensive approach to the learning
environment, including, but not limited to,
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curriculum development, community participation, staff development, administration,
and

(6)

or~anization.

Attention to evaluation and documentation of the
total pro,ject.

(7)

Commitment of resources for the duration of the
project.

Letters of interest should address themselves
explicitly to the above criteria.

In addition, applicants

should define the goals they wish to accomplish by participatinp; in this program.
The
~ssist
e~press

During

follo~ing

information is provided in order to

potential applicants in making their decision to
interest in a fiscal'year 1972 operational program.
t~is

initial planning stage, the choice of a central

theme is essentially the first task.
or~anizing

It will serve as an

principle for the operations of the school, deter-

mine the specific range of promising practices relevant to
the proposed experimental project.
Among the criteria which might be used for selecting
the relevant promising practices are the followings
(1)

Consistency of the practice

~ith

the central

tim~

and resource

theme.
(2)

Ease of adaptability, given

constraints, to the experimental school project.

(3)

Importance of the practices to the purposes of
the learners,
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(4)

Cos1;_,

The cost of operating- the total program

in the experimental school project must be
limited by the project (school systems)
operating- revenue so that the program can be
continued after the experiment is completed

(3-5 years) by the school system without new
outside resources.
Evaluation and documentation will represent a major
resource all6cation of the Experimental Schools program.
Each Experimental School project will be responsible for the
design and implementation of an evaluative system to compare
the output of the project with other outputs of the particular
system in terms of that system's goals and objectives.
second lc-rveJ. of'

<~W:l.luation

A

will be designed and implemented

by the Office of Education in coordination and conjunction

with each experimental school project in order to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of the project's comprehensiveness.
In addition, a single evaluativB design will be developed by
the Office of Education in order to insure that common
instruments will be used to assess replication, transportability, and comparable data among the experimental school
sites.

-:,

~etters

of Interest
To be assured of consideration for operational

projects. letters of interest from State and local education
agencies (institutions of higher education and public or
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private non-profit agencies) to participate in Experimental
Schools program during fiscal year 19?2 must bereceived in
the Office of Education by January 30, 1971.

From among the

letters of interest, up to eight sites will be offered
60-day planning grants to assist them in preparing proposals
due in the Office of Education by March 31, 1971.

From

these proposals, three to five sites will be selected for
operational programs beginning in fiscal year 1.9'72.
Letters of interest should be considered a formal
submission by the local education agency.

No letter of

interest may exceed 10 pages, and no supplementary material
should be sent at this time.
Le~ters

of interest should be addressed tot
Schools
United States Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202
Exper~nental

CPO 904.003

APPENDIX E
IJETTER FROM DR • JAY T • BALL
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BERKELEY U:HFIED SCJIOOL DISTfHCf
Office of Project Planning and Development

February 17, 1971
To:

Principals
Othei· In teres ted. Persons

From:

Dr. Jay T. Ball

Subject:

Experimental Schools
Meeting - Hond~_Fcb_~·~.tar_.~22
Auditorium - 1414 Walnut St. -

3:30' p.m.

-----------------------------------------------------------The U.S. Office of Education has instituted a new program
entitled "Experimental Schools" for the purpose of encouraging
and supporting experimental schools in K-12 educational programs across the nation.
Berke 1 cy ~ onr...~ of SO 0 districts applying, was chosen, on•3 of
eight, to recnivc a planning grant to furth2r develop its concept of alternative schools. The planning period of 60 days
will alJ.ow us to complete a formal proposal to compete for an
operational grant.

We are inviting you to a meeting to explain the program in
more detail and Tequcst proposals from you should you have a
desire to participate in this type of program. The ~ceting
will be held in tho auditorium of the Administration Building
at 1414 Walnut Street, Honday, February 22 at 3:30 p.m.
You are also invited to bring one or two other people of your
choosing, from your staff.

JTfs: ml

APPENDIX F
PRE·~PROJEC'l' ALTERNA'riVE SCHOOLS

Source: Office of Public Information, Ex_£gimental
Schools in Berkeley (an informational brochure, published
and- distr-fbutt~d city-wide by the Berkeley Unified School
District, Berkeley, California). September, 1971, pp~ 1-21.
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PRE-PROJECT ALTERNNriVE SCHOOLS

Several years ago in Berkeley, individual educators
began to develop group

alternativ~s

for students who seemed

frustrated by the regular educational program and structure
within the school district,

In the summer of 1968, two

alternative efforts were begun; both of these dev·elopments
were at the secondary level of the Berkeley Unified School
District,
The first of these developed out of '11rhe Summer
Project", a program for high school students based on
self-expression and designed by two Berkeley High School
drama teachers.

It was so enthusiastically received by

studentf3 that :i.t \vas used as a. base for a mini-school and

the outcome was "Community High",
whic.h

opr:nh:~d

m1.

alternative school

on -the Berkeley High School main campus in

February, 1969.

This school-within-a-school enrolled a

multi-racial student body for grades ten through twelve.
During that same time a

teacher-t~aining

project

called "Other Vlays", funded by the Carnegie Corporation,
was looking for a school district in which to locate.

It

was invited to join the Berkeley Unified School District,
and by the spring of 1969, that pro;ject had grown into an
alternative school for grades seven through twelve.

This

school had leadership, determined to operate away from any
regular district site and as separate as possible from the
"edueational system" of the school district.

Within the next eighteen months, six more alternative schools were developed and began operation in the fall
of 1970.

Three were geared to the elementary grades; three

to the secondary grades.
. -

The "Environmental Studies Program" evolved out of

a mini-school formed by five teachers at the Lincoln Intermediate School, for grades four through six, in the fall of

1969.

By the fall of

1970~

it had been restructered as an

alternative school-within-a-school and obtained funding
from the San Francisco Foundation.
In the spring of 19?0, the principal of Jefferson
Elementary School, kindergarten through grade three, made a
decision to try for special funding to make it possible to
gi'n~ morr~

choicer,-; at that school.

She drafted a proposal

to create three different schools within Jefferson and the
project vms :tunded by the Ford Foundation.

The three com-

ponents, which were offered in the fall of 1970., were the
"Individualized-Personalized", the "Multi-Cultural Bilingual", and the .,Traditional"; these made up the "Jefferson
Three-Part Model" alternative.
The third elementary alternative was named "P'JIAE"
(Parents and Teachers for AlternativB Education), when it
deyeloped out of a summer pilot program and started at an
off-site location in September, 1970.

This ungraded pro-

gram, for students normally in kindergarten through grade
six, was an option initiated, supported, and maintained by
parents.

Later renamed "Kilimanja:r.o", parents of this
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school's students coritinued to make all major decisions and
performed the main task of supplemental teaching.
The continuation school, "East Campus", had changed
its image under the concerned leadership of an aggresive
young principal.

By the spring of 1970 this

administrate~

had, with the help of a few equally committed teachers,
created an alternativ·e to the traditional continuation
school concept.

Sale of their site to the University then

forced a mid-year move to the main high school campus.
Loss of their newly developed identity and atmosphere at
the high school site demonstrated that the move was not
working out for this alternative.
11

By the fall of 1970, some

tempo:r.'ar.y" qua:ctern in old Navy housing had been found

so:-~K~

d ir::lta.ncn :from the high school.

~rhe

a.tmosphere and

cm·tcGntrated effort was re-established, and the al ternative called "E:::u3t Campur:1" was again functional for grades
nine through twelve.
A r)lack educator, on the original "Community High
School" staff, decided that options which worked for white
students did not necessarily work for black students.

He

organi?.ed one of that alternative's "tribes" as another
option within that school.

Called "Black House", it was

described by its founder as having been created in specific
response to the need of blacks to come together on the
basis of their blackness.

After one year as a "tribe", this

secondary level option split off and became an independent,
off-site alternative by the fall of 1970.

Another secondary level

alternative~

"Odyssey",

grew out of a course on Contemporary Problems in Education
at Willard Junior High School.

A small group of teachers

involved in that course wanted to create a small cluster
school for the sake of. more personal contact and more use
of the community's resources.

By September, 19?0, this

alternative was housed in the basement of the Lawrence Hall
of .Sciencef making extensive use of volunteers from the
University and community.

Originally intended for seventh

and eighth grades, in one year this alternative retained
it's "graduating" group and continued thereafter as an
option for grades seven through nine.
Two more alternative schools came into existence
pr.ior ·to any d isetH:.:sions about the Experimental Schools
Proposal.

Both of these were school-within-a-school con-

cepts at the main campus of Berkeley High School.

Both

were designed during the summer and fall of 1970 and had
become options available by the spring semester in 1971.
One of these, "Model School A", was designed as a
structured, skills-oriented school.

Most of its students

took subjects in the regular program of the high school,
but the humanities tone of the school was set by two basic
courses, The Study of Man and American Culture •
.'rhe other alternative, called "The Agora", was a

multi-racial school offering its students both traditional
subjects and ethnic studies.

The ethnic program section

combined and interrelated the study of the Chicano, Black,
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and Asian cultures.

The school included student initiated

courses and courses taught by students.
The above review is a brief description of the
alternative educational options presenting considerable
diversity for students and parents to choose from, nrior
to_i;_tle

~l1.C.QI~tion~

of the Ex}2eritnental Scl:_loQlS Prqject.

APPENDIX G
NEW ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

Source: Office of Public Information, Experimental
Schools in. Berke lev (an informational brochure, -tJubl1shed-and distribut-eCfCTty-wide by the Berkeley Unified School
District, Berkeley, California), September, 1971, pp. 21-25.
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NEW ALTERNATIVE

SCHOOL~

The "John Muir Child Development Center" was one of
the five new alternatives for the fall of 1971.

Enrolling

kindergarten through grade three, it was to apply to about
eighty percent of the John Muir Schoolrs capacity; the rest
continued with the traditional offerings for those who
wished to have that option.

'!!his alternative was based on

the "open classroom" concept, with extensive use of learning centers within the classrooms and stress on individualization for the learning process,
The "Franklin Multi-Cultural" alternative school
was composed of three sub-schools and a supplementary
tutorial program for students, characterized as high potential and for those achieving below grade level.
s:ub··schools

werr~

The three

to be known as La Raza classes, Asian

studies classes, and Multi-cultural classes containing
children of all cultural groups.

"La Casa De La Raza" was the Chicano alternative.
Its .avowed goal was to reinforce cultural heritage, traditions, and values.

It was to offer a bilingual educational

experience to parents and students, with classes for adults
in which students and staff would train parents in basic
skills to facilitate their inv·olvement in educational
experiences with their children.

This school was to be

run by a parent-student-staff administrative board, and its
structure was to be non-graded while enrolling students
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from kindergarten through grade twelve.
Another

alternativ~

Berkeley High School campus.

had been developed for the
Called "On Target", this was

·a career oriented approach, where classroom activities were
geared to focus on preparation for careers in businesses
and industries related to science and technology.

Stated

as its purposes were the provision of first-hand experience
in career activities and to relate science to the life
experiences of the student.

This alternative featured use

of the Career Center, visits with representatives from many
occupations, field trips to sites having occupations that
were judged relevant to those careers being considered by
those enrolled, and some "on-the-job" experience.
'rhe last of the new alternatives scheduled to begin,
in tht) :f.DJ.. l of 197:.1., was the "West Campus Alternative" at
the separate high school campus, which
grade students.

en~olled

only ninth

The major focus of this alternative was on

the provision of basic skills to students, judged in need of
such training before going on to the main high school.

It

also included provision of jobs for these students, on the
school site or in the community.

The two-part alternative

of studies and employment was designed to give incentive,
needed academic skills, and improved self-esteem,
The two

alternativ~s

scheduled for the spring, 1972,

were both at Berkeley High School, to enroll grades ten
through twelve.

"College Prep" was organized to institute

a college preparatory program for underachieving black

1?2
stu~ents,

utilizing an Afro-oriented approach to the tradi-

tional subject content, and using Afro-oriented materials
for social studies, Englh1h, and

for(~ign

language.

Other

subject areas were to be covered within the regular high
school offerings,

"School of the Arts" was oriented to

students who had demonstrated success in the arts but had
deficiencies in basic skills.

It also was geared to

giv~

special attention to students seeking a broad cultural
approach to the arts and those who wished to

dev~lop

in-depth sld.lls and knowledge as performance specialists.
Its students would obtain their science, mathematics, and
physical education requirements in the regular high school,
The final
be phased in

sev~n ~xperimental

durin~

schools that were to

the fall semester of 1972-1973 were:

the n,Tunior Community", to ·be operated for primary-age
pupils; ' King Cluster", a school-wi th:i.n-·a~school for grades
1

seven and eight at King Junior High School; "Willard Alternativ-e", a community cluster within Willard Junior High
School, also for grades
seven and eight;
two more "mini..
schools" for ninth graders at West Campus; a "Black House"
at West Campus; and, "New Ark", a family·-centered. program
focusing on parent resources and community involvement for
kindergarten through grade twelve.

APPENDIX H
INGLEWOOD PLANNING CHARTS

Source:

A. Neil Galluzzo, "A School District Plans

For Planning," Matrix, t21.Q (Burlingame, Ca.: California

Association of Secondary School Administrators, 1970),
pp. 35-39.
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SQ-1.

Unless otherwise indicated please answer the following questions by stating
whether you "agree strongly", "agree", 'tlisagree", or "disagree strongly".
1-7

In your opinion, you received written, clear-cut directions from the person
to whom you were accountable:

1.

Regarding the special problems to anticipate during the change
process period.
la. AS_A_D__DS__
You received these from someone else.

lb. AS

A D

DS

(If a and b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

lc. AS

A D

DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

2.

You received these from someone else.

2b. AS

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

2c. AS A D DS

D DS
-A- --

------------------------

A

D

DS

When?

Regarding how your personal tasks should be modified to help effect the
change effort's goals.
3a. AS_A_D_DS__
You received these from someone else.

3b. AS

A

D

DS

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

3c.

AS

A

D

DS

.

- -

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

--------------------- When? -----

Regarding what your personal goals should be to help effect the change
effort's goals.
4a. AS_A_D_DS_
You received these from someone else.

4b. AS

A

D

DS

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

4c. AS

A

D

DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?-·

5.

---

2a. AS

.

4.

When?

Regarding what were the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals.

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
3.

------------------------

----------------- When? -------

Regarding how your school's goals were to help effect the change
e~fort' s goals.
5a. AS_A_D_DS
You received these from someone else.

5b. AS

A D

DS

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

5c. AS

A

DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

D

------------- ·---- When? ----
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(In your opinion, you received written, clear-cut directions from the person to
whom you were accountable:)
6.

Regarding the need/process for setting up communication system(s)
to improve group problem solving.
6a. AS_A_D__DS
You received these from someone else.

6b. AS

A

D DS

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

6c. AS

A

D DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
7.

---

You received these from someone else.

7b. AS

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

7c. AS_A_D_DS_

-------------------------

A

----------~-------

D DS

When?

In your opinion, there was a plan for implementing the Experimental
Schools Program prior to the opening of school in the fa.ll of 1971.
Sa. AS A
(If a ·was "D/DS") There would have been fewer conflicts
and problems if there had been such a plan.
8b. AS A
(If a was "AS/A") From whom?

9.

When?

Regarding the need/process for reducing anxiety among your peers,
subordinates, or fellow employees.
7a. AS_A_D_DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
8.

---------------------"----

---

D

DS

D

DS

When?

---

In your opinion, there was a need for setting up communication system(s)
to help group problem solving.
9a. AS_A__D

DS

(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have helped
set up a communication system to deal with group problem solving?
9b. Yes
No
(If b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?
10.

In your opinion, there were fellow employees who, during the Experimental
Schools development and initial i.mplementation period, felt their seniority
and/or professional future was threatened.
10. AS A D DS
'

11.

- - --

In your opinion, there was a need for reducing anxiety among your
peers, subordinates, or fellow employees.
lla. AS__A_D_DS
(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have
helped reduce anxiety among such groups?
llb. Yes
(If b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?

No
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12.

In your opinion, in rcg·a rd to the el fcct.ivt~nc·:>~; of the change proceHs in
implementing· tho Experimental Schools Project:

a.

There wore many problems.

12a.

b.

There were more problems than you fnd there
should have been.

12b. AS_A __ D_DS

There were fewer- problems than you expected
there to be.

12c. AS

c.
13.

A

AS

A

D

DS

D

DS

In your opinion, special stresses are placed on organizations by change. ·
13a. AS A D
Change demands more of Uw organization.
13b. AS A D

DS

Change demands mo1'C of the individual.

DS

----DS

13c. AS

A

D

(If b was "AS/A") In what way does it demand more of the organization?

(If c was "AS/ A") In what way docs it demand more of the individual?

14.

In your opi.nion, t.he alternative or oxperitlJC'ntal schools demanded a really
new teacher role.
14a. AS A D OS
- -·-·-''
"
Director role
AS A D DS
(If n was "l'.S/ A") Enou1~h t.imo, money and oLiwr resources wore put

into training teachers and directors fo1· their new roles.

14b. AS_A_D_DS

15.

To the best of your knowludg·o, t.he supedntondent emphasized this "new role"
aspect of the project and related training needs durin1~ the summet of l!Y/1.
15a. AS A D DS
(If a was "D/DS") He emphasized it that fall, aftc1· the project
started.
15b. AS A D DS

16.

Who told the directOJ.'S and teachers if they were doing a good job'?

17.

In yom· opinion, thoro was a doctri.nc (Goal/Objectives statement) for this pt·ojcct
that all workers could rcfex· to as a guiddine for planning to take on problems.
17a. AS A D DS

----

(If a was "AS/A") Where was this publitd1l'd '?
How was it communicated?
If p ri ntecl, do you happen to ha vo a copy'?
When did you get it?

17b. Yes

No

1 t5j
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18.

If this doctrine wasn't printed, did the superintendent declare and/or
publicize it in talks or some other means?
18a. Yes___No_
(lf a was "Yes") By what means?

19.

____

,

In your opinion, most of the participants in the Experimental Schools Project
during its initial implementation phase lmew what to expect from other
participants at decision-malting time.
19a. AS A_D_DS

Did this include parents?

19b. Yes

No

20.

In your opinlon, does organizational change require more, less, or about the
same amount of face-to-face contact t.o be successful in comparison to a
static situation?
20a. M
L~S-

21.

Do you see change as being a separate organizational phenomenon in
itself?
2la. Yes

-No-

22.

Have your views on that question (lfo21) changed as a result of the experience
of working on the Experimental Schools Project?
22a. Yes__No_
(Jf a was "Yes") Did you learn this from someone or did
experience provide the main lesson(s)?

Person__Exp_..__

(ff a person) ·would you be Vllilling to indicate who the person w a s ? - - · - -

23.

In youor opinion, '\Vh::.lt were the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?

24.

Did you feel that you had any of your personal tasks modified to help effect
the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?
. Yes_No_:_
(If yes) How? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

25.

In your opinion, what were your personal goals regarding helping the change
effort's (BUSD' s) goals?

26.

In your opinion, what were your school's (office's) goals in regard to helping
effect the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals?
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You have now answered the questions of key importance to this study; it has taken
minutes. There are 15 questions considered to be of secondary importance
but valuable to the study. Will you taJ<e the time to answer them now? It should tal<e
another 10 minutes. (If not, may I come back another time for your answers?)
27.

Washington gave very short time blocks for planning and implementing the
project, if I recall correctly, Do you agree with that impression?
Yes
No

--·

If so, could you recall two or three critical periods in the spring, summer or
fall of 1971 when the project was put together and first started up, periods
that you consider crisis times?

Were there any other crisis times that you recall?

28.

In your opinion, if there were crises were most of the people involved happy
with the compromises reached in resolving these crises? Yes
No___

29.

What was the structure for reaching compromises?

30.

Do you know who o1· what size group was involved in these "imler deeisions"

regarding criti,cal problems or crises?
(If "Yes")

Yes

No----..----.

Who? ____________________· - - - - - -

or, what size group?

-----------------------------·--------------

31.

In your opinion, if there was such a group how did they inform the larger
director's and/or teacher's groups of the nature of resolutions they reached
in these "inner group" meetings?

32.

Was there an "institutional"· information link for the informational sort of
purpose?
Yes
No___
(If "Yes"} Who was in charge of seeing that it worked?

33.

----------------

In your opinion, did the superintendent know the district people well enough
to know who could take added responsibility and who couldn't?
Yes
No

---
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34.

Speaking only of the Experimental Schools' staffs, were you aware of there
being communication problems between the new people brought into the district
for the project and those already here worldng on the alternative schools?
Yes
No
(If "Yes") In your opinion, were these problems more, less, or about the

same degree as those existing between new and continuing staff in the
"regular" program?
J
M___ L_S_
35.

Did you hear, or hear about, the term "cesspool" being used in relation to
the group of those staff members who were unassigned just prior to the
opening of school and the initial implementation of the Experimental Schools
Program?
Yes_ _No_ __
(If "Yes") Do you recall the reaction of any of those affected by this unassig~.ied

36.

status? Can you tell me how they felt?

How was the accountability of the prograr.a enforced in BUSD; i.e., who did
the superintendent name as being responsible for the Experimental Schools
Program and ·what were that' person's powers of enforcement'?

I

.

Were the pov,re:r.s real, :i.n your opinion, or largely a "paper tiger"?

' 37.

Were there other feedback systems to handle unexpected program snags?
Yes
No
(If "Yes 11 ) What were they?

----------------------------------------------------

Who had the power to make them work? _______________________
How often did these report sessions take place?
38.

Who supervised the program; i. e. , who reported to the superintendent on it
and how often?

39.

Who reported to the superintendent on the status of director and/or teacher
training before and during the initial implementation phases of the project?
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40.

In your opinion, considering the parents' "Need to Know", one Wj:lek in the
fall of 1971 wa.s a little short on time to get their cooperation.
AS_A_D_DS_

41.

Each Experimental School must have stated what it intended to do in terms
of educational impact, improvement, etc. What record-keeping program
was initiated to determine the degree to which each was doing what they said
was intended?

Did the superintendent want more than what was provided?
If so, did he get it?

If not, what did he do?

'Who supetYised initiating the record-keeping program?

At whose direction?
. Who was responsible for reporting its findings?

To whom?

Yes

No__
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Unless otherwise indicated, please answer the following questions by stating whether
you "agree strongly", "agree", "disagree", or "disagree strongly".
1-7. In your opinion, site directors received written, clear-cut directions from
the person to whom they were accountable:

1.

Regarding the special problems to anticipate during the change
process period.
1a. AS_.A_D_DS
They received these from someone else.

lb. AS

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

1c. AS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

2.

2b. AS

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

2c. AS

-------------------

-A-D-DS

- A- D-

DS

-A-D-DS
When?
-----

Regard:i.ng how thelr personal tasks should be modified to help
effect the change effort's goals.
3a. AS_.A__ p __ _DS
They received these from someone else.

3b. AS

A D DS

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

3c. AS

A D DS

------------·----------------When? -------

Regarding what their personal goals should be to help effect the change
effort's goals.
4a. AS__A__D_DS
They received these from someone else.

4b. AS

A D DS

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

4c. AS

A

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

5.

DS

When?

They received these from someone else.

From whom?

D

--------------~------

2a. AS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

4.

- A-

Regarding what were the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals.

(If c was "AS/A")

3.

A D DS
----

D

DS

--------------------- When? --------

Regarding how each director's school's goals were to help effect the
change effort's goals.
5a. AS_A___D__DS
They received these from someone else •.

5b. AS

A

D

DS

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

5c. AS

A

D

DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?

-------------------

When? _ _ __

2

(In your opinion, site directors received written, clear-cut directions from the person
to whom they were aceountable:)
6.

Regarding the need/process for setting up communications system(s) to
improve group problem solving.
6a. AS_A_D_DS
They received these from someone else.

6b. AS

A

D

DS

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

6c. AS

A

D

DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
7.

When? _ __

Regarding the need/process for reducing anxiety among their peers, subordinates,
or fellow employees.
7a. AS_A_D_DS
They received these from someone else.

7b. AS

A

D

(If a and b wea::e "D/DS") They should have.

7c. AS

A

D DS

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
8.

-------------------------·-----------

-------------------------------

When?

DS

---

In your opinion~ there was a plan for implementing the Experimental Schools
Program prior to the opening of school in the fall of 197L Sa. AS_A__D_DS
(If a was "D/DS' 1 ) There would have been fewer conflicts and
problems if there had been such a plan.
8b. AS_A_D_DS
(If a was "AS/ A") FToln whom?

9.

------------------------~---

When?

In your opinion, there was a need for setting up communication system(s}
to help group problem solving.
9a. AS_A_D

--DS

(If a was "AS/ A") Are you aware of any process that might have helped
set up any communication system(s) to deal with group problem solving?
9b. Yes
No
(If b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?
10.

In your opinion, there were fellow employees who, during the Experimental
Schools development and initial implementation period, felt that their seniority
and/or professional future was threatened.
10. AS_A_D DS

11.

In your opinion, there was a need for reducing anxiety among the peers,
subordinates, or fellow employees of site directors.
11a. AS_A_D_DS____
(If a was "AS/ A") Are you aware of any process that might have
helped reduce anxiety among such groups?
llb. Yes
(If b was "Yes'') From what source did you get this awareness?

No

1.90
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12.

In your opinion, in regard to the effectiveness of the change process in
implementing the Experimental Schools Project:

a.

There were many problems.

12a. AS

b.

There were more problems than you feel there
should have been.

12b. AS

There were fewer problems than you expected
there to be.

12c. AS

c.
13.

-A-D-DS--

-A-D-DS-

-A-D-DS--

In your opinion, special stresses are placed on organizations by change.
13a. AS A D

DS

Change demands more of the organization.

13b. AS

DS

Change demands more of the individual.

13c. AS

A

D

A D DS
------

(If b was "AS/A") In what way does it demand more of the organization?

(If c was "AS/A") In what way does it demand more of the individual?

14.

In your op:i.n:lon, the alternative or experimental schoo1s demanded a really
new teacher role.
14a. AS A D DS
II
Director
role
AS A_D_DS_
"

---

(If a \Vas 11 AS/A") :F.:nough time, money and other resources were put
into training teachers and directors for their new roles.
14b. AS_A_D_DS

15.

To the best of your knowledge, the superintendent emphasized this "new role"
aspect of the project and related training needs during the summer of 1971.
15a. AS A D DS
(If a was "D/DS") He emphasized it that fall, after the project
started.
15b. AS_A__D_DS_

16.

Who told the directors and teachers if they were doing a good job?

17.

In your opinion, there was a doctrine (Goal/Objectives statement) for this project
that all workers could refer to as a guideline for planning to take on problems.
17a. AS A D DS
(If a was "AS/A") Where was this published? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

How was it communicated?
If printed, do you happen to have a copy?
When did you get it?

----------------17b. Yes
No
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18.

If tllis doetrine wasn't printed, did the superintendent declare and/or
publicize it in talks or some other means?
18a. Yes _ _No_ _
(If a was "Yes") By what means?

19.

--------------------

In your opinion, most of the participants in the Experimental Schools Project
during its initial implementation phase knew what to expect from other
participants at decision-making time.
19a. AS A_D_DS
Did this include parents?

19b. Yes

No

20.

In your opinion, does organizational change require more, less, or about the
same amount of face-to-face contact to be successful in comparison to a
static situation?
20a. M
L
S

21.

Do you see change as being a separate organizational phenomenon in
itself?
2la. Yes

22.

No

Have your views on that question (#21) changed as a result of the experience
of working on the Experimental Schools Project?
22a. Yes_No
(If a was "Yes") Did you learn tllis from someone or did
experience provide the main lesson (s)?

Person__Exp_

(If a person) Would you be willing to indicate who the person was? _______

-------·------··
23.

In your opinion, what were the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals?

24.

Did you feel that you had any of your personal tasks modifi.ed to help effect
the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?
Yes_No_ _
(Ifyes) How? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

25.

In your opinion, what were your personal goals regarding helping the change
effort's (B TJSD' s) goals?

26.

In your opinion, what were your school's (office's) goals in regard to helping

effect the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals?

.L 7&..
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You have now answered the questions of key importance to this study; it has taken
minutes. There are 15 questions considered to be of secondary importance
~---but valuable to the study. Will you take the time to answer them now? It should take
another 10 minutes. (If not, may I come back another t:i.me for your answers?)
27.

Washington gave very short time blocks for planning and implementing the
project, if I recall correctly. Do you agree with that impression?
Yes
No
If so, could you recall two or three critical periods in the spring, summer or
fall of 1971 when the project was put together and first started up, periods
that you consider crisis times 7

Were there any other crisis times that you recall?

28.

In your opinion, if there were crises were most of the people involved happy
with the compromises reached in resolving these crises? Yes _ _No__ _

29.

What was the structure for reaching compromises?

30.

Do you know who or what size group was involved in these "inner decisions"

regardJng c:rlt.ical problems or crises?
(If "Yes")

or,

Yes

No

---

Who?

----------------------------·------------------------what size group?
-------------------------------------------------

31.

In your opinion, if there was such a group how did they inform the larger
director's and/ or teacher's groups of the nature of resolutions they reached
in these "inner group" meetings?

32.

Was there an "institutional" information link for the informational sort of
purpose?
Yes
No

---

(If "Yes") Who was in charge of seeing that it worked?

33.

In your opinion, did the superintendent lmow the district people well enough
to know who could take added responsibility and who couldn't?
Yes
No

---

6

34.

Speaking only of the Experimental Schools' staffs, were you aware of there
being communication problems between the new people brought into the district
for the project and those already here working on the alternative schools?
Yes
No

---

(If "Yes") In your opinion, were these problems more, less, or about the
same degree as those existing between new and continuing staff in the
"regular" program?
M__ L_S_

35.

Did you hear, or hear about, the term "cesspool" being used in relation to
the group of those staff members who were unassigned just prior to the
opening of school and the initial implementation of the E.'xperimental Schools
Program?
Yes
No___
(If "Yes") Do you recall the reaction of any of those affected by this unassigned status? Can you tell me how they felt?

36.

How was the accountability of the program enforced in BUSD; i.e., who did
the superintendent name as being responsible for the Experimental Schools
Program and what were that person's powers of enforcement?

Were the powers Teal, in your opinion, or largely a "paper tiger"?

37.

Were there other feedback systems to handle unexpected program snags?
Yes
No
(If "Yes") What were they? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Who had the power to make them work?

-------------------------------

How often did these report sessions take place? _____________
38.

Who supervised the program; i.e., who reported to the superintendent on it
and how often'?

39.

Who reported to the superintendent on the status of director and/or teacher
training before and during the initial implementation phases of the project?

7

40 •

In your opinion, considering the parents' "Need to Know", one week in the
fall of 1971 was a little short on time to get their cooperation.
AS_A_D_DS

41.

Each Experimental School must have stated what it intended to do in terms
of educational impact, improvement, etc. What record-keeping program
was initiated to determine the degree to which each was doing what they said
was intended?

Did the supelintendent want more than what was provided?

If so, did he get it?

If not, what did he do?

Who supervised initiating the record-keeping program?

At whose direction?

Who was responsible for reporting its findings?

To whom?

Yes

No
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RATIONALE

Almost four years ago the Berkeley Unified School District went
through a series of activities in developing and implementing the
Experimental Schools Project. Those activities brought about
changes; some temporary, some more enduring.
I am investigating the process of change; specifically, as illustrated by developing and implementing the Experimental Schools
Project. By identifying change as a process, I mean to convey
the idea that change consists of movement through a sequence of
phases, one growing out from another, toward a goal.
The purpose of this study is to help develop a theory of how to
aceornplish change effectively, appropriate to educational leadership. Further, it is hoped that the study might play some small
part in expanding tho tra1.ni.ng given in graduate schools of i~duea
tion; i.e., training pr~tetitione:r.·s to be ·n1ore effective 1eade:cs in
administering change.. The current increasing variety of soul'ces
from which demands for change originate, and the accelerating
· pace of changes from these demands, suggest that thls study is
particularly timely.
You were involved in those activities which developed and implemented the Experimental Schools Project. You can be of great
assistance to this study by answering the following questions:
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TALLY SUMMARY - DIRECTORS (N=18)
Unless otherwise indicated please answer the following questions by stating
whether you "agree strongly", "agree"; 'tlisagree", or "disagree strongly".
1-7

In your opinion, you received written, clear-cut directions from the person
to whom you were accountable:

1. ·

Regarding the special problems to anticipate during the change
process period.
la. AS_Q_A_Q_D_§_DS_l?
You received these from someone else. *Site Admin.
(If a and b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

Project Director - 13
2.

(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 6
Hashington - 1
Regarding what were the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals.
You received these from someone else.

*

Site Admin.

lb. AS 0 A * D 7 DS 10

- - - -lc. AsllA6 D lDS 0
-·--- Prior
____ When? ----._._

2a. AS 1A3 n10DS 4

---·- -

0 A3*n 6ns 5
-- -

2b. AS

2c. AS 7 A2 D lns 0

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

Project Director - 6
(If c was

3.

Prior - 9

AS/A'') From whom? Superintendent - 4

When?
Prior
& dur··ing:-1
Washington - 1
Regarding how your personal tusks shottld be Jnodified to help effect the
.
change effort's goals.
3a. AS_9_.A __ .QD~_?._DS~~
11

You received these from. someone else.* Site Admin.

3b. AS 0 Al *n 7 DS lO

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

3c. AslOA6 D

..

""

..

-

-

Project Director - 13

O

When?

Regarding what your personal goals should be to help effect the change
effort's goals.
4a. AS 1 A 0
You received these from someone else.

4b.

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

4c.

Project Director - 14
(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 4

.
5.

lns

Prior - 14
& during - 1
Initial. Impl. - 1

(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 5

4.

18

~ashington

- -n3-DS- 9
ASO AO D 9ns 8
--- AS llA 5 D 1 DS 0
- -Pf"ior
- -- 16
When?

& during - 2

- 1

Regarding how your school's goals were to help effect the change
effort 1 s goals.
5a. AS 0 Al DlO DS 7
You received these from someone else.

*

Site Admin.

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

5b. ASO A2*D 6 DS 9
5c.

Project Director - 11
(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 3

---·-·-

Site Administrator - 1

When?

Pt·ior - 14
& during -2

---

.L /'7

SUMI~ARY

- DIRECTORS

SQ-2

(Continued)

(In your opinion, you received wlitten,
whom you wer<:l accountable:)
6.

clear~cut

directions from the person to

Regarding the need/process for setting up communication system(l:1)
to improve group problem solvinp;.
6a. AS_Q_A_D_D~DS 11

DK*-1

6b. AS0A3D 5DS 9

DK*-1

You received these from someone else.

'1.

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?
6c. AS 9 A 3 D 2DS 0
Project Director
8
-- -.· !Trior- 9
(lfcwas"AS/A") Fromwhom? Superintendent- 4
When'?_& dur~ng -·1
Support staff- 2
Initial Impl. - 3
Regarding the need/process for reducing anxiety among your peers,
subordinates,· or fellow employees.
'la. AS_2_A_Q._o !)ns_!._3
You received these from someone else.
'lc. AS 11A, 4 D lns 0
Project Director - 12
- - -Prior - 13
Superintendent - 4
·when ?_&_during-3

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
8.

Staff Development Office- 1
Initial Impl.- 1
In your opinion, there was a plan for implementing the Experirn~-rotal
Schools Program prior to the opening of school in the fa11 of 11Yl1.
*One of these said, ••the Greer1 Book''.
8a. As.~q. A2::0_2.:0S._~(If a was "D/DSn) Thel'e would have been .fewer confiiots
and problems if there had been such a plan.

c-o.
·-----·----·---

(If a was HAS/A") From'1.vhom?
. .

9.

_____

.
...... - - ·When'?

In your opinion, there was a need for setting up communication system(s)
'to help group problem solving.
.
9a. AS!l_A.2__D~DS_.9._

(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have helped ·
set up a communication system to deal with group problem solving?
9b. Yes 16 No 2
(If b was "Yes") From what source cUd you get this awareness?
"Experience" - 15; Academic Training - 6; Reading- 5 (Some f)ave mor·e than one)
10.
In. your opinion, there were fellow employees who, during the Experimental
Schools development and initial implementation period, felt their ser:dority
and/or professional future was threatened.
10. AS 7 A~~Ds•.Q.
11.

In your oplnion, there was a need for reducing anxi.ety among your
peers, subordinates, or fellow employees.
lla. As1.2_A.?_n£_ns~

(If a was "AS/A11 ) Are you. aware of any process that might have
helped reduce amdety among such groups?
llb. Yes_:~No.~-(If b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?
11

Experience 11

,*

-

16;
OK*

Academic Tra·ining - 6;
=

Don •t Knovt

Reading - 6

(Some gave more than one)
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(Continued)

In your opinion, in reg a rei to the el'fcct.i vcness of tho change process in
implementing the Experimental Schools Project:

a.

There were many problems.

12a. A&5 Al._D_Q_DS_Q...

b.

There were more problems than you feel there
should have been.

c.

There were fewer problems than you expected
there to be.

12c. AS~_A.!._D_~DS 8

In your opini.t:m, special stresses are placed on organizations by change.
13a. ASJJ.A_5 D_Q__DS_Q_
Change demands more of the organization.
13b. ASl.§.A~D..Q..DS_Q.
13c. AS14A 4 D 0 DS 0

Change demands more of the imUvidual.

(If b was "AS/ A") In what way does it demand more of the organization?

_t4u 1mle

!i?1E~n S£_?..:.'__but ~·~- pa tte_r_n___________________

·---~·-'"'·-----------------------------------

(If c was "AS/A") In what way docs it demand more of the individual'?
~tiple

responses,,_b_u_t__n_o~p_at_t_e_r_n___________________

........__-··-----. -·----·-------14.

In your opinion, the alternative or expcnirnental schoohl demanded a really
14a. AS 9 A5 f) 4 DSO
"
"
Di.roctor role
AS lZA3 ···o··rns(f'

llf~IV tcaehcr role.

(If a was "AS/A'') Enough time, monoy and other resources were put
into training teachers and directors for their new roles.
14b. AS_Q_AQ_D_~Ds9
15.

16.

To the best of your knowledge, tho superintendent emphasized this "new role"
aspect of the project and related traininl-': needs during the summer of 1971..
15a. AS 1 A3 D 7 DS 5
(If a was "D/DS") He emphasized H that fall, after the project
started.
15b. AS 0 A2 D 9 DS 4

Who told the directors and teachers if they

wr;~re

doing a good job?

No-one 11 - 7; Community- 5;
; Students - 4; Project Director- 4
Site- Adrnfnls tra fo-r--_--y----·----------·-------11

17.

In your opinion, there was a doctrine (Goal/ObJectives statement) for this project
that all workers could refer to as a guideline for planning to take on problems.
* One said, 11 You were on your own...
17a. AS...Q_A..Q_DllDS_.z!."
(If a was "AS/A") Whm'e was this published?
How was it communicated?
If printed, do you happen to have a copy?
When did you get it?

-------

*

OK*= Don't Know

··---:::::::~.~~-

17b. Yes

No

---

DK*'-·2

DK*-1
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(Continued)

If this doctrine wasn't printed, did the superintendent declare and/or
16
0
publicize it in ta 11(S or some other means'?
18a. Yes_No
(If a was "Yes") By what means?

19.

___

,

In your opinion, most of the participants in the Experimental Schools Project
during its initial implementation phase lmew what to expect from other
participants at decision-making time.
19a. AS..Q.A.Q._D"..§.DSJ..?

A number said,

11

Absolutely, did not know! 11

Did this include parents?
11

*

19b. Yes

Yes, Par·ents did not knovt either.

11
-

No~_:_

18

20.

In your opinion, does organizational change require more, lesH, or about the
same amount of face-to-face contact to be successful in comparison to a
static situation?
20a. M 18 L_!!__s_£_

21.

Do you see change as being a separate organizational phenomenon iu
itself?
21a. Yes 13 No 5

-

22.

-·-

Have your views on that question (lf.21) changed as a result of the experience
of working on the Experimental Schools Project'?
22a. Yes_;l_No.l§_
(If a was "Yes") Did you lean1 this from someone or dl.d
experience pi'ovide the main lesson (s) '?

°

3
Person· - · -Exnt~·-

(If a perDon) Would yo:.t be wiiling t.o indicate who the peraon was 'I__.:_...:_.:_~--·-

23.

In your opinion, what. were the change effort's (BUSD 1 s) goals?

"Green Book 11
24.

-

9

Many other kinds of comments, including a number
who commented that 11 money 11 had been goal •••

Did you feel that you had any of your personal tasks modified to help effect

the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals?

Yes

5 No ·13

(If yes) H o w ? - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

25.

In your opinion, what were your personal goals regarding helping the change

effort's (.BUSD' s) goals?

Multiple
26.

DK* ~ 2-·

responses~

no pattern

In your opinion, what were your school's (office's) goals in regard to helping
effect the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?

Multiple responses, no pattern

*

0K* = Don ' t Know
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(Continued)

You have now answered the questions of key importance to tins study; it has taken
_ _ _ _ _minutes. There are 15 questions considered to be of secondary importance
but valuable to the study. Will you take the time to answer them now? It should take
another 10 minutes. (If not, may I come back another time for your answers?)
27.

Washington gave very short time blocks for planning and implementing the
project, if I ·recall correctly. Do you agree with that impression?
Yes 15 No 1

DK* - 2

If so, could you recall two or three critical periods in the spring, summer or
fall of19'll when the project was put together and first started UPs periods
that you consider crisis times? r·~os t frequently mentioned: Eva 1uat ion conflicts;
Changes in directions; and, Negotiations.
No ans\<rer· - 3
Two crises noted - 6
One crisis noted - 4
Three or more crises noted - 5

28.

29.

30.

Were there any other crisis times that you recall?
Types of crisis as noted above.
No answer - 9
Two crises noted - 3
One crisis noted - 2 Three or more - 4
In your opinion, if there were crises were most of the people involved happy
with the compromises reached in resolving these crises? Yes 1 No 15
"None were resolved" - 1; Mixed reactions - 1.
What was the structure for reaching compromises?
11
None•'- 15; nReaching consensus"- 2; Expt:?t·imE.ntal Schools Dil·ector in
role of arbitrator - 1.
Do you lmow who or ·what si.ze group was involved in these "inner decisions"
regarding e1iHcal prob~e:m.s or erises?
Yes 10 No 7
Varied·· 1
ES Project Director &. sHe Directors - 3 ; - - · - -

Who? Superintendent & cabinet - 2; Central ESP staff - 2;
Director &few cronies - 1; Project director &assistant supt. - 1; varied- 1.
or, what stze group? "Small .. ~ 2; "Size varied" - 2
(If "Yes")

31.

32.

In your opinion, j.f there was such a group how did they inform the larger
director's and/ or teacher's groups of the nature of resolutions they reached
·in these "inner group" meetings? Monthly staff meetings - 5; 11 No pattern 11 - 3;
Staff meeting at sites - 2; 11 They didn't 11 - 1; Director announced it - 1;
"Osmosis 11 - 1; Newsletter ~ 1.
Was there an "institutional". information link for the informational sort of
purpose? ~1onthly meeting- 2; "Douthit 11 -1; letter-l;Yes 4 No_!!_.
(If "Yes") Who was in charge of seeing that it worked?

Project Director - 1;
33.

"No~one"

"Don•t Know 11

-

1;

- 1.__ _

In your opinion, did the superintendent lmow the district people well enough
to know who could take added responsibility and who couldn't?
"Don 1 t Know" - 4
Yes 5 No_2__

* DK* = Don 1 t Kno\'1
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34,

6

(Continued)

Speaking only of the Experimental Schools' staffs, were you aware of there
being communication problems between the new people brought into the district
for the project and those already here worldng on the alternative schools?
11
0on •t Know" - 1
Yes_].~Noj__
(If "Yes") In your opinion, were these problems more, less, or about the

same degree as those existing between new and continuing staff in the
"regular" program?
MJlL_Q_S_2_
35,

Did you hear, or hear about, the term "cesspool" being used in relation to
the group of those staff members who were unassigned just prior to the
opening of school and the initial implementation of the Expelimental Schools
Program?
Ye~No 13_
{If "Yes") Do you recall the reaction of any of those affected. by this unassigned status? Can you tell me how they felt?

No pattern to responses

36.

How was the accountability of the program enforced in BUSD; i.e., who did
the supelintendent name as being responsible for the Expelimental Schools
Pro gr.am- and what we:re that' person's powers of enforcement?
Project Director- 16; "Don't Kno~-<:" ·· 1.; 11 There v.Jas none 11 - 1.
Were 'the powers reaJ., in your opinion,

Real -· 3;
37.

!!Paper Tiger

11

-

12;

11

OI'

largely a "paper tlger"'?

Don't Know" - 1

Wer:e there other feedback systems to handle unexpected program snags?
Yes 4 No.1!_
(If "Yes") What were they? Project director's open door - 1; ESP s.upport

38.

39.

staff- 1; Monthly meetings - 1.
Who had the power to make them work? Site directors - 1; "project director,
to some extent"- 1.
How often did these report sessions take place'? !IFairl:t...J'egylarl.t' ..-:- 1;
11
00n I t Know" - 1.
Who supervised the program; i.e., who reported to the superintendent on it
andhowoften? Re: 11 \.JHO" -·Project director -12; "Everyone"- 4; 11 I assume.
the project d·irector"-1.
Re: 11 HOW OFTEN? 11 - 11 Don 't Know 11 - 9; "It varied 11 - 2; 11
11
Quite often 11 - 1; 11 Fairly regu1ar1y - 1.
Who reported to the sup~rintendent on the status of director and/ or teacher
training before and during the initial implementation phases of the project?
11
No trainino go·ing on to report 11 - 9; 11 Don't Knm'/ 11 - 5; "Assume it was
the p}'Oject d·irector'' - 2; "Project director and site pr·incipal" - 1;
"Project directot'~ - 1.
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7

In your opinion, considering the parents' "Need to Know", one week in the
fall of 1971 was a little short on time to get their cooperation.
AS_10A.!?_D_DS

41.

Each Experimental School must have stated what it intended to do in terms
of educational impact, improvement, etc. What record-keeping program
was initiated to determine the degree to which each was doing what they said
was intended?

"None 11

.,.

16;

"This wasn't carried out too welP - 1;

11

Don't Know" - 1.

Did the superintendent want more than what was provided?
Yes 2 No 3
11
11
11
11
"He never express,ed any need - 4;- He must have -1; 0on' t KnmJ 11 - 6
11
If so, did he get it?
Got that impression .. - 1; "Mixed 11

"No'' - 2;

11

lt appears he didn't" - 1;

11

TO some extent 11

If not, what did he do?
11
Changed 1\ssociate Directors" - 1; "Don't Kn0\'/ 11

"Took cat·e of ovm business .. - 1.

-

-

-

1

1.

1;

Who superv:i.sed initiating the record-keeping program'?
Assoc-iate Director for Evalunt·ion - 3; "Don't Know 11

-

3;

11

No-one 11

-

2.

At whose direction?
Project director's - 3

Who was responsible for reporting its findings?

Associate Director for Evaluation - 1;
To whom?

Suoerintendent and Washinaton - 1
-Superintendent and Project Director - 1
"Don't Know" - 1

11

None

required~'

- 1; "Don't Know"- 1.
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M

Unless otherwise indicated, please answer the following questions by stating whether
you "agree strongly", "agree", "disagree", or "disagree strongly".
1-7. In your opinion, site directors received written, clear-cut directions from
the person to whom they were accountable:
1.

H.egarding the special problems to anticipate during the change
process period.
la. AS...Q_A.1_D_gDS11
'l'hey received these from someone else. Hi Sch Prin-1 lb. AS~A_~n.?__ps

5

lc. AS 6 A 4n 0 DS 1
Superintendent - 6
-- -- -(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Project Director
/.J.
When? Prior - 9
Central Administration :.. J; Washington - 2-·--·- - ·
Regarding what were the change effort's (BUSD's) goals. 2a. AS]_A~D_-~ns2
(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

2.

They received these from someone else. Hi Sch Prin-1 2b. AS~A~D-~DsO
2c. AS~A_d_D_Ons 0
Project Director
4;
When? Prior (If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 1;
(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

3.

5

Washin~ton- 1~ Central Administration- 1
H.egarding how their personal tasks should be modified to help
effect the change effort's goals.
3a.

3b. AS OA OD 7DS 6

They received these from someone else. "

-----

1

3c. AS 6A 6n 1 DS 0
1
Project Director - 7;
-- --Prior - 8 f
(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 6;
When? Early ~n
~
Washington - 1
Implementation-a
Regarding what their personal goals should be to help effect the change
'
effort's goals.
4a. AS_LA.Z.Dj_DS_t?_
(If a and b were "D/DS"} They should have.

4.

They received these from someone else. "Themselves '!..1 4b. AS_Q_A_Q_Dj_DSj_

5.

(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.
4c. AS.l±_A._/.J-D__£DS.£.
.
Project Director - 4
Prior - 7
(If c was "AS/A") From ~hom? Superintendent - l.J.
When? Early in
Office of Project Development - 1; Washington-1 ImpleTiimTtrrtion-1
Regarding how each director's school's goals were to help effect the
change effort's goals.
Sa. ASJ:_A~D_Lns-=:_ DK~·-a

5b. AS 0 A 1 D 7 DS

They received these from someone else.
(If a and b were "D/DS"} They should have.
Project Director
(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent Washington - 1

*

DK~.~-

=

"Don't Know"

----

3

Sc. ASi,A~D~DS 1 DK*-li

3

J

.
When? PrJ.or

- 6
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(Continued)

(In your opinion, site directors received written, clear-cut directions from the person
to whom they were accountable:)
6.

Regarding the need/process for setting up communications system(s) to
improvE"! group problem solving.
6a. AS.Q_A.3_D_2_DS_2
They received these from someone else.

6b. AS 0 A 0 D 6 DS l~

-----

6c. AS~A.1__D_Q_DS 0
Project Director - 5
Prior - 9
(If c.w~s "A~(A") From whom? Superif!:!enden~ When?J.nit1:,§)
Tra1n1ng D1rector- 1; ProJect Dev. - 1; Washlngtn-lrmplementation-1
Regarding the need/process for reducing anxiety among their peers, subordinates,
or fellow employees.
7a. AS_£_A,l_n_§ps· 6
(If a and b were "D/DS") They should have.

7.

They received these from someone else.

7b. AS_Q_A__C]_p.1.DS_2

(If a and b we~re 11 D/DS") They should have.

8,

7c. AS 7 A L~ D ODS 0
Project Director
8
- - Prior
9
(Ifc was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 4
When? Initial
Training Director- 1;
Washington- 1.
Impl.-- 2
In yo1.1r opinion, there was a plan for implementing the Experimental Schools
Program p:rio:r to the opening of school in the fall of 19'71. 8a. AS 2 A2:_n_§ps..J
(If a was 11 D/nsn) There would have been fewer <}o:nf.licts and
problems if there bad been such a plan.
8b.
.
Supt & ''Grec~n Boo}c" - 1
Prior w• 1
(If a was "AS/A'') :!!'rorn whom?._?roi£.'2.t _pir?:.s.~.£!:.!..2 guess-1When?_Q!)'k - 1
I

9.

10.

11.

In your opinion, there was a need for setting up communication system (s)
to help group problem solving.
.
9a. As 1 3A!__n!_ns~
(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have helped
set up any communication system(s) to deal with group problem solving?
9b. YesJJ_ No_1_
(If b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?
"Experience" - 10; Academic Training - 4; Reading - 2
In your opinion, there were fellow employees who, durlng the Experimental
Schools development and initial implementation period, felt that their 8eniority
and/or professional future was threatened.
10. AS_Q_A_.'±._D3_DS 0
In your opinion, there was a need for reducing anxiety among the peers,
subordinates, or fellow employees of site directQrs.
lla. AS_§_A 5 D_!_DS_.Q
(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have
helped reduce anxiety among such groups?
llb. Yes}~No.l__
(If b was 11 Yea 11 ) From what source did you get this awareness?
"Experienee" - 8; Academic Training ·· 4; Reading - 1.
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3

In your opinion, in regard to tho effectiveness of the change process in
implementing the Experimental Schools Project:

a.

There were many problems.

~

· 12a. AS12 A 2 D 0 osO

f

13.

b.

There were more problems than you feel there
should have been.

c.

There were fewer problems than you expected
there to be.

DK~~-J

i
,,
li

.t

In your opinion, special stresses are placed on organizations by change.
l3a. AS11A2D~DS~
Change demands more of the organization.
13b. AS1}4.J:_D_2.DS__2
'

Change demands more of the individual.
(If b was

11

13c. AS14A..2_D_QpS_2

A.S/ A") In what way does it demand more of the organization?
No pattern to responses

----------------------- --------------------------------------------(If c was ''AS/A"} In what way does it demand more of the individual?
No pattern to responses

-----______.........

--.....;....

14.

In your opinion, the alternative or experimental schools demanded a really
new teacher l'Ole.
14a. AS 4 A.)~~ D .~3 DS 1·
"
"
Director role
AS7.,~A~6 DJ:_Ds=]
(If n. was ''AS/A") Enough time, money and other resources were put
into training teachers and directors for their new roles.
14b. AS_A_D_.fDS..JO

i5.

'l'o the best of your knowledge, the superintendent emphasized this "new role"
aspect of the project and related training needs during the summer of 1971.
15a. AS 0 A 1 D 7DS 5 DK*-1 1
(If a was "D/DS") He emphasized it that fall, after the project
started.
15b. AS 0 A 2 D 7ns 4

---

16.

17.

Who told the directors and teachers if they were doing a good job?
"No-one" - 6; Project Direetor-3; Support staff - 3; "Don't Know"-2;
Building P~--incipal - 2; Par~nt1:~/E;-tud";i1ts-:-1; Was.hingto11=1-.In your opinion, there was a doctrine (('..lDal/Objectives staternent) for this project
that all workers could refer to as a guideline for planning to take on problems.
17a. AS 2A 4D 4DS 4

-----

"Green Book" - 6
How was it communicated? Copies to sites - 2
If printed, do you happen to have a copy?
- - - - - - 17b. Ye_s__,.r-~-N--o-..,..1-·
When did you get it? "Wrote it" - 1
-"When I came to my project position" - 3
(If a was "AS/A") Where was this published?

*

DK* = "Don't Know"

EXHIBIT
18.

M (Continued)

4

If this doetrine wasn't printed, did tho supe1intondent declare and/or
publicize it in talks or some other means?
18a. Yes_2_No 8

gs" - 1. ;
(If a was "Y cs") By what means? "B oar d Me e t•1n,
19.

"TaJ.ks"1
~

In your opinion, most of the participants in tho Exp01imental Schools Project
during its initial implementation phase lmew what to expect from other
participants at decision-making time.
19a. AS..Q..AJ...D_J_DS....J
Did this include parents?

*·*''Parents did not know either" - 12

19b. Yes2_No_~

20.

In your opinion, does organizational change require more, less, or about the
same amount of face··to-face contact to be successful in comparison to a
static situation?
20a. M_~L__s__

21.

Do you see change as being a separate organi:t.ational phenomenon in
itself?
2la. Yes 7 No 6

22.

"Either"- 1
Have your views on that question (lr21) changed as a result of the experience
of worldng on the Experimental Schools Project?
22a. Yes.]_No..J:~
(If a 'Yas "Yes") Did yon learn this from someone or did
experience provide t.he mai.n lcsson(s)?

Person__gxp_]_

(If a person) Would you be willing to indicate who the person

23.

was'?_,._·_~___
-

In your opin:ion, what were the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?

"Green Book Goals
7
No pattern to other responses
11

24.

-

Did you feel that you had any of your personal tasks modified to help effect
the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?
Yes~No..l__
Ofyes) How? _____T_o_o_k___
on_____n_e_w__a_s_s_i_g_n_m_e_Y_1t__w_1_·t_·h____p_r__o_j_e_c_t________________

25.

In your opinion, what wel'e your personal g"Oals regarding helping the change
effo:rt's (BUSD's) goals?

No pattern to res-ponses
26.

In your opinion, what were your school 1 s (office's) goals in regard to helping
effect the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals 'l

No pattern to responses
*

DK*

= "Don't

Know"
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You have now answered the questions of key i mportancc to this study; it has taken
_ _ _ _ _minutes. There are 15 questions considered to be of secondary importance
but valuable to the study. Will you take the time to answer them now? It should take
another 10 minutes. (If not, may I come back another time for your answers'?)
2'1.

28.

Washington gave very short time blocks for planning and implementing the
project, if I recall correctly. Do you agree with that impression'?
·
Yes 13 No_j.__
If so, could you recall two or three critical periods in the spring, summer or
fall of 1971 when the project was put together and first started up, periods
that you consider clisis times? Most frequently mentioned: Negotiations
with Washington; re-writing periods.
Recalled none - 1
Recalled two - 4
Recalled one - 2
Recalled three or more - 7
Were there any other crisis times that you recall?
Recalled none - 4
Recalled two - 3
Recalled one - 1
Recalled three or more - 6
In your opinion, if there were crises were most of the people involved happy
with the compromises reached in resolving these crises? Yes__::_No_?_.

29.

What was the structure for reaching compromises?
"None" - 10
Individual & group bargaining with the
Directors meetint!;s - 1
superintendent - 1
11
1
' I
think th·~re wt:1.s something ••• 11 - 1
Many varieties" ·~ t

30.

Do you know who or what size group was involved in these "ilmer decisions"
regarding eritic:.:t.l problems or c rl.ses '?
Yes 9 No 5
"Varied 11 - 6; superintendent & cabinet -· 1;
-·- - (If"Yes") Who? Project Director & site directors - 2;
SuperintenderrE and one -or two o..,.t"T'h""""e-r-=s,..------:1..--o-or, what size group?_" five to_ seven people" - 1;
"varied" - 8

31.

In your opinion, if there was such a group how did they inform the larger
director's and/ or teacher's groups of the nature of resolutions they reached
in these 11 inner group" meetings? "They didn't" - 5; "memo" - 2;
"Meetings with groups"- 2; "Public meetings" - 1.

32.

Was there an "institutional" information link for the informational sort of
purpose? Weekly directors' meetings - 3
Yes 7 No 7
"Morning after" after Board Meetings.
(If "Yes") Who was in charge of seeing that it worked? Projec_t Director - 3;
Information specialist - 3; Superintendent+ one, prior to impl - l.

33.

In your opinion, did the superintendent know the district people well enough
to know who could ta.ke added responsibility <md who couldn't?
Yes 6 No_i__, DK* - 2

*

DK* = "Don't Know"
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6

Speaking only of the Experimental Schools' staffs, were you aware of there
being communication problems hetwcen the new people brought into the distlic:t.
for tho project and those already hero working on the alternative schools?
Yes 12 No 2

·--- ·---

(If "Yes") In your opinion, were these problems more, less, or about the
same degree as those existing between new and continuing staff in the
"regular" program?
M_2_L_1_S_2

35.

Did you hear, or hear about, the ter·m "cesspool" being used in relation to
the group of those staff members who were unassigned just prior to the
operJng of school and the initial implementation of the Experimental Schools
Program?
Yes~o_7_
(If "Yes") Do you recall the reaction of any of those affected by this un-

assigned status? Can you tell me how they felt?
No pattern to responses

36.

How was the accountability of the program enforced in BUSD; i.e., who did
the superintendent name as being responsible for the Experimental Schools
Prcigram and what were that· person's pmve t'S of enforcement?
Project Director - 13
"Don't Know" - 1
I

.

\Vere the powers real, in your opinion, or largely a "pn.per tiger"?
"Real" - 5;
"Paper 'l'iger" - 7;
"Don't Know" - 1

37.

Were there other feedback systems to handle unexpected program snags?
Yes 1 No_9_

~

DK* - 2

It

(If "Yes") W'hat were they? 1-"Support staff & PJ;oj~2~ director's open door 'i

Who had the power to make them work?

Project director - 1

--------

How often did these :teport sessions take place? ______-__:_:._.___.
38.

Who supervised the program; i.e. 9 who reported to tho sup0rlntendent. on it
and how often?
Re 1 "Who" - Project Director - 14
Res "How often" -Seldon- 1; "On demand/not
regularly" - 6; Weekly meetings - 1; "Don't Know"-5 :

39.

Who reported to the superintendent on the status of director and/or teacher
training before and during the initial implementation phases of the project?
Project director - 6
"No training during this time, nothing to report" - 5
"Doubt subject ever came up" - 1
"Don't Know" - 2

*

DK* ,.

"Don't Know"
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40.

7

(Continued)

M

In your opinion, considering the parents' "Need to Knovv'', one week in the
fall of 1971 was a little short on time to get their cooperation.
AS_1_A_.f2p_DS_ DK* - 1

41.

Each Experimental School must have stated what it intended to do in terms
of educational impact, improvement, etc. What record-keeping program
was initiated to determine the degree to which each was doing what they said
was intended?

"None" - 11.

•in on' t know" - 3

Dl d th e superlntendent want more than what was provided?

Yes 2

No

6

DK *

If so, did he get it?

"No" - 2
If not, what did he do?

"Covered the lack with Washington" - 1
"Fired th0 Evaluation Dir~ctor." - 1
"Never q-ot
the idea this was of concern to him." - 1
..
'

)

Who supervised initiating the record-keeping program?

Associatf:l Director for Evaluation - 5; '1 No-one" - 1;

DK* - 2

At whose direction?

Washington and Berkeley School District - l
Project Director - 4

Who was responsible for reporting its findings?

Project Director-- 2; Associate Director for Evaluation - 2;
.Superintendent - 1; "Don't Know" - 2.
To whom?

Washington- 3; superintendent - 2; Board of Education- 1;
Projeci Director- 1.

-!:·

DK* = "Don't Know"

-
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TOTAL OF RESPONSES

SQ-1

(N=32)

Unless otherwise indicated please answer the following questions by stating
whether you 11 agree strongly", "agree", 'tiisagree", or "disagree strongly".
1-7

In your opinion, you received written, clear-cut directions from the person
to whom you were accountable:

1.

Regarding the special problems to anticipate during the change
process period.
la.

lb. ASO A 3n12ns 15

You received these from someone else.

2.

AS_Q_A~D~DS23

----

(If a and b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?
lc. AS17 A lOD lDS 1
Project Director - 17
-- -- --Prfor to
(If c was "AS/A") From whom? Superintendent - 12
When? start - 27
Hashington - 3; Central Administration -__,3,_------------Regarding what were the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals. 2a. AS_4A_7n_15ns_6_
You received these from someone else.
(If a-b were

3.

D/DS") Feel you should have?
2c. As10 A 5 D 1 DS 0
Project Director - 10
- -Prior ;-14
(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
Superintendent - 5
When ?In it. - 1
VJashington- 2; Central Administration- 1
. <~
Regarding how your personal tasks should be modified to help effect the
change effort's goals.
3a. AS_QA..Q_D~DS_26
11

3b. AS 0A l

4.

(If a-b were 11 D/DS") Feel you should have?
3c.
Project Director - 20
(Ifcwas 11 AS/A") Fromwhom? Superintendent- 11
Washington- 1
Regarding what your personal goals should be to help effect the
effort's goals.
4a.

16

Asl6A12 D 2ns 0
- -Prior :-22
When?Init.- 3
Prior &_during- 1
change
AS~A.l_D...!_:Vs_!5

4b. AS OA On 1fbs 13

You received these from someone else.

4c. AS 15A 9 D 3 DS 2
-- 23
Project Director - 18
Prior
(If c was "AS/A 11 ) From whom? Superintendent - 8
Vfhen? I ni t.
1
Washinqton - 2; Central Administration - 1
Regarding how your school's goals were to help effect the change
effort's goals.
Don 1 t know-2 5a. AS2_A.:_n::_ns_::
(If a-·b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

5.

1

n 4ns
----

You received these from someone else.

---

You received these from someone else.
1

(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have? Don t knmv-1 5c.

(If c was "AS/A") From whom?
Washington - 1;

Project Director - 14
Superintendent - 6

Site administrator - 1

AS 14;\7 D 1 DS 2

------

--·---

Prior - 20
When? Prior &

during - 1
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(In your opinion, you received written, clear-cut directions from the person to
whom you were accountable:)
6.

Regarding the need/process for setting up communication system(s)
to impr,ove group problem solving.
6a.. ASJ._A_g_D11DS..!.§ DK*-1
You received these from someone else.

6b. AS..2_A_l_n2:,!DS13 DK*-1

6c. As17A 5 n 2ns o
Project Director
13
Prior
18
(Ifcwas"AS/A") Fromwhom? Superintendent- 6
Wben?_lp.it,- 4
Washington- 1; Central Staff - 4
Prior & during- 1
Regarding the need/process for reducing anxiety among your peers,
subordinates, or fellow employees.
7a. AS_Q_AJ:..D11DS..!_9
(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

7.

You received these from someone else.

7b.

ASJ2..A.].D12DS15

7c. As17A 8n 1nso
Project Director
20
Prior
22
(If c was "AS/A") From whom? S..J2J2erintendent - 8
'\Vben? Ini t. - 3
Prior & during- 3
Washington- 1; Central Staff- 2
In your opinion, there was a plan for implementing the Experimental
Schools Program prior to the opening of school in the fall of 1971.
Sa. AS 2 A)_~~DSJ.:1- DK*··1
11
(If a was D/DS"} There would have been fewer conflicts
and prohlems if there had been such a plan.
8b. AS17A. .5 n3 DS 0 DK-1:···1
"Project Dirr~ cto.r, I Guess." - 1 -· - - Pt ior •· l
(If a was "AS/N') From whom? Su·pwd.ntendent - 1
When? DK* -~ 1
(If a-b were "D/DS") Feel you should have?

8.

---

9.

-----

-· ---.-----

In your opinion, there was a need for setting up communication system(s)
'to help group problem solving.
9a. As24A~nOOnsO
(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have helped ·

10.

11.

set up a communication system to deal with group problem solving?
9b. Yes 29 No 3
(If b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?
Academic Training - 10; Reading - 7; Experience - 25
In your opinion, there were fellow employees who, during the Experimental
Schools development and initial implementation period, felt their seniority
and/or professional future was threatened.
10. AS1.5A12D.2_DS..2._
In your opinion, there was a need for reducing anxiety among your
peers, subordinates, or fellow employees.
lla. AS19A12n_!_ns~
(If a was "AS/A") Are you aware of any process that might have
helped reduce anxiety among such groups?
llb. Yes 27 No...!!.:_

{I:£ b was "Yes") From what source did you get this awareness?

Academic 'l'raining - 10; Reading - 7; Experience - 24

*DK = r•ocm It Know. "
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3

In your opinion~ in regard to the effectiveness of the change process in
implementing the Experimental Schools Project:
a.

There were many problems.

12a. AS27A5 nODS 0

b.

There were more problems than you feel there
should have been.

12b. AS21A 7 n2 DS 1 DK*-1.i

c.

13.
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There were fewer problems than you expected
there to be.

- --- --

I

--- --

12c. AS_Q_A_g_D22 DS1J

In your opinion, special stresses are placed on organizations by change.
13a. AS2l.J.A 8 D 0 DS 0

----

Change demands more of the organization.

13b. AS28A4 D 0 DS 0

Change demands more of the individual.

13c. AS28AL~ .D 0 DS 0

------

(If b was "AS/A") In what way does it demand more of the organization?

Responses extremely varied, gave no patt.erno
(If c was "AS/A") In what way does it demand more of the individual?
Responses extremely varied, gave no pattern.

------------------

14.

In your opinion, the alternative or experimental schools demanded a really
new teacher role.
14a. AS1.3A10D 7 DS 1
"
" Director role
As'iBA9-D4 ns-f

---- -

(If a. was "AS/N') Enough time, money and other resources were put

into training teachers and directors for their new roles.

14b. AS..!?_A..9_D_2_DS 19

15.

To the best of your lmowledge, the superintendent emphasized this "new role"
aspect of the project and related training needs during the summer of 1~71.
15a. AS.1_A.!!_D14 DS 10
(if a was "D/DS") He emphasized it that fall, after the project
started.
15b. AS 0 A 2 n14ns 8

16.

Who told the directors and teachers if they were doing a good job?
Project Director - 7;Students-5; Parents/Compmnity-5; Site Ad~l.-3;
Support Staff ~ 3; Washington - 1 ~ DK* - 2; ''No-·one" - 13,
In your opinion, there was a doctrine (Goal/Objectives statement) for this project
that all workers could refer to as a guideline for planning to take on problems.
17a. AS3_A~D15DS11

17.

(If a was "AS/A") Where was this published? "Green Book" - ~
How was it communicated? Copies to sites - 2
If p1inted, do you happen to have a copy?
17b. Yes 4 No__
1_
When did you get it?
"Wrote it" - 1
When position assumed - 3
*DK

= "Don't

Know."

!
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· 18.

4

If this doctrine wasn't printed, did the superintendent declare and/or
publicize it in talks or some other means?
l.8a. Yes...3._No~ DK*-2
(If a was "Yes") By what means?

19.
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Board meetings/worksho..;:.p_ __

In your opinion, most of the participants in the Experimental Schools Project
during its initial implementation phase knew what to expect from other
participants at decision-making time.
19a. AS.Q_A_!._p.2_DS 21 DK*~1l

Did this include parents?
19b. Yes **No ·
**"Yes, they didn't know either, etc," - JO
20. In your opin:i.on, does organizational change require more, less, or about the
same amount of face-to-face contact to be successful in comparison to a
static situation?
20a. M 3 2L_Q_S_Q_
21.

Do you see change as being a separate organizational phenomenon in
itself?
E.J. ther - 1 21a. Yes-20 No11.
-

· 22.

Have your views on that question (#21) changed as a result of the experience
of working on the Expeli.mental Schools Project?
22a. Yes_i_No 26
(If a was "Yes") Did you learn this from someone or did
experience provide the main lesson(s)?

Person_Q__Exp_2_

(If a pel's on) Would you be willing to indicate who the person was?--=--::...._-_ __

23.

24,

In your opinion, what \ll-'ere the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?

"Green Book" - 11
Others, with "Green Book" mentioned "Others''
- 14
Did you feel that you had any of your personal tasks modified to help effect
the change effort's (BUSD's) goals?
Yes...!]_No.!:§_
(If yes) How? _ _T_o_o_k__n_e_w_a_s_s_i.;..;g_n_m_e_n_t_______________

25.

In your opinion, what were your personal goals regarding helping the change

effort's (BUSD' s) goals?
"Green Book" - 9
Goals which were different than those in "Green Book" - 23
26.

In your opinion, what were your school's (office's) goals in regard to helping

effect the change effort's (BUSD' s) goals?
~['hose in "Green Book" - 10
Goals which were different than those in "Green Book" - 22

*DK = "Don't Know,"
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5

You have now answered the questions of key importance to thi.s study; it has taken
- - minutes. There are 15 questions considered to be of secondary importance
but valuable to the si11dy. Will you take the time to answer them now? It should take
another 10 minutes. (If not, may I come back another time for your answers?)
27.

Washington gave very short time blocks for planning and implementing the
project, if I recall correctly. Do you agree with that impression?
Yes_?_§_No__g_ DK* - 2
If so, could you recall two or three critical periods in the spring, summer or
fall of 19'11 when the project was put together and first started upy periods

that you consider crisis times?
Noted one period - 6
Noted two periods-10
Noted three or more periods - 12

I

Most frequently mentioned
areas within comments:
r:
Re-write periods; Neeotiationsl
with Washington• Conflictc ·
Were there any other crisis times that you recall?
around· eval~ati~n; and~ ""
Noted one per~od - 3
"switching si.p;nals" after
Noted two per1ods- 6
t
tNoted three or more periods - 10
s age se •
1
In your opinion, if there were crises were most of the people involved happy
I
28.
with the compromises reached in resolving these crises? Yes __ 5 No 24
1:
"None were resolved" - 1; "Mixed" - 1
•
29. Wha~ was the structure for reaching compromises? "Bargaining with Supt." - 1 \l
'"Jihere was non(::l '' - 25
"Reaching consensus" - 1
•
Director•s meetings - 1
Director as Arbitrator - 1
"I thinY.: ther8 was sor11.ethinp.;." - 1
"Many variet:tesl; - 1
.•·
Do
you
know
who
or
·,vhat
size
group
was
involved
in
these
"inner
decisions"
.
30.
regarding critical problems or c:cises "?
Yes 1 9 No 1. 2
Supt. & Cabinet ~ I~· "It varied" -· 7; "Project D:trecTO:r· affii"C;ronies 11 Pr.Q.~e~"t D1.recto~. & S:l te Director - It. Centr~l ESJ; cotaf"f - 2
(ll 'Yes"} \Vho? :;)yte DJJ:'ector _g.ng Ass1stant ~)upeuntendent - 1
li

J~.:~

J:_•.•

or, what size group? "Size varied" - 10;

11

Small" - 3

31.

In your opinion, if there was such a group how did they inform the larger
director's and/ or teacher's groups of the nature of resolutions they reached
in these "inner group" meetings?
"They didn't" - 6; monthly staff meetin~s - 6; ''No pattern" - 3
Staff meetings at sites - 4; Memo - 2; Newsletter - 1 ~ "Osmos:i.s"-·1.
Public meeti~gs - 1; Project director announced it - 1.

32.

Was there an "institutional". information link for the informational sort of
purpose?
Yes~.LNo
21
(If "Yes") Who was in charge of seeing that it worked? Informat io11: specialist -

Project director- 4; "No-one"- 2; Superintendent- 1; DK*- 1.
33.

In your opinion, did the superintendent know the district people well enough
to know who could take added responsibility and who couldn't?
Yes 11 No 11-1*DK

= "Don't

Know."

DK* -· 6

.Jj
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34.

6

Speaking only of the Experimental Schools' staffs, were you aware of there
being communication problems between the new people brought into the district
for the project and those already here working ou the altemative schools?
Yes 28 No 3 DK* - 1
(If "Yes") In your opinion, were these problems more, less, or about the
same degree as those existing between new and continuing staff in the
"regular" program?
M 22L_LS...i_

35.

Did you hear, or hear about, the term "cesspool" being used in relation to
the group of those staff members who were unassigned just prior to the
opening of school and. the initial implementation of the Experimental Schools
Program?
Yes.!!_No 20__
(If "Yes") Do you recall the reaction of any of those affected by tlrls unassigned status? Can you tell me how they felt? DK* - 1;
Other limited number of responses too crude to record.

36.

How was the accountability of the program enforced in BUSD; i.e., who did
the superintendent name as being responsible for the Experimental Schools
Pr()gram and what were that' person's powers of enforcement?
,:
Project Director- 29; "Don't know."- 2;"VIas no accountability"- 1f
r
I

Were the powers

in your opinion, or largely a "paper tiger"'?
"Real" - 8; "Paper tiger" - 19; "Don't know" - 2

37.

real~

Were there other feedback systems to handle unexpected program snags?
Yes 5 No__?_l DK* - 2
"Project director's open door" - 2; memo - 1; Monthly meetings - 1
(If "Yes") What were they?_ ESP support staff - 2; Group around problem-1
Whohadthepowertomakethemwork?Project director- 2;site director- 1.,
How often did these report sessions take place? "Fairly

r~_gularly"

-1; DK* - 1.

Who supervised the program; i.e., who reported to the superintendent on it
and how often?
Who supervised~ Project director - 26; "Everyone., ·- 4; .. Assume it was
the project director"- :!. •
How often'?: DK* - 14; Varied - 2; Weekly - 1: Quite often - 1;
Fairlv r~gularly - 1; Seldo,]Yl•'- 1.
39. Who reported to the supenntenaent on the status of director and/or teacher
training before and during the initial implementation phases of the project?
"No training going on to report." - 15; Project d'irector - 7;
"Assume it was project director 11 - 2; Project director and
site director - 1; DK*- 7.
38.

*DK = "Don't Know."
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7

In your opinion, considering the parents' "Need to Know", one week in the
fall of 1971 was a little short on time to get their cooperation.

AfY-7 A1l~D.£_DS_E_
41.

DK·H· -

1'

Each Experimental School must have stated what it intended to do in terms
of educational impact, improvement, etc. What record-keeping program
was initiated to determine the degree to which each was doing what they said
was intended?
"Did None"- 27

w~sn't

"This

carried out too well." - 1

Did the superintendent want more than what was provided?
Yes 4 No 9 DK* - 11.
"Never expressed need. "-4; "He must have "-1; "MixecP'="f; ,;Got that
If so, did he get it?
impression" - 1.

"No" - 4; "To some extent" - 1; "It appears he didn't" - 1.
If not, what did he do?
.
I
"Changed Associate Director" - 2; "Took care of his own business" - 2;!
DK*- 1.
"CoverE:1d up the la.ck" - 1 ;

Who supervised initiating the record-keeping program?
Associate Director for Evaluation - 8
"No-one" - 3;
DK* - 5.
At whose direction?

Project director - 7;

Washington, D.C. and district - 1

Who was responsible for reporting its findings?
Associate Director for Evaluation - 3; Project director.- 2;
Superintendent- 1; "None required" - 1; DK*- 3·
To whom?

H.E.W., Washington- 3;
Superintendent-- 2
Superintendent and project director - 1
Superintendent and Washington, D.C. - 1
Project director .- 1
Board of Education - 1

DK 41·

-

1

*DK

= "Don't

Know."

